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When the ambient temperature drops, air-source heat

pumps deliver less heating per unit of power input and

usually cannot provide for the heating load. Therefore,

dual-source heat pumps can offer an attractive alternative.

In the context of this work, a dual-source heat pump

operates as an air-source unit under normal conditions but

as a water-source unit when ambient air conditions are

unfavorable.

The main objective of this thesis is the analysis and

computer simulation of a dual-source heat pump with a three-

fluid evaporator. This includes the mathematical analysis

and the development of the performance model for the three-

fluid evaporator. For the two-phase state in the

evaporator, the mixed model based on the Baroczy correlation

was used to calculate the pressure drop and Shah's chart



method was used to calculate the heat transfer coefficient.

Using the three-fluid evaporator model, a dual-source

heat pump model was developed based on the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) model for air-source units. An

optimization method, using the Modular In-Core Non-Linear

Optimization System (MINOS) package, was applied to

determine the optimal design variables for the evaporator.

Finally, using weather data and load conditions, the

annual performance factor (APF) simulation program for this

heat pump was developed to obtain the optimal capacity,

optimal switching temperature, minimum water temperature and

so on.

The results from the three-fluid evaporator model show

that the developed model predicts pressure drops and overall

heat transfer coefficients within 3 to 21 percent error

range in comparison to experimental data. The coefficient

of performance (COP) of the water-source operation of the

dual-source heat pump was 20 percent greater than when the

unit was operated as an air-source heat pump at 8.3 °C (47

F). Under the same conditions, the dual-source APF also

reflected a 45 percent increase when compared to purely

air-source operations. The nominal size of the dual-source

heat pump (compressor, condenser and evaporator) can be

reduced to avalue three-fifths that of the air-source heat

pump that would normally be specified under identical

conditions.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Cross sectional area of channel

Ai Inside surface area of water tube

Ao Outside surface area of water tube

APF Annual performance factor

a Acceleration

C Constant in friction factor equation (0.046 for

turbulent flow, 16 for viscous flow)

Cc Contraction coefficient

CD Cycling degradation factor

COP Coefficient of performance

Cp Specific heat with constant pressure

D Diameter

DB Dry bulb temperature

Deq Equivalent diameter of annulus (hydraulic diameter)

EER Energy efficiency ratio

F Frictional energy loss per unit mass

f Darcy friction factor

G Mass velocity, i.e, the total mass flow rate divided

by the channel flow area

g Acceleration due to gravity

h Heat transfer film coefficient

i Enthalpy

ifg Latent heat of vaporization

K Slip ratio

k Thermal conductivity



L Tube length

LF Load factor

Mass flow rate

PLF Part load factor

p Pressure

R Radius

R Water side fouling factor

R Refrigerant side fouling factor

Q Heat transfer rate

Q Volumetric flow rate

q Heat flux

S Wall surface area

T Temperature

t Time

to The compressor-blower on-time

U Overall heat transfer coefficient

u Velocity

v Specific volume

WB Wet bulb temperature

X Lockhart and Martinelli pressure drop parameter

x Mass quality

z Axial distance along the tube

Greek

a Void fraction

Volumetric quality

A Prescript indicating change in property



Surface roughness

P Density

Absolute viscosity

Two-phase frictional multiplier based on pressure

gradient for total flow assumed liquid

Two-phase frictional multiplier based on pressure

gradient for liquid alone flow

Two-phase frictional multiplier based on pressure

gradient for gas alone flow

Shah correlation heat transfer film coefficient

ratio [26]

a Ratio Al/A2

Tv, Shear stress at wall

Angles shown in Figure 2.2

Mass velocity correction factor in Baroczy

correlation [30]

Dimensionless Numbers

Bo Boiling number : q/(G ifd

Co Convection Number : {(1-x)/x}u(ps/pd"

Fr Froude number : {G2/(p2gD)}

FrL Froude number based on properties of the liquid and

upon the centrifugal acceleration : [(32/{p2(s+a)D}]

Pr Prandtl number: (400

Re Reynolds number: (pliD4.)



Subscript

1,2 Referring to stations 1,2

A Due to acceleration

avg Average

cen Centrifugal acceleration

cyc Cyclic

e Exit

F Due to friction

f Liquid or film

G Due to gravity

g Gas or vapor

H Water

i Inlet

i Inside

L Liquid

R Refrigerant

satc Saturation temperature in the condenser

sate Saturation temperature in the evaporator

satei Saturation temperature at the inlet of evaporator

ss Steady-state

sub Subcooling

super Superheat

tan Tangential

tp Two-phase

tt Turbulent liquid and turbulent gas

vt Viscous liquid and turbulent gas

w Wall
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ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION OF DUAL-SOURCE HEAT PUMPS
WITH THREE-FLUID EVAPORATORS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

In the 1970s, escalating energy costs brought about a

search for more energy-efficient ways of heating and

cooling residential spaces. In the last two decades, the

heat pump has become recognized as an energy-efficient,

reliable, and economic means of heating and cooling homes

electrically.

A heat pump is a mechanical device used for heating

and cooling. It operates by pumping thermal energy from a

cooler to a warmer location. Thermal energy normally flows

from a warmer to a cooler region; heat pumps move thermal

energy against its normal flow.

A heat pump may draw its thermal eneigy from a number

of sources, such as air, water, or earth. Similarly, it

may release energy to air, water, or earth. The cooler

medium from which thermal energy is extracted is called the

energy source. The warmer medium receiving the energy is

called the energy sink. Heat pumps are typically referred

to by their source and sink: e.g., air-to-air or water-to-

air heat pumps. Regardless of the heat pump's type of

source or sink, pumping thermal energy against its normal
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needed energy input.

Heat pumps recover and utilize the solar energy

present in ambient air (air-source heat pumps) and in the

ground (ground-source heat pumps), as well as make low-

grade waste heat sources more usable. They are truly an

energy - conserving and, many times a cost-conserving

technology. A conventional air-to-air heat pump may be two

to three times as energy efficient as electric furnaces.

The air-source heat pump is the major type of heat

pump being used and manufactured in the world today, but it

has four major deficiencies:

1) The efficiency and capacity of the air-source heat

pump decreases as the ambient temperature drops.

When heating demand exceeds capacity, the usual

procedure is to activate the back-up heating unit

to maintain the heating requirement.

2) Defrosting is needed on an outdoor heat exchanger

when enough frost has formed to impede the heat

transfer and/or the airflow over the coil. Five

to ten percent of the total heat pump electrical

energy consumption is used for this defrosting.

3) It is necessary to provide supplementary heat from

resistance heaters in the indoor section during

defrost. This is because defrosting is normally

accomplished simply by reversing the cycle and

directing hot gas to the outdoor coil for a period
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long enough to melt the frost and no heat is being

produced inside.Starting and stopping the defrost

cycle is accomplished by one of several techniques.

Consequently, the heat pump system becomes more

complicated.

4) The defrost cycles are the main cause of

reliability problems with heat pumps. Among the

ten design principles for improved reliability of

heat pumps presented by Allan Trask [1], three

principles are related to improving the defrosting

process.

One strategy of avoiding the above deficiencies in air

source heat pumps is to switch to another thermal energy

source at low ambient temperatures. Water can be a good

candidate for the source.

Water-source heat pumps often several potential

advantage over air-source units. Water-source heat pumps,

in principle, have an efficiency advantage over air-source

systems because of thermal energy source temperature

constancy. The annual range of variation in groundwater or

surface water temperatures in most parts of the world is

much less than the variation in air temperature.

Unlike air-source heat pumps where supplementary heat

must be used when the outside air temperature drops below

the balance point. Water-source heat pumps that have been
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sized for heating do not need such supplemental heat.

Conventional water-source heat pumps also had one major

disadvantage: they require large quantities of water and

the resultant load on water supplies can be severe.

The rationale for employing a dual-source heat pump is

twofold:

1) The need of back-up electric heating is eliminated

by switching the heat pump system from air-source

to water-source when the heating demand exceeds the

air-source capacity.

2) Water consumption is minimized by using air as the

thermal energy source when it is adequate.

In addition, since this unit can also eliminate the

defrosting cycles, the heat pump reliability is expected to

improve. Water can be supplied from a well, a closed ground

loop, or from the municipal water system as desired and the

water required will be a fraction of that of the

conventional water-source unit.

1.2 Historical Background

The theoretical concept of the heat pump was described

in an 1824 book written by a young French army officer,

Sadi Carnot [2].

The British physicist William Thomson (later to be

Lord Kelvin) was the first to propose the heat pump, or
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"heat multiplier" as he called it. Thomson published a

paper in 1852 [3] describing a system in which, using a

linked compressor and expander, air was moved to and from a

reservoir that also acted as a heat exchanger. This open-

cycle unit could be used for either heating or cooling

buildings.

Development of refrigeration equipment using these

ideas progressed rapidly by the 1940s. While refrigeration

met an established need, heat pump development depended on

energy costs and availability and on the alternative

thermal energy generators available. Heat pumps can be

viewed as refrigeration systems in which the rejected heat

is at,least as important as the refrigeration effect. Heat

pumps have been referred to as reverse-cycle refrigeration

systems.

The first heat pump applications were considered in

the 1920s, with restatements of and improvements on

Thomson's paper by Krauss [4] and Morley [5]. Although

there were no heat pumps as such in existence, it was

possible to examine their feasibility by analyzing the

performance of the rapidly increasing amount of

refrigeration equipment that was being installed.

This was done by Haldane [6], who analyzed data from a

number of refrigerating plants operating between 1891 and

1926. From these results, Haldane was able to recommend

that reversible heat pumps should be considered for cooling
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and heating buildings. Not content with theoretical

calculations, Haldane constructed an experimental heat pump

in the mid-1920s to provide space heating and water heating

in his home in Scotland. He used both outdoor air and

mains water as thermal energy sources, a low-temperature,

hot-water radiator heat-distribution system, and an

electrically driven refrigeration compressor. His

experiment has obvious parallels with contemporary dual-

source heat pump patterns. The performance of the domestic

unit showed a worthwhile coefficient of performance (COP)

and apart from a little noise difficulty, appears to have

been effective.

Probably the first large-scale heat pump application

was in the Los Angeles office of the Southern California

Edison Company [7], where in 1930-1931 refrigerating

equipment was used for heating purposes. A COP of between

1.5 and 2.0 was obtained [7].

The first major heat pump installation in Europe was

commissioned during the period 1938 to 1939 in Zurich. A

unit that used river water as the thermal energy source

utilized a rotary compressor with R-12 as the working fluid

[8].

Kemler and Oglesby [9] listed 15 commercial

applications installed by 1940 in the United States, the

majority using well water as their thermal energy source.

In the United States, development of smaller heat pump
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units, basically reversible air conditioners for domestic

use providing either heating or cooling, had progressed

sufficiently by 1948 for a field test procedure [10] to be

formulated and for field tests to be performed by electric

utility companies [11].

Around 1950, work was done by several investigators in

both the United States and Britain on domestic heat pumps

using ground coils as a thermal energy source.

In the early 1960s, reversible domestic air-to-air

heat pumps established an appreciable sales success in the

United States. In 1963 the number of units shipped was

76,000 [12]. Unfortunately they also established a poor

reputation for reliability, as it had not been fully

appreciated that a reversible heat pump needs to be more

than just an air conditioner with a refrigerant flow-

reversing valve added. The early heat pump models lacked

sufficient durability as outdoor winter temperatures

dropped. During periods of low winter temperatures,

stresses were very severe on the heat pump components

(compressors, reversing valves, and control hardware).

Many of the early heat pump models had a high mortality

rate due to the severe conditions under which they had to

operate. These experiences during the 1950s and early

1960s almost destroyed the heat pump industry.

By 1964, reliability problems were sufficiently severe

for U.S. military authorities to ban heat pumps from
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military housing, a ban that lasted until 1975 [2].

Following the oil price increases of the early 1970s,

heat pump applications where cooling was not required began

to be economically more attractive, and national energy use

surveys in Britain and Sweden showed how heat pumping could

reduce domestic space-heating energy requirements

economically. The reliability of improved designs had been

established, and while questions about the reputation

earned in the 1950s still remained, the evidence indicated

that the heat pump industry was ready. The combination of

these events had led to a period of explosive growth, and

the industry moved from a level of 82,000 units shipped in

1971 to over 560,000 units in 1978 in the United States

[12]. Air-source heat pumps were the dominant

configuration for residential use.

In 1984, 28.5 percent of the single-family homes

constructed in the United States had air-source electric

heat pumps, with the greatest number of installations in

the southern and western portions of the United States

[13].

While air-source units remain dominant in the market,

groundwater and ground-source systems have also gained

popularity. These utilize the moderate temperature of

soils and water to further improve system efficiency.
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1.3 Literature Review

In many industries, mathematical models have been used

in the past, and are currently being used to predict the

performance characteristics of complex systems (for

example, power generation plants) or of individual

components. This section considers several areas of

modelling. The first part of which is a discussion of

simulation of the heat pump system. Subsequent parts

discuss the dual-source evaporator and the dual-source heat

pump.

In 1971, Stoecker [14] developed a computer program

to predict the steady state performance of a thermal system.

In this computer program it is necessary to supply the

steady state performance characteristics of individual

components.

The first large scale public detailed heat pump model

was developed by Hiller and Glicksman [15] in 1976. The

model, called the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

(MIT) model, was to predict the steady state performance of

air-to-air heat pumps.

A computer model with considerable detail and

complexity for the air-to-air heat pump was developed by

Ellison and Creswick [16] in 1978. This is the first

version of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) model

and was evolved from programs written at MIT. It also made
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use of selected routines by Kartsounes and Erth [17], Flower

[18], and Kusuda [19]. The latest version of the ORNL model

was modified by Rice and Fisher [20], from the previous

versions of the ORNL model, in March, 1988.

Means [21] attempted to develop the water-source heat

pump evaporator model in his thesis. The configuration of

the evaporator in his experimental system is used in this

author's study in order to validate the simulation results.

Means modelled the spiral tube of the evaporator as a

straight tube and used a homogeneous flow model, the

simplest model for the two-phase flow, to determine pressure

drop. From experimental data, Means [21] evaluated the

friction factors to be used in pressure drop calculations.

These experimental values and his model corresponded quite

closely with the overall pressure drop at low-to-medium

refrigerant mass flow rates but underpredicted the pressure

drops at high mass flow rates. An obvious disadvantage of

this model is the need for friction factors based on the

specific flow situation. The Chen correlation [22] was

employed to predict two-phase heat transfer coefficients.

Chen shows one of the best correlations over a wide range of

experimental data and it is readily adaptable to a

numerical approach. In general however, the Chen

correlation is suggested for use in vertical tubes where the

quality ranges from 0 to 70 percent and the present

application is normally for horizontal flow and has
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qualities of up to 100 percent. Indeed the experimental

results show that the heat transfer coefficient begins to

level out at about 80 percent quality and drops sharply at

about 90 percent quality. For this reason, Means [21] used

the following method for evaluating the two-phase heat

transfer coefficient:

Quality Ramie Means' Method of Estimation

0 - 80 % Value from Chen correlation,

80 - 90 % Value from Chen correlation for 80

quality, and

%

90 - 100 % Value evaluated as a linear

combination between Chen's

correlation for 80 % quality and the

Dittus-Boelter correlation for pure

vapor (100 % quality).

This method did not show good agreement with Means'

experimental results.

Another approach to the same water-source heat pump

evaporator tested by Means was studied by Brim in 1983 [23].

Brim examined the evaporator using "The Separate Model" for

the pressure drop of the two-phase state based on Lockhart

and Martinelli's development [24]. Lockhart and Martinelli

carried out experiments with air and different liquids

flowing in horizontal pipes at pressures ranging from 1.1

to 3.6 MPa. For two-component, two-phase flow in

horizontal pipes, upon which the Lockhart and Martinelli
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correlation is based, the acceleration pressure drop can be

neglected whereas the gravity pressure drop is zero [25].

Consequently the measured pressure drop is equal to the

frictional pressure drop. However, Brim introduced the

centrifugal acceleration for the pressure drop to consider

the affect of the spiral evaporator. In order to compute

the heat transfer, Brim applied Shah's chart correlation

[26] which is as the best general method. The chart

correlation has been compared with about 800 data points

from 18 independent experimental studies. These data

include most of the common refrigerants in their entire

range of application, almost all common pipe materials,

horizontal and vertical orientations, circular and annular

flow channels, upward and downward flow, as well as a very

wide range of heat and mass fluxes. However, Brim did not

compare his results with experimental data.

In 1984, Reistad et al. [27] developed the dual-

source evaporator for residential heat pumps. In their

work, they evaluated the energy consumption, electricity

peaking requirements, and the water use for such a heat pump

system and compared the results with similar results for

conventional air-source and water-source heat pump units.

However, the overall performance of the dual-source unit,

with improved air-and water-source performance, was

considered briefly and the work used only simplified models

for the system. Hourly calculations of the house model,
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combined with various heat pump models, were made using a

computer program that input weather data for Portland,

Oregon. These calculations provided hourly and annual

performance results and cost results.

In 1985, Ewert [28) published papers on a dual-source

heat pump evaporator. The design and performance testing of

the single-unit dual-source (SUDS) heat pump evaporator is

the subject of Ewert's paper. In his work, he explained the

four generations of multiple source heat pump systems; the

parallel evaporator configuration, the series evaporator

configuration, the parallel with active subcooling

configuration and the SUDS evaporator design

conceptualization. The concept of the last generation,

SUDS evaporator, was the same as Reistad's work [27], but

Ewert used brine as the alternative thermal energy source

instead of water as used in Reistad's work. The brine is

composed of an ethylene-glycol and water solution and picks

up its energy from the primary source. Ewert applied the

Pierre correlation [29) for the heat transfer film

coefficient on the refrigerant side. He did not mention the

pressure drop on the refrigerant side and he did not include

the pressure drop of the refrigerant side in his proposed

design procedure.
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1.4 Problem Statement

For the most part, the studies summarized in the

previous section concentrated on the air-source heat pump

system which is dominant in the market. Two studies [21,23]

were restricted to the water-source evaporator design. The

only studies for the dual-source heat pump were published by

Reistad [27] and Ewert [28]. However Ewert's study was

restricted to the SUDS heat pump evaporator. Only Reistad

published on the dual-source heat pump evaporator and heat

pump system using the computer simulation. However, there

was no detailed computer simulation for the system or for

the annual performance. The actual performance of the

evaporator including pressure drops and the variables of

operating conditions should be calculated using a detailed

computer simulation for the overall system.

In the analysis of evaporators applicable to the

three-fluid unit considered here, the previous studies have

shown the following difficulties with evaluating pressure

drop:

. The homogeneous model is the simplest way for two-

phase flow. It works well in situations of high

velocity and high pressure as occurs in

refrigeration, steam generation, and oil extraction

systems but probably is not applicable in the present

heat pump evaporator system.
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. The Lockhart and Martinelli model is based on low

pressure experimental data, 1.1 to 3.6 MPa. The

pressure of the present evaporator is expected to be

in the range of 4.5 to 5.5 MPa.

This study (the present work) uses the mixed model based on

the Baroczy correlation [30] for the frictional pressure

drop. The method proposed by Baroczy was previously

evaluated against data from a wide range of systems

including both liquid metals and refrigerants with

satisfactory agreement between the measured and calculated

values. For the accelerational pressure drop, the Goldstein

method [31] modified from Thom's method [32] is used here.

In regard to heat transfer coefficient the previous

studies have also illustrated shortcomings:

. The Chen correlation [22] is one of the general

methods for the heat transfer coefficient. The

correlation was developed from data for vertical flow

of water and five organic chemicals with up to about

70 percent quality. Since the evaporator of the

present study has from zero to 100 percent quality

and also horizontal flow, it is hard to justify using

the Chen correlation.

. The Pierre correlation [29] appears satisfactory for

R-12 and R-22 evaporators in the range of parameters

covered in Pierre's experiments. Pierre tested the

average coefficients for R-12 and R-22 evaporating
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in copper tubes of 0.472 and 0.790-in.inner diameter

(ID), from 13.4 to 31.2 ft in length, and at

evaporating temperatures from -4 F to 32 F [33].

Outside that range, its applicability is doubtful as

is evident from the data of Johnston and Chaddock

which were at lower temperatures [34]. In this

study, the refrigerant temperature is 20 to 40 F and

this temperature is out of the range of applicability

for the Pierre correlation.

For the heat transfer coefficient, the Shah method,

described earlier, was selected in this study.

This study aims to analyze the three-fluid evaporator

mathematically using the above discussed combination of

methods, and make the computer program for the evaporator.

The detailed simulation program for the dual-source heat

pump unit is then developed with the three-fluid

evaporator. The APF program is also developed for the

dual-source heat pump. Using these programs, the optimal

size of the heat pump and other important design factors can

be evaluated.

1.5 Procedure

Due to the quantitative, analytical process of

modeling, the initial benefit of the modelling is to improve

the understanding of the fundamental technical details and
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interactions important to the performance of the heat pump.

The use of heat pump simulation is beneficial to research,

development and design. In the former area, variations in

system or component configurations, working fluids, can be

evaluated in order to identify significant opportunities

for improvement.

When a heat pump simulation program is sufficiently

accurate and detailed, its use greatly reduces the time and

cost in designing a heat pump for a given application,

offers the possibility for achieving a more nearly optimal

design via the consideration of more alternatives, and

enables the off-design performance to be investigated prior

to actually building the unit.

The following steps were carried out to make the

simulation programs.

1) analyze the three-fluid evaporator mathematically

and develop the simulation program.

2) develop the simulation of the dual-source heat

pump model.

3) optimize the three-fluid evaporator using the

modular in-core non-linear optimization system

(MINOS) package.

4) develop the simulation of the APF for the dual-

source heat pump.

This thesis is presented in five chapters. Chapter 2

includes the mathematical analysis and simulation of the
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three-fluid evaporator. Chapter 3 covers the simulation

and optimization of the dual-source heat pump. The

simulation of the APF is the subject of Chapter 4.

Conclusions and Recommendations are presented in the final

chapter, Chapter 5.
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2. THREE-FLUID EVAPORATOR MODEL

2.1 General Governing Equations

In general, the three conservation laws of mass,

momentum and energy govern the flow in the heat exchanger.

As the subject heat exchanger, the three-fluid evaporator

shown in Figure 2.1 is governed by these three conservation

laws which deal with pressure drop, heat transfer, and flow

properties. The subject evaporator has both a single-phase

and a two-phase flow state. This section presents the

application of the conservation laws for the single-phase

and two-phase flows through the channel shown in Figure 2.2

[35,36] and the detailed derivation process is shown in

Appendix A. Further discussion of the correlations used for

heat transfer coefficients and pressure drop is covered in

subsequent sections 2.2 and 2.3 of this chapter.

2.1.1 Single-Phase Flow Equations -- One - Dimensional Flow

For one-dimensional flow in the channel, the steady

state single-phase equations are described below.

1) Continuity:

d , ,

kpui= v
dz

(2.1)
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161.

Figure 2.2 Force balance on element of tube



and

2) Momentum:

dp S du
= -

A p g sine -7
dz

3) Energy:

dp dF du
= -p --- -p g sinO-G7z- .

(2.2)

(2.3)

It can be seen that Equations (2.2) and (2.3) are similar,

with only one differing term. Since both should predict

the same pressure gradient, those terms must be equal.

Thus,

S dF
Titw =pd

2.1.2 Two-Phase Flow Equations--One-Dimensional Flow

(2.4)

22

The method used to analyze a two-phase flow is an

extension of that outlined for single-phase flow. However,

the behavior of two-phase flow is usually more difficult to

analyze than the corresponding single-phase flows, and

empirical techniques must be employed. The prodedure is to

write down the basic equations governing the conservation of

mass, momentum, and energy and to solve these equations by

the use of various simplifying assumptions.
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Three main sets of assumptions including those for the

homogeneous flow model, the separated flow model and the

mixed flow models, are presented in Section 2.3. However,

before a direct comparison can be made, it is useful to

establish a consistent set of notation and to develop some

of the fundamental concepts and relationships governing this

study.

1) Slip ratio: the ratio of the velocity of the

vapor to that of the liquid. The velocity of each

phase is taken as the velocity averaged over the

area occupied by that phase:

up
K =

of
(2.5)

2) Void fraction: the ratio of the cross sectional

area occupied by the vapor to the total cross

sectional area:

Ag
a = Ag+Af

(2.6)

3) Mass Quality: The proportion of the total mass

flow rate that is in the vapor phase:

x= (2.7)
mie-aq

4) Volumetric quality: the proportion of the

volumetric flow rate that is in the vapor phase:

(2.8)
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The steady state, one-dimensional, two-phase flow

equations of state are described below:

1) Continuity:

and

{p
g
u
g f

ua+p (1-a)} = 0 ,dz f

2) Momentum:

dp S
x

2
(1 -x)2

= _ Ty, g sine a)pf} cr
dz aPg (1a)pf

3) Energy:

dF G2 d x3 (1-X9
Pri

dp
dz

_ g sine 2 dz 2 2 2a pg pf

where

x 1-x T1
PH =

Pg Pf

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

It should be noted that unlike the single-phase flow,

the two-phase momentum and energy equations are not

equivalent. In particular, the friction term in the

momentum equation accounts only for friction occurring at

the wall surface, while the friction term in the energy

equation also includes the effects of internal and

interfacial shear.
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2.2 Single-Phase Flow Specific Equations

2.2.1 Pressure Drop Equations

The pressure drop in the vapor region is computed as

the sum of changes due to friction, gravity, and

acceleration:

where

and

dp dPF dPG dPA
dz dz dz dz

dpF S

az

dpG

dz

pressure

= p gsine pressure

dPA du=
dz dz '

(2.12)

drop due to friction,

drop due to gravity,

pressure drop due to acceleration.

The friction pressure drop in the single-phase is

computed using the Darcy friction factor [37],

Op 2

=f
(14:1)(..)

(2.13)

In turn, the friction factor in Equation (2.13) was

calculated using the following relation from Murdock [38]:

E1D 2.51 ir-2
f = [ 2 logio(

3.7 -4- ReD, aa
ReD > 2000 (2.14)



where

106
/3

fa = 0.0005 [1.0 + (20,000 e/D + -171-;)1
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(2.15)

For ReD< 2000, the flow was assumed laminar and the

friction factor is independent of roughness [39],

f= 64/ReD. (2.16)

Equation (2.12) may then be rewritten to the finite form

for the accelerational pressure drop:

APA = G2 Av

2.2.2 Heat Transfer Equations

(2.17)

The heat transfer coefficients for the superheated

region in the evaporator are computed using the Dittus-

Boelter correlation [40] for fully developed flow:

D 0.8
h = 0.023 [Lcil Prg"kg/13q . (2.18)

The values of gg,kg, and Prg , were approximated by their

saturation values at the average film temperature. In most

practical situations the superheated region will occur, if

at all, near the end of the coil and the refrigerant will

not be far removed from saturation conditions.

The heat transfer coefficient for the water was

calculated using the Dittus-Boelter correlation for heat
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transfer from the liquid:

h = 0.023 Re0L8Prulc/D (2.19)

For all of the Dittus-Boelter equations, the fluid

properties were evaluated at the average film temperature,

Tfhfid.+T,,,

Tan

2.3 Two-Phase Flow Specific Equations

2.3.1 Two-Phase Flow Models

(2.20)

There are three primary types of models used in the

prediction of the steady state pressure drop of a two-phase

fluid traveling through a channel. They are the

homogeneous flow model, the separated flow model and the

mixed flow model. A number of empirically-based

correlations for the frictional pressure gradient have been

developed for use with these models.

The homogeneous flow model is based on the assumption

that a two-phase flow, in which the vapor is finely

dispersed, will behave in a manner similar to a single

compressible fluid. It is assumed that the velocity

profile is flat, the slip ratio is zero, and the fluid

properties at any given point are weighted averages of the
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properties of the liquid and vapor. The homogeneous flow

model tends to work well in high velocity and high pressure

situations, such as occurs in refrigeration, steam

generation, and oil extraction systems.

The separated flow model assumption considers the

artificial segregation of the two phase types into two

streams: liquid and vapor. This model has been developed

continuously since 1944 when Lockhart and Martinelli [24]

published their classic papers on two-phase gas-liquid

flow.

Baroczy [30] developed one of the first mixed flow

models that could account for large variations in pressure

and mass flow rate. His correlation is tabulated in Table

2.1 and plotted in Figure 2.3 for a mass velocity of 1.0x106

lb/ft2hr (1356 kg/m2s). Correction factors for four other

mass velocities are shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. Since

Baroczy's method was chosen for this study, a detailed

discussion is presented in a Section 2.3.2.

The complexity of the Baroczy correlation was the

reason that Chisholm and Sutherland [41] developed their

correlation, representing the same information in a much

simpler form. However, the adaptation of this method is

not recommended for values of the property index (gigd
0.2

APiPd

below 0.01 [37].



Table 2.1 Coordinate of two-phase pressure drop
correlation for G = 1356 kg/m2s
(1x106 1b /ft2hr) [30].

Quality (%)
Property

Index 0.1 0.5 1 2 3.5 5 7.5 10 15 20 30 40 60 80 100

0.0001 2.20 5.80 9.20 16.0 26.5 47.0 99.0 163 376 630 1300 2050 4300 6600 10000
0.001 2.15 5.60 8.80 14.8 22.8 34.2 48.2 70 108 148 240 330 538 760 1000
0.004 2.08 4.90 7.80 11.9 16.3 22.8 29.0 36 49.5 63.0 86.0 110 155 203 250
0.01 1.59 3.30 4.80 7.0C 9.6C 12.4 16.0 20 27.0 33.5 43.5 53.0 69.0 85.0 100
0.03 1.12 1.55 1.81 2.57 3.45 4.7 6.10 7.9 11.0 13.2 17.3 21.2 26.0 30.0 33.3
0.1 1.04 1.12 1.22 1.48 1.78 2.05 2.50 2.8 3.60 4.20 5.50 6.50 8.00 9.10 10
0.3 1.01 1.02 1.06 1.13 1.26 1.36 1.50 1.59 1.77 1.93 2.25 2.48 2.86 3.20 3.33

Property Index
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2.3.2 Pressure Drop Equations

The pressure drops for two-phase flow are very similar

in form to those of the single-phase flow, but are more

complicated. The overall pressure drop is composed of

frictional, gravitational, and accelerational pressure

drops:

where

and

dp dpF dpG dpA

dz dz dz dz '

dPF S

dz
=
A

dpG

(2.21)

pressure drop due to friction,

= gknefapg+(1 -a)pfl, pressure drop due to gravity,
dz

dc-

iz
G

PA 2

dz

X2 (1-X)2
+ , pressure drop due to

aPg (1-cc)pf
acceleration.

Equation (2.21) may then be rewritten as

dz fb ( dz fo (1a)pf
dp 2 dPF) 2 d x

dz aPg

+____}2 (1_902

+ g sinEgccpg-1-(1a)pfl ,

(

dpF
where 777 Is the frictional pressure gradient if the

u4 fo

total flow were flowing in the same tube with the liquid

(2.22)



physical properties and Ole is a factor which is defined

by

dpF/dz

(dpp/dz)fo

34

(2.23)

The integrated form of Equation (2.22) can then be shown

with constant properties as

dpF
Vdz+ (121-+ (1-xe)

2
1

_

ill. 0 0 (ladPf Pf
L

+ g sin91
0

fccepg+aadpfldz , (2.24)

where xe and a, are, respectively, the quality and void

fraction at distance L.

The gravitational pressure drop is usually negligible in

heating and air conditioning systems; therefore, only the

frictional and accelerational pressure drops are addressed

in this study.

2.3.2.1 Frictional Pressure Drop

The frictional pressure drop must be determined

empirically, using either the homogeneous flow model, the

separated model or the mixed model. As discussed in

Chapter 1, the Baroczy model is used for the frictional

pressure drop because this method offers better prediction

of the pressure drop of R-22 through the three-fluid

evaporator than other methods.



Baroczy [30] built on the Lockhart and Martinelli

correlation by showing the two-phase multiplier to be a

function of liquid-to-gas viscosity and density ratios (a

property index), mass velocity, and mixture quality, for

both single- and two-component fluids. The correlation is

based on data for mercury-nitrogen, water-air, 590 and 994

lb/in2 steam, and 2000 lb/in2 steam (4.1, 6.9 and 13.8 MPa

steam). In the Lockhart and Martinelli correlation the

ratio of the two-phase to liquid-phase pressure drop

gradient is expressed as

/( )f Az Az f

35

(2.25)

Similarly, the ratio of the two-phase to the gas phase

pressure drop gradient is

cD (-412) /(1)-)g Az Az
tP

(2.26)

For the turbulent-liquid, turbulent-gas flow regime(tt)

is a function of X, or the square root of the ratio of

liquid to gas pressure drop gradient. This is expressed as

Xtt

/ \ 0.9

)
0.1

Mf PgPf
(2.27)



Similarly, for the viscous liquid-turbulent gas flow

regime,

0.5

1 Cf Mf Pg
XVt OA

Reg cg
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(2.28)

In the present correlation the ratio of the two-phase to

the all liquid phase pressure drop gradient is used and

expressed as

eL (/( )Az Az /ft,
(2.29)

The relationship between the two-phase multipliers defined

above is

07: (1-x)0.8 (2.30)

where x is the mass quality.

The presence of the pertinent physical properties of

the fluid (the viscosity and density of each phase) is seen

in Xn, and their influence is reflected in the Lockhart-

Martinelli correlation. The function X1 is an inadequate

description of the two-phase pressure drop and void fraction

for steam. For steam, this was made apparent by Martinelli-

Nelson [40] with the addition of a pressure level

parameter.

In the generalized liquid fraction correlation by

Baroczy, the pressure parameter was made more general by

defining it in terms of liquid-to-gas viscosity and density
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ratio, 4441sPAPOd (herein called the property index), thus

making it applicable to all two-phase fluids. By showing

liquid fraction to be a function of both Xtt and the

property index, good agreement was obtained between the

correlation and a wide variety of single- and two-

component data.

From the foregoing, a systematic correlation was

devised by providing two separate sets of curves:

first, a plot of the two-phase multiplier as a function

of the property index, with quality as a parameter for a

mass velocity of 1.0x1061b/ft2hr (1356 kg/m2s) (see Figure

2.3 and Table 2.1); second, plots of the two-phase

multiplier ratio as a function of the property index and

quality for mass velocities of 0.25, 0.5, 2.0, and 3.0x106

lb/ft2hr (339.0, 678.0, 2712.0 and 4068.0 kg/m2s) (see

Figures 2.4 and 2.5).

The curves encompass the following ranges: quality,

0.1 to 100 percent; property index, 0.00001 to 1; and two-

phase multiplier, 1 to 10,000. Most of the data used in

this correlation were in the turbulent-turbulent flow

regime. Although not recommended, the correlation may be

used for other flow regimes provided that each phase, when

flowing alone at the total flow rate, results in a Reynolds

number greater than 2,000. This condition ensures the

preservation of the maximum two-phase multiplier as defined

previously. For comparative purposes, the locations of a
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number of fluids are shown in Figure 2.3.

To test the general applicability of this correlation,

Baroczy [30] tested it against additional data that were

not used in its development. This afforded an independent,

extensive test of the correlation, and the generally

favorable agreement, including the refrigerants gave

credence to its validity.

The frictional pressure drop can be calculated using

Equation (2.31):

rdpF) 2 ffoG2vf

dz D f0C2

Equation (2.31) is then rewritten as

2 ff,,G
2
Vf 1 xe 2

APF0 xe D cDfc,C2 dx
Xe 0

(2.31)

(2.32)

The frictional pressure drop between point i (quality xi )

and point e (quality xe) for a step change in distance

through the evaporator 8z , is expressed as

2ff0G2vf
APF._x = D { Lergxe) Lirgx)}

where

xerF(xe) = 1 (14S2 dx
Xe 0

and

xjri(xi) = 1 (1)42 dx
xi 0

Li and Le are the distances from the starting point (see

(2.33)

Figure 2.6) to the inlet and exit points, qualities xi and
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Distance along channel z

Figure 2.6 Illustration of calculating the pressure drop
for a non-linear variation of quality with
length
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xe, respectively. This study suggests the following method

for calculation of the lengths Li and Le. Since the heat

flux in the evaporator does not have a linear relationship

to length, non-linear variations of quality, dependent on

length are proposed. The lengths Li and Le are calculated

through application of Equation (2.34):

xeAz
Le=

Ax
and

= Le Az (2.34)

2.3.2.2 Accelerational Pressure Drop

Goldstein [31] modified Thom's method [32] for

varying inlet quality, including the contribution of

unheated return bends. The momentum pressure drop can then

be calculated as follows:

2

APA313 = Co pf
[ rA(xo) rA(x)]

where

Co = (32.174) (3600)2 (144), and

(2.35)

rA(x) = acceleration multiplier tabulated by Thom as

a function of quality and steam pressure

(see Table 2.2).

Differing from those provided by Baroczy [30], the values

of steam pressure in Thom's tables were converted by

Goldstein to equivalent property index values, (NW,
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Table 2.2 Two-phase acceleration multiplier (rA) for heated
tubes [31]

Outlet
quality

by mass 99

Specific Volume Ratio (pf/pg )

6.7 2.538 15

0.01 0.4125 0.2007 0.0955 0.0431 0.0132
0.015 0.6201 0.3034 0.1441 0.0649 0.0195
0.02 0.8325 0.4055 0.1930 0.0865 0.0261
0.03 1.268 0.6132 0.2903 0.1297 0.0392
0.04 1.710 0.8242 0.3886 0.1739 0.0562
0.05 2.169 1.040 0.4892 0.2182 0.0657
0.06 2.635 1.258 0.5893 0.2582 0.0787
0.07 3.116 1.479 0.6903 0.3076 0.0924
0.08 3.605 1.704 0.7940 0.3521 0.1055
0.09 4.110 1.934 0.8969 0.3975 0.1180
0.10 4.620 2.165 1.001 0.4431 0.1319
0.15 7.365 3.379 1.538 0.6751 0.1996
0.2 10.39 4.678 2.100 0.9139 0.2676
0.3 17.30 7.539 3.292 1.412 0.4067
0.4 25.37 10.75 4.584 1.937 0.5495
0.5 34.58 14.30 5.968 2.490 0.6957
0.6 44.93 18.21 7.448 3.070 0.8455
0.7 56.44 22.46 9.030 3.678 0.9988
0.8 69.09 27.06 10.79 4.312 1.156

0.9 82.90 32.01 12.48 5.067 1.316
1.0 98.10 37.30 14.34 5.664 1.480
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Double-quadratic interpolations are used to obtain values of

rikas a function of quality and property index.

In spiral geometry, however, as a tube winds inward

it will be at an angle to an arc centered at the axis of

the coil. The centrifugal acceleration of the fluid will

then have both a normal and a tangential component, as

illustrated in Figure 2.7. The tangential component, atancp,

is used in place of the gsine term of the one-dimensional

flow. Centrifugal acceleration is calculated as the vector

sum of the accelerations of the vapor and of the liquid

weighted by mass fraction, as stated in Equation (2.36).

The density terms are assumed constant over the length of

the control volume:

and

where

and

x(u2a) + (1-x)(ub
a= e

-+ 1-afly,
Ap.= Az run + x 144) ,vg of

a 1
X2 2

X2 +20X +11

)0-1(1_xo.v.pg )0.5
x ) Pr

(2.36)

(2.37)
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Figure 2.7 Acceleration vector diagram for the spiral-type
three-fluid evaporator
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Since the gravitational pressure drop is neglected, the

total pressure drop consists of three terms: frictional,

accelerational and centrifugal accelerational pressure

drop.

2.3.3 Heat Transfer Equations

A considerable number of correlations have been

proposed for the calculation of heat transfer coefficients

during boiling flow. However, most are not reliable beyond

the range of data on which they are based. For example,

the general correlation of Chen [20] is limited in

application to vertical flows [24].

For this study, the only general correlation that

could be applied is presented by Shah [26]. Shah's chart

method is a complex graphic solution procedure that at first

sight appears impossible to program. However programming

it can be achieved. Figure 2.8 illustrates Shah's original

correlation, overlayed with the linear approximations

developed for use in this model.

The Shah correlation employs four dimensionless

parameters defined as follows:

Bo=
Gif

,

)o.8(

Co =
x J lpf.

(2.38)

(2.39)
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Pf gD
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(2.40)

= , (2.41)

where

hV = two phase film coefficient,

and

DqG(1x)]0.8
hL = 0.023 pro.akf/Decl . (2.42)

Shah also suggested the following criteria for the

equivalent diameter for annuli:

and

R. Ri < 4mm

Ro Ri > 4mm

4 (flow area)

-e heated perimeter

Dec
4 (flow area)

wetted perimeter

(2.43)

(2.44)

where Ro and PLi are, respectively, the outer and inner

radii of the annulus. In this study, Ro was less than 4

mm, and the equivalent diameter was determined by Equation

(2.43).

The only parameter affected by spiral geometry is the

Froude number. The spiral geometry imparts a centrifugal

acceleration in addition to gravitational acceleration.



The Froude number used in the model is based upon a vector

sum of these two accelerations:

FrL
G2

=
-) -)pf2 Deq(g+ a)
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(2.45)

This Froude number is used to determine the two-phase

multiplier in Equation (2.41) from Shah's chart (Figure

2.8).

2.4 Solution Scheme for Three-Fluid Evaporator

The evaporator consists of three parts: an inlet

section (expansion), an exit section (contraction) and the

main body of the spiral tube. The heat transfer equations

previously developed can be applied to all evaporator parts

as can the pressure drop equations with the addition of

pressure drops through the contraction and the expansion.

Hence, this section analyzes the pressure drops due to

contraction and expansion in both the inlet and the exit,

and explains the solution scheme, developed in this study,

for heat transfer and pressure drop.

2.4.1 Inlet Section

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the inlet section

consists of two lengths of copper tubing, each with a

different diameter and a 45 bend. The flow through the
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inlet is considered adiabatic and the pressure drop is due

only to frictional loss. Each tubing length is considered

separately, with an equivalent length added for the angle.

Pressure drops reflecting the contraction where the tubes

are joined are calculated as follows [35]:

-"G2
of

1 1

lxl (2.46)
Cc vf

where

CY=Ai/A2 ,

and

Cc= contraction coefficient.

The inlet tube-annulus connection is treated as a

sudden expansion, based

Ap = 02 u(1-a)v (1-x)1

where

upon the

1-F+C 1

following equation [35]:

(2.47)
x x2

] ,

v 1/6 -vf " 0.5 vf
0'5

C=[14(-1-)
of

+ (2.48)-1f
vg vg

2.4.2 Exit Section

The exit tube is handled in an analogous manner. If

the flow is still in the saturated region, the contraction

and expansion of the exit tube, are calculated,

respectively, by application of Equation (2.46) and

Equations (2.47) and (2.48).
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If the flow is superheated at the end of the annulus,

the pressure drop through the contraction and expansion

stage is calculated using equivalent lengths provided in

the ASHRAE handbook [33].

2.4.3 Heat Transfer Routine

The wall temperature and the temperatures of the water

and the refrigerant are assumed constant over the length of

the control volume, as shown in Figure 2.9. Since the heat

transfer into the refrigerant is equal to the heat transfer

out of the water, the wall temperature can be solved as

follows:

and

(THT, )
qH

RFH/Ai+1/(AihH)

(Tw
9R RFR/Ao +1/(AohR)

TH(RFHAi+1/hH)+TR )R +
Tvi =

(

AI

RFH + 1/11H RFR A+0 1/hR,

(2.49)

(2.50)

(2.51)

where

RTH = water side fouling resistance,

ETR = refrigerant side fouling resistance,

AI = water side surface area, and

Ao = refrigerant side surface area.
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The refrigerant enthalpy and water temperature at the

control volume exit are calculated from the energy

conservation law:

1) Refrigerant enthalpy:

ie = 9R Ao

2) Water temperature:

Te = + qR / (Intl C.p) .

2.4.4 Pressure Drop Routine

51

(2.52)

(2.53)

The inlet conditions for the evaporator are defined as

specified given conditions. Two qualities, xi and xe at the

inlet and exit of the finite control volume are required in

Baroczy's [30] and Goldstein's [31] methods. However, the

quality xe remains an unknown.

The refrigerant quality at the exit of the control

volume (Figure 2.9) may be estimated using the refrigerant

enthalpy which is provided by the heat transfer routine, and

pressure at the exit where the pressure is equal to the

inlet. These two conditions may be used to determine the

starting point of the iterations. Using the two qualities xi

and xe , the frictional and the accelerational pressure

drops are computed by applying, respectively, the Baroczy

method and the Goldstein method.

After the actual pressure at the exit is obtained, the

refrigerant temperature can be easily calculated based on
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the saturation conditions. Then, the actual quality at the

exit is calculated based on the refrigerant enthalpy and

the saturation temperature of refrigerant at the exit. It

is then compared with the previous estimated quality.

If the difference between the two qualities is not

within the allowable tolerance, the estimated quality is

replaced by the calculated quality. This calculation

process is repeated until the estimated exit quality is in

agreement with the calculated value within the specified

tolerance. The entire calculation process is continued

until the sum of the length of the steps equals the length

of the entire evaporator.

2.5 Model Simulation Programs

The simulation program developed for this thesis

contains a main program and 24 subroutines. These are

indicated in the flow chart in Figure 2.10. Each

subroutine is operationally independent in order that each

may be replaced without modifying other aspects of the

programs. The major subroutines are described below.

2.5.1 Main Program

Main Program, RUNVP, is the principal simulation

program in which input information may be read and



Main Prog.

rInput data
geometric figures
Inlet Conditions

Solve inlet section

Single-Phase State
pressure drop
heat transfer
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.friction acceleration
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Figure 2.10
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Two -phase state
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Write results
. exit conditions
. heat transfer
. pressure drop

Flowchart of the three-fluid evaporator
simulation program
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evaluated. This program also executes the evaporator

simulation program and calculates the overall performance of

the evaporator.

2.5.2 Subroutines

1) SHAH and SHAHPHI: These subroutines calculate the

heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase state.

Using the Lagrangian polynomial for interpolation,

Shah's chart [26] scheme can be programmed. The

subroutine SHAHPHI computes the heat transfer

enhancement factor described in Equation (2.41).

The heat transfer to the refrigerant, the

refrigerant enthalpy and water temperature at the

exit of the finite volume are computed with SHAH.

2) PDROP, BAROCZY and DPACEL: These subroutines are

used to determine pressure drop in the two-phase

state. The graphical charts for frictional and

accelerational pressure drop are converted for use

by using the Lagrangian polynomial for

interpolation. The subroutine BAROCZY is used to

calculate the two-phase multiplier and the two-

phase multiplier ratio (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4).

The accelerational pressure drop can be calculated

in the subroutine DPACEL. The subroutine PDROP
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includes the convergence repetition loop for

finding the appropriate pressure at the exit.

The remainder of the subroutines and their purposes are

listed in Appendix B, and the all of the programs for the

three-fluid evaporator are presented in Appendix C.

2.6 Comparison With Test Data Under Specific Conditions

2.6.1 Simulation Results

The simulation of the evaporator model, when water is

used as a thermal energy source, was applied to a specific

problem for which experimental data [21] with variations in

the refrigerant flow rate for the pressure drop and heat

transfer coefficient, were available. These data were also

used to validate the simulation model. The results of the

simulation runs are summarized in Table 2.3, which presents

the overall heat transfer coefficient and the pressure drop

with variation of refrigerant flow rate and evaporator

temperature. The simulation sample output is listed in

Appendix D. The computed pressure drops and overall heat

transfer coefficients are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12,

where they are also compared with Means' [21] measured

pressure drops and overall heat transfer coefficients.



Table 2.3 Overall heat transfer coefficient and pressure
drop with variation of refrigerant flow rate.

Refrigerant

temperature

of evaporator

F

Water

temperature

F

Refrigerant

flow rate

Ibm/s

Water

flow rate

Ibm/s

Superheat

temperature

F

Computed

refrigerant

pressure drop

lb/in2

Experimental

data of
refrigerant

pressure drop

lb/in2

Computed over

heat transfer
coefficient

Btu/ft
2hr

F

Experimental

data of overall
heat transfer
coefficient

Btu /ft2hr F

35 67.0 0.083 0.551 7.0 13.0 16.5 229.2 215.0
45 74.0 0.083 0.551 7.7 10.8 13.0 255.9 220.0
45 79.5 0.111 0.551 6.9 19.9 22.0 275.5 282.7

55 81.0 0.083 0.551 7.1 9.2 11.0 256.2 228.0

55 80.0 0.111 0.551 6.9 16.7 19.0 276.3 290.0

Specification of evaporator : Edward Engineering Co., S-2 Coil (see reference (21) for the detailed information)
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2.6.2 Discussion

The evaporator temperature and the refrigerant flow

rate were major operating variables examined for this study.

From Figure 2.11 it may be observed that the pressure

drop increases as the refrigerant flow rate is increased,

and that the model underpredicts pressure drops over the

whole range of refrigerant flow rates. Moreover as the

evaporator temperature at the inlet increases, the pressure

drop is decreased.

From Figure 2.12, it may be observed that the overall heat

transfer coefficient, based on the inside area of the water

tube, increases as the refrigerant flow rate are increased.

In addition, at lower refrigerant flow rates, the model

overpredicts the overall heat transfer coefficients, while

at higher refrigerant flow rates, the model slightly

underpredicts the overall heat transfer coefficient.

In general, the pressure drops in this model are

close to the experimental data, i.e., within an error range

of 10 to 21 percent. The overall heat transfer coefficients

for the evaporator are in good agreement, i.e., within a 3

to 16 percent error range. The root mean square (r.m.$)

error on 780 data points for the overall heat transfer

coefficients in Shah's chart correlation was 14 percent

[26,35]. The results of this study do not vary

significantly from this figure. The refrigerant flow rates
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considered in these comparisons are considered in the

following chapters.

2.7 Closure

The purpose of this chapter has been to develop and

evaluate a simulation program developed for the purpose of

providing evaporator performance data for use with a dual-

source heat pump.

For pressure drops through the evaporator in the two-phase

flow, Baroczy's [30] method was used to obtain the

frictional pressure drop, Goldstein's [31] method was used

to determine the normal accelerational, and the centrifugal

accelerational pressure drops are considered for their

spiral-tube effects. Application of these methods for

determining pressure drop have yielded pressure drop

predictions within an allowable error range.

Shah's chart [26] method was used to determine the

overall heat transfer coefficients of the evaporator. This

method provided results which were in good agreement with

the experimental data [21] and which can be used to predict

the overall heat transfer coefficients.
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3. STEADY-STATE DUAL-SOURCE HEAT PUMP MODEL

3.1 Introduction

The dual-source heat pump operates as either an air-

source heat pump or a water-source heat pump, dependent

upon the ambient temperature. If the ambient temperature is

below the specified switching temperature, the thermal

energy source changes from air to water. Hence, two kinds

of heat pump model, an air-source and a water-source heat

pump, are required to predict the performance of the dual-

source heat pump.

The latest version of the ORNL Heat Pump Design Model,

modified in March, 1988 by Rice et al. [20] from previous

versions of the ORNL model, can be used to determine

performance characteristics of different refrigerant flow

control devices, compressors, refrigerants, and other

options. The ORNL model was selected as a basic test

program for the dual-source heat pump evaluated in this

study. However, since the ORNL model was originally

developed for an air-source heat pump, the ORNL model was

modified as follows for the dual-source heat pump:

. modify the evaporator system for a three-fluid

basis,

. modify the calculation procedure for the water-

source,
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. add subroutines for evaporator performance, and

. change the input data.

All component models, with the except of the three-fluid

evaporator are comparable to the ORNL model components

[20].

3.2 Solution Scheme for Dual-Source Heat DUMP

3.2.1 General

The ORNL air-source heat pump model, subject to

evaporator modification as in the previous section, has been

adopted for use in this study. Since the calculation

procedure for the air-source heat pump is presented in the

ORNL model [20], this section is concerned solely with the

water-source heat pump model.

The heat pump model is organized functionally into

two major sections. The first section combines the

compressor, condenser, and flow control device routines in

an interrelated high-side unit. The second section, the

low-side unit, contains the evaporator model.

Calculations proceed iteratively between these two sections

until the desired overall balance is obtained. The solution

is necessarily iterative because both the condenser and

evaporator external variables influence the refrigerant

state points and the refrigerants state points depend on the
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compressor and expansion device operation. The calculation

scheme is independent of the operational mode of the unit,

i.e., operating either to heat or to cool.

Figure 3.1 represents the basic vapor compression

cycle, shown on an exaggerated pressure-enthalpy diagram,

that is modeled by this program. The given conditions are as

follows:

1) the amount of evaporator exit superheat,

2) design parameters for a flow-control device or the

level of condenser exit subcooling,

3) condenser and evaporator inlet air and water

temperature, respectively,

4) dimensions of components and interconnecting pipes,

and

5) heat losses from interconnecting pipes.

The following three estimates must be provided to the

program in order to define each state:

1) the refrigerant saturation temperature at the

evaporator exit,

2) the refrigerant saturation temperature at the

condenser inlet, and

3) the refrigerant mass flow rate.

These three estimates are used as starting points for

iterations and are compared with the computed values. The

final results of the model do not depend on how well these

values are chosen; however, better guesses will yield
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shorter running times.

The convergence criteria for each iteration are

provided by BLOCK DATA. These criteria can be changed as

necessary and are described below:

1) 0.1 F for the inlet water iteration,

2) 0.2 F for iterations on condenser subcooling and

refrigerant temperature at the flow control device,

0.003 F for iterations on evaporator tube wall

temperatures, and

4) 0.2 lbm/hr for iterations on refrigerant mass flow

rate.

These values are typical of those used in the ORNL model and

have been shown to give good results.

3.2.2 High-Pressure Side Unit

In order to prevent liquid from flowing into the

compressor, a superheat condition at the exit of the

evaporator may be specified. Computations for the high-

side system balance begin with the refrigerant state at the

exit of the evaporator (point 1 in Figures 3.1 through 3.3),

which is defined by the specific superheat condition and an

estimate of the saturation temperature at this point. This

point remains fixed for one iteration of the compressor,

condenser, expansion device and evaporator calculations.

Point 2 can be calculated using the following conditions:
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Figure 3.1 Pressure vs. enthalpy diagram for the heat pump
cycle
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an estimate of the refrigerant mass flow rate and

specification of the dimensions and heat losses for the

compressor suction lines. In turn, pressure and

temperature may be defined at point 3, using the compressor

model with an estimate of the saturation temperature at the

condenser inlet. Point 4 is then evaluated, using the

specification of the dimensions and heat losses and the

pressure drop calculation of the discharge line (from point

3 to point 4).

The calculated saturation temperature at point 4 is

compared with the estimated saturation temperature. If the

difference between the estimated and the calculated

saturation temperature at point 4 exceeds the allowable

tolerance, the compressor calculation is repeated with a

new estimate of the mass flow rate to determine state 3 with

updated conditions. These steps are repeated until the

above condition is satisfied (see loop "A" in Figure 3.3).

The remainder of the high-side calculations depend on

whether a specific flow control device has been chosen or

if a desired value of condenser exit subcooling has been

specified. In this section, the subcooling temperature at

the exit of the condenser is specified. When a specified

flow control valve is chosen for this model, point 5 is

specified based on the specific flow control valve model and

the condenser model.
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The condenser model is used to calculate the

temperature and pressure at point 5. The calculated

subcooling temperature is checked with the specified

subcooling temperature. If the two values are not matched

within an allowable tolerance, the saturation temperature

at the inlet of the condenser is changed and the compressor

calculation is repeated to calculate state 3 with updated

conditions. These steps are repeated to find the proper

subcooling temperature at point 5 (see loop "B" in Figure

3.3).

Once the desired condenser subcooling is achieved,

state 6 is computed using the heat loss for the liquid

line.

3.2.3 Low-Pressure Side Unit

The function of the expansion valve is considered an

isenthalpic process, with the same enthalpies at the inlet

and the exit. From this condition, the enthalpy at the

inlet of the evaporator (point 7) is obtained. The

saturation temperature at the inlet of the evaporator is

estimated to determine state 7.

Using the conditions at point 7 and the evaporator

model, the saturation temperature at the exit of the

evaporator is calculated. As described in the previous

section, the saturation temperature at point 1 was
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estimated to determine the state, which in turn is the

beginning point for high-side balance calculation. The

calculated saturation temperature at the exit of the

evaporator is compared with the estimated saturation

temperature at point 1. The evaporator model is executed

iteratively, varying the inlet saturation temperature to

find the matched saturation temperature (see loop "C" in

Figure 3.3).

Once the desired saturation temperature is

accomplished, the superheat condition at point 1 is

computed. The comparison between the specified superheat

condition and the calculated superheat condition at point 1

is the next step. The evaporator model is then executed

iteratively, varying the inlet water temperature from one

execution to the next, to calculate a value of the

superheat condition at the evaporator exit (see loop "D" in

Figure 3.3). The inlet water temperature is then changed

from the specified temperature to match the superheat

temperature at point 1.

In summary, the system balance is found for the desired

inlet water temperature to the evaporator by changing the

saturation temperature at the evaporator exit, and

repeating the entire calculation process. This iteration

at state point 1 continues until the computed inlet water

temperature is in agreement with the desired value within
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specified tolerances (see loop "E" in Figure 3.3). The

sequence of calculations is summarized in Figure 3.3.

3.3 Simulation Program of Models

The simulation program for the dual-source heat pump

includes a main program and 86 subroutines, the overall

flow chart for which is shown in Figure 3.4.

The four component heat pump sections discussed in the

previous section are used as the bases for each of the main

sections of this simulation. In addition, each of these

sections calls other service routines to perform inner

iterations and calculate thermodynamic and thermophysical

properties, pressure drops and heat transfer coefficients,

and the necessary functions. This section presents the

main program and principal subroutines. The balance of the

subroutines are explained in Appendix E.

3.3.1 Main Program

Main Program DRIVER includes a selection routine for

simulation selection of functional area, e.g., the heat

pump model, an air-source or a water-source heat pump

model. The main program also serves as the driving program

for high- and low-side computations, containing iterative

loops converging on the evaporator inlet air or water
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simulation program
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temperature. Input and output information from either disc

or terminal are also a feature of this program.

3.3.2 Subroutines

1) Input Subroutines BLOCK DATA, DATAIN, and GMTRY:

The BLOCK DATA assigns values to constants and

infrequently changed parameters. The subroutine

DATAIN allocates all of the physical conditions

for the heat pump and the specified conditions and

the estimated conditions required prior to running

the simulation program. The subroutine GMTRY

assigns the geometric conditions for the three-

fluid evaporator.

2) Subroutine CMPMAP: computes refrigerant mass flow

and compressor power consumption from compressor

map data.

3) Subroutines CNDNSR and COND: calculate total

condenser heat transfer rate, air and refrigerant

properties, and refrigerant and air-side pressure

drops for fixed inlet refrigerant conditions.

These subroutines also compute the difference

between the calculated and specified condenser

subcooling.

4) Subroutines EVAP, EVAPR, RUNVP, and EVPTR:

Subroutine EVPTR serves as a driving routine for
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EVAPR and RUNVP, respectively, the air-source and

water-source models, and returns the difference

between the specified evaporator superheat

condition and the calculated value. EVAPR

calculates evaporator heat transfer rate, air and

refrigerant properties, and pressure drop. EVAP

determines the heat transfer, moisture removal,

and outlet air temperatures and humidities from

one circuit of the evaporator for given heat

transfer coefficients and saturation temperatures

at the beginning and the end of the two-phase

region. RUNVP calculates the heat transfer and

pressure drop for the water source. RUNVP is the

principal routine used for calculation of three-

fluid evaporator performance.

3.4 Optimization Formulation

In many engineering projects the objective is to

design a system which satisfies the requirements of the

intended application while meeting certain constraints.

These constraints may involve such considerations as cost,

raw material availability, marketing decisions, size,

manufacturing limitations, etc.
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3.4.1 Objective Statements

There are two popular means of heat pump optimization.

The first is to minimize the annual cost of ownership of a

heat pump. The annual cost of ownership is a life-cycle

costing figure which is computed using initial cost,

maintenance costs, capital costs, the availability of tax

credits, energy costs, estimates of the general inflation

rate, and estimates of the energy inflation rate. In 1977,

with the aim of minimizing costs, Kirschbaum and Veyo [52]

studied the optimization of a heating only air-to-air heat

pump. From the point of view of heat pump ownership, the

minimization of costs is the best means of heat pump

optimization. However, a number of uncertain variables

involved in the calculation of optimal design still

remain.

The other popular method is to maximize the

performance of a heat pump unit within a given set of

conditions. In 1981, Rice et al. [53] used this method to

optimize an air-to-air heat pump. In 1982, Elger [54]

studied the optimization of a heating-only, air-to-air heat

pump using this method.

In this study the optimization objective was to

design the most energy efficient heat pump rather than the

most economical heat pump. Furthermore, none of the

constraints were economic. The philosophy underlying this
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procedure is that the premature introduction of cost

constraints could obscure designs which are nearly as cost

effective as the economically optimized heat pump but which

at the same time are more energy efficient. Economics

should be used in combination with sensitivity analysis to

determine the best tradeoffs among the design variables,

centered upon an optimum configuration.

3.4.2 Choice of Independent Variables

Kirschbaum and Veyo [52] selected 10 variables

identified as bearing dominant roles in determining the

efficiency of a heat pump. They are as follows:

. For each heat exchanger coil; effective size,

air flow rate over the coil, fin spacing, and

number of tube rows;

. Fraction of the indoor coil devoted to liquid

subcooling;

. Indoor duct effective size; and

. The compressor operating map.

Rice et al, [53] suggested 10 design parameters for

optimization in their report:

. Compressor displacement;

. Subcooling at the condenser exit; and

. For each heat exchanger; frontal area,

volumetric air flow rate, number of tube rows,
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number of parallel refrigerant channels.

Elger [54] chose six variables as optimization variables:

. Evaporator frontal area;

. Number of tube rows for the evaporator;

. Condenser frontal area;

. Subcooling at the condenser exit;

. Volumetric air flow rate over the evaporator; and

. Volumetric air flow rate over the condenser.

The three studies cited were limited to the air-to-air

heat pump. In this study, the optimization procedure was

conducted for a three-fluid evaporator with a condenser and

other components similar to those in air-source modes. The

choice of independent variables was as follows:

. Evaporator length,

. Mass flow rate of water to the evaporator,

. Number of tube rows for the evaporator, and

. Subcooling at the condenser exit.

Prior to choosing the independent variables, parametric

analysis was carried out for each possible independent

variable.

The optimization program (see section 3.4.4) is not set

up to handle variables which are constrained to integer

values, hence the number of tube rows for the evaporator was

modeled as being continuously variable and the final value

was determined by rounding off to the nearest integer.
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3.4.3 Constraint Function

Only two constraint functions are required for the

objective function variables discussed in section 3.4.2.

The first constraint was the limitation imposed by

evaporator length and the second constraint was the

restriction of the mass flow rate of water to the

evaporator.

3.4.4 MINOS Algorithm

The first version of MINOS was developed by Murtagh

and Saunders [55] in 1980. The MINOS version 5.1 was

obtained from Stanford University for use in this study.

MINOS permits the solution of both small and large problems

in the four main areas of smooth optimization:

. Linear programming,

. Unconstrained optimization,

. Linearly constrained optimization, and

. Nonlinearly constrained optimization.

In the case of linear programming, the Simplex method will

solve all types of linear problems, if a solution exists.

Unfortunately, the optimization of a heat pump using

mathematical programming techniques is a nonlinear problem,

as is the case with most engineering optimization problems.
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Two rather serious difficulties with nonlinear

problems should be mentioned. First, there is no general

solution scheme for the nonlinear problem. Instead, there

are numerous algorithms from which to choose with no

guarantee provided that a given method will produce a

solution, even should a solution exist. In other words,

for a given problem some algorithms will work while others

will fail. Also, the solution times required can differ

considerably between different algorithms and which method

is the fastest is dependent upon the particular problem.

In short, choosing an algorithm is not a trivial matter.

The second difficulty is that if a given algorithm has

found an optimum point, there is no general way to

determine if this point is either at local or global

optimum. Thus, it is entirely possible to converge to a

local optimum and miss the desired solution to the problem.

Other constraints are that when nonlinearities are

confined to the term in the objective function, the problem

is a linearly constrained, nonlinear program. MINOS solves

such problems using a reduced-gradient algorithm [56] in

conjunction with a quasi-Newton algorithm [57]. The

implementation follows that presented by Murtagh and

Saunders [58].

When the problem contains nonlinear constraints, MINOS

uses a projected augmented Largrangian algorithm, based on

a method attributed to Robinson [59]; (see Murtagh and
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Saunders [58]). MINOS treats linear constraints and bounds

specially, but the nonlinear constraints are not always

satisfied until an optimal point is reached.

The block diagram of the optimization for this study

is shown in Figure 3.5. The objective function (FUNOBJ),

the constraint function (FUNCON) and two input data files

(SPECS and MPS) must be provided to run the optimization

program package.

3.4.5 Optimization Results for the Three-Fluid Evaporator

This optimization package, MINOS, was run for a

specific sample (see example 2 in section 3.5.1) to

determine the optimal evaporator configuration and

conditions. The independent variables for the objective

function were explained in section 3.4.2, i.e., evaporator

length, water flow rate, number of tube rows for the

evaporator, and subcooling temperature at the exit of the

condenser. The constraint function was explained in

section 3.4.3, including maximum water flow rate and

maximum evaporator length.

The results for this simulation, shown in Table 3.1,

are presented below as optimal values:

1) The subcooling temperature was 22 F,

2) The number' of rows for the evaporator was four,

and
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MAIN

MINOS 1

MINOS 2

Define global variables

Allocates workspace

Input files

FUNCON I

DUAL-SOURCE
HEAT PUMP

MINOS 3

. start the calculation
of optimization

.call the objective
function (FUNOBJ)

.call the Dual-Source
heat pump model

.call the constraint
function (FUNCON)

.check with criteria
to exit from this program

. otherwise repeat this
program (MINOS 3)

SPECS
MPS

PRINT RESULT

FUNOBJ

DUAL-SOURCE
HEAT PUMP

Figure 3.5 Block diagram of the optimization model for
dual-source heat pump
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Table 3.1 Optimum design and several other design
conditions sharing influences of design
variables

Water flow rate

Ibm/s

Length of

evaporator
ft

No of rows
of evaporator

Subcooling

temperature

F

COP

Optimum

100.0 4 22 2.8941.5

Other design

conditions

100.0 4 22 2.8401.0

0.5 100.0 4 22 2.709

0.055 60.0 4 22 2.648

0.055 80.0 4 22 2.686
0.055 100.0 4 22 2.709

o Specific conditions for this calculation : water-source operation of dual-source
heat pump ( see Example 1 in Section 3.5.1 and reference [20j)

o Inlet water temperature to the evaporator : 47 F
o Independent variables : 1) Evaporator length 2) Water flow rate

3) Subcooling temperature at the exit of the condenser

4) Number of evaporator rows
o Constraint conditions : 20 ft s evaporator length < 100 ft

0.5 lb/sec s water flow rate s 1.5 lb/sec

0 F s subcooling temperatures 45 F
1 < No. of evaporator rows < 10

o Explanation of evaporator rows showing refrigerant flow only

4 evaporator rows
(length for each row = 25 ft, total evaporator length= 100 ft)
* See figure 2.1
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3) The evaporator length and water flow rate were

maximum values which were given as constraint

conditions, i.e., 1.5 lb/sec and 100 ft for this

sample.

Also shown in Table 3.1 are performance values for water-

source operation with the parameters of length and total

water mass flow rate varied about the optimum. It is

evident that the performance surface around the optimum is

relatively flat. In addition, the performance for the air-

source operation, at and around the optimal parameter values

for water-source operation, are presented in Table 3.2 in

order to confirm whether the trend is similar to the water-

source operation or not. As may be seen from the data in

Table 3.2, the optimal values for the three-fluid evaporator

for the air-source operation, were not significantly

different from the water-source values.

3.5 Simulation Results of Steady -State Dual-Source Heat

Pump for the Specific Examples

3.5.1 Simulation Results

This simulation program was applied to specific

examples which described input conditions to investigate the

performance of the dual-source heat pump: the geometric,

performance of the compressor, ambient temperature, inlet
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Table 3.2 Air-source performance, at and around the optimal
parameter values for water-source operation
(see Table 3.1)

Air temperature
to evaporator

Length of

evaporator

ft

No of rows

of evaporator
Subcooling

temperature

F

COP

Air-source 100.0 3 22 2.676
operation 100.0 4 22 2.679
at 47 F 100.0 5 10 2.666

100.0 5 15 2.675
100.0 5 20 2.679
100.0 5 25 2.678
100.0 6 22 2.679
120.0 5 22 2.698

120.0 6 22 2.698

Air-source operation with three-fluid evaporator (see Example 1 in Section 3.5.1 )
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water temperature and heat loss.

Under steady-state conditions, the specific ambient

condition or water temperature should be provided to the

program, i.e., this simulation program can calculate the

performance of either an air-source or a water-source heat

pump separately, or in comparison to each other.

The simulation program was run for two different

samples in the investigation with variations in the

subcooling temperature and the number of evaporator rows.

The specific conditions are described below (see the data

EXAMPLE3.HET for example 1 and EXAMPLE1.HET for example 2 in

reference [20] for additional details):

1) Example 1:

. Heating mode,

. Inlet air temperature to the evaporator = 47.0 F,

. Inlet water temperature to the evaporator = 47.0 F,

. Compressor inlet superheat = 18.4 F,

. Compressor displacement = 3.6 in3

. Given motor speed = 3450.0 rpm, and

. Map-based compressor input data.

2) Example 2:

. Heating mode,

. Inlet air temperature to the evaporator = 47.0 F,

. Inlet water temperature to the evaporator = 47.0 F,

. Compressor inlet superheat

. Compressor displacement

= 10.0 F,

= 4.5 in3,
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. Given motor speed = 3450.0 rpm, and

. Map-based compressor input data.

The results from these simulation runs are summarized in

Tables 3.3 and 3.4, which present the assumed performance

characteristics for the water-source operation of the dual-

source heat pump with variation of the number of evaporator

rows and of subcooling temperature. Because several

comparisons were made between the water-source operation and

the pure-air-source unit, characteristics are presented for

both types of units.

3.5.2 Discussion

In the air-source case, the ORNL Heat Pump Model [20]

was used to calculate the performance. Earlier versions of

the ORNL heat pump model were tested [16,60,61] against data

taken from Oak Ridge National Laboratory [62] to assess the

accuracy of the calculations. The latest version used for

this study has been validated against the same data base as

previously used, except for an important correction to the

experimental data. Recently, Miller [63] found that the

rotameter used in the original experiment gave results

which underestimated the refrigerant mass flow rate by 5 to

20 percent when compared to a more accurate turbine flow

meter readings. This finding is consistent with the

observations that:
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Table 3.3 Comparison of COP between air-source and water-
source heat pump for Example 1 (see Section
3.5.1)

No. of rows
of evaporator

Capacity of

evaporator

(BTU/hr)

COP

Inlet temp. to

evaporator

(air / water)

Total input

(W)

Subcooling

temperature
(F)

Air-source

5 30768.5 2.271 47.0 F 5039.0 45.0

5 30942.4 2.321 47.0 F 4915.0 25.0

5. 30860.1 2.322 47.0 F 4905.0 22.0

5 30793.5 2.321 47.0 F 4889.0 20.0

5 30589.1 2.318 47.0 F 4865.0 15.0

5 30333 5 2.312 47.0 F 4841.3 10.0

5 30028.9 2.302 47.0 F 4819.4 5.0

Water-source

2 30481.6 2.667 47.0 F 4819.4 22.0

3 31743.6 2.703 47.0 F 4317.4 22.0

4 31953.2 2.709 47.0 F 4334.5 22.0

5 31773.4 2.704 47.0 F 4320.4 22.0

6 31737.2 2.702 47.0 F 4315.5 22.0

7 31447.3 2.693 47.0 F 4291.5 22.0

. 8 31171.1 2.686 47.0 F 4269.6 22.0

o Evaporator length : 100 ft.
o Water flow rate : 0.551 Ibrn/s
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Table 3.4 Comparison of COP between air-source and water-
source heat pump for Example 2 (see Section
3.5.1)

No. of rows
of evaporator

Capacity of
evaporator

(BTU/hr)

COP

Inlet temp. to
evaporator

(air / water)

Subcooling

temperature

(F)

Air-source

water-source

3 28145.1 3.048 47.0 F 11.0

3 29922.1 3.607 47.0 F 11.0

5 29838.1 3.605 47.0 F 11.0
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. The air-side heating capacities in the original

experiment were generally 5 to 15 percent higher than

the refrigerant-side values;

. The agreement between air and refrigerant-side values

in Miller's experiment [63] using the turbine meter

was within 4 percent; and

. The refrigerant mass flow rates measured in Miller's

experiment are within 1 percent of the compressor map

value [64].

The COP values for water-source operation of the heat

pump were compared with the ORNL [20] data, as shown in

Figure 3.6. Comparison indicated that the water-source COPs

for the dual-source heat pump were 20 percent higher than

those for the corresponding air-source heat pump. From the

present study, with inlet water/air temperature to the

evaporator equal to 47 F, the COP values are as follows:

. Example 1: water-source operation (from best COP,

Table 3.2) = 3.6 vs. ORNL air-source heat pump =

3.0.

. Example 2: water-source operation (from best COP,

Table 3.3) = 2.7 vs. ORNL air-source heat pump =

2.3.

These figures contrast slightly different from those

provided in the study by Reistad [21], in which the inlet

air/water temperature to the evaporator equal to 46 F and

the water- source COPs for the dual-source heat pump were 30
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: Example 1 (Table 3.1) for water-source.
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of COP between the water-source
operation of dual-source heat pump and air-
source heat pump with variation of the number
of rows of evaporator.
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percent higher than those for the corresponding best

performance commercial air-source heat pump:

Water-source operation of dual-source unit = 4.0

COP;

Heating-only air-to-air unit = 3.8 COP;

Average commercial air-to-air unit = 2.7 COP; and

Best performance commercial air-to-air unit = 3.1

COP.

From comparison of this data it may be determined that the

model developed for this study indicates an improvement of

20 percent COP with respect to an air - source heat pump

operated under equal inlet temperature to evaporator

conditions.
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4. ANNUAL PERFORMANCE FACTOR FOR THE

DUAL-SOURCE HEAT PUMP MODEL

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 General

As a measure of the energetic performance of space

heating and cooling heat pumps, the annual performance

factor (APF) is used. A variety of factors influence the

APF of a heat pump. The effects of the major factors are

described below:

. Weather conditions are the most important APF

factor, but it is impossible to change weather

conditions once the location for the heat pump is

decided.

. A building's heating and cooling requirements are

dependent upon the building's structure, directional

orientation, and operating schedule.

. The optimal heat pump selection for specified

weather conditions and building requirements is a

function of a size of the heat pump, the selection

of heat pump type, the balancing temperature, and in

the case of the dual-source heat pump, switching

temperature and water temperature.
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In this study, the specified weather conditions (Knoxville,

Tennessee) and the specified building load conditions are

used for the dual-source heat pump and compared with an air-

source heat pump.

The ORNL model for the APF/Loads developed by Rice et

al. [66] in 1985 and revised in 1988, covers a range of

system configurations and dynamic loss and calculation

options. These include:

. electricity-driven or heat-actuated systems,

. fixed, step, or continuous capacity modulation,

various cycling, frosting, and defrosting loss

algorithms,

energy use and loss breakdown,

user-supplied or model-calculated house loads, and

interactive or batch use.

For this study, the ORNL model was considered as a basic

program. Since the ORNL APF model was originally developed

for the residential air-source heat pump, it was modified

for the dual-source heat pump as follows:

1) Remove the defrosting and frosting effect,

2) Change the parasitic power,

3) Add the calculation program for the water flow

rate, and

4) Change the input data.

This program requires manufacturer's data or,

alternatively, independent computations or estimates of the
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steady-state performance of the system to be modeled. The

performance data (capacity and either power consumption or

COP) must be known for a range of ambient temperatures in

both heating and cooling modes.

4.1.2 Definitions

1. Annual Performance Factor (APF): Total heat pump

heating and cooling in a particular region in one

year, divided by the total electrical power

consumption.

2. Seasonal Performance Factor for Heating (SPFH):

Ratio of the total heat delivered over the heating

season to the total energy input over the heating

season, in consistent units.

3. Seasonal Performance Factor for Cooling (SPFC):

Ratio of the total heat removed over the

cooling season to the total energy input over the

cooling season, in consistent units.

4. Balancing Temperature: The ambient temperature

above which the heat pump can provide enough

heat to the specified space without the use of

supplemental heating.

5. Switching Temperature: The temperature above which

the heat pump switches from water to air as the

thermal energy source.
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6. Ton of Refrigeration: A measure of cooling/heating

delivered by a heat pump equal to 12,000 BTU/hour

(3517 W).

7. Degradation Coefficient (CD): Measure of

efficiency loss due to unit cycling, i.e., measure

of the reduction in performance under cyclic

operations.

8. Part Load Factor (PLF): Ratio of the cyclic COP to

the steady state COP.

9. Cycling COP (COPcyd: Ratio of total heat output to

the required space to be heated during on-time and

off-time cycles, to the total energy input during

the total cycle.

10. Part Load COP Factor (Ltyd An empirical

degradation factor of the COP, accounting for

cycling losses (COPcyc/COPss)

4.2 Cycling Losses

Dynamic losses in capacity and efficiency are due to

three causes: frosting, defrosting, and cycling. In dual-

source heat pumps, frosting and defrosting do not influence

the dynamic losses. Hence, only cycling losses are

discussed in this section.

The literature regarding cycling losses is examined to

determine a reasonable cycling factor for this study,
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following which the various sources of the literature are

compared.

4.2.1 General Description

The three methods for evaluating cycling losses are:

1. Multi-point test data taken by Parken et al. [67]

of the National Bureau of Standards (NBS),

2. Department of Energy (DOE) CD test data [68], and

3. Honeywell ZD [69] (equivalent delay time).

These methods are to some degree based on the basic cycling

data and presentation format provided by Parken. In each

method part-load COP factors, Ltyr, and fractional on-

times, fort , are obtained as direct or indirect functions of

the house load factor (LF), i.e., the ratio of house load

rate to heat pump capacity rate, and of the specified

cycling rate (cycles per hour).

1) DOE CD method: The DOE CD method is the most

commonly accepted cycling loss method due to promulgation of

the DOE Test Procedures [68]. The DOE has suggested the

definition of the PLF as

Q (t) dt

PLF -

sz,s to

(4.1)



where

Q = the capacity as a function of time,

Qss = steady-state value, and

tp = the compressor-blower on-time,

and a degradation factor, CD:

1-PLF
CD -

where
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(4.2)

LF = load factor (for a 6 min on, 24 min off case),

1-'1)

12 (t) dt

LF-
(4.3)

Kss tcyc

where

cyc = cyclic time

2) Multi-Point NBS Test Data: Parken et al. [67]

presented their cycling test data as a part-load COP factor,

Ltyc, as a function of load factor, LF, and cycling rates for

various constant fractional on-times. By applying an ideal

heat pump thermostat cycling schedule to the data, a part-

load COP factor vs. LF relationship may be obtained which

represents application to any house with an assumed ideal

thermostat behavior.

3) Honeywell ZD Method: The Honeywell method [69]

represents a theoretical generalized improvement with

respect to either the DOE CD method or direct use of the NBS
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experimental data. This method allows the maximum

thermostatic maximum cycling rate and the off-time

parasitics to be specified independently of the more basic

cycling loss coefficient term, ZD. Thus, the annual

performance effect of different thermostatic and off-time

parasitic control schemes can potentially be studied without

the need for deriving a new CD value for each combination.

4.2.2 Literature Survey

In 1977, Parken et al. [67] conducted laboratory tests

in order to investigate factors affecting the performance of

an air-to-air heat pump over a broad range of operating

conditions. To this end, a 3-ton heat pump was installed

and its full- and part-load performance was evaluated over a

range of ambient conditions. It was found that as the

heating and cooling load decreased, there was a significant

drop in the ratio of the part-load COP to the steady-state

COP. At a heating and cooling load factor of 0.15, both the

heating and cooling COP were reduced to approximately 70

percent of their steady-state value at identical indoor and

outdoor conditions.

In 1980, Bonne et al. [69] studied heat pump

performance using computer simulation, leading to an

analysis of cycling losses. The principal results of their

work indicated that the representation of the cycling
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losses, in terms of the experimentally measurable

equivalent delay time (see the Honeywell ZD method) and the

off-period power consumption, as an alternative to the

method based on a constant cycling degradation factor, is

easily arrived at, providing a description that is agreement

with experimental data over the entire load range. If the

cycling degradation factor and equivalent delay time were

calculated at a 20 percent load and were used to evaluate

cycling losses, results from the two methods would differ

by 2 to 3 percent at a 50 percent load and by 4 to 6 percent

at 10 percent load. These differences would increase as

cycling losses increased.

Goldschmidt et al. [70] tabulated field-measured values

of PLF and CD in 1980. TheCDwas shown to be different for a

heat pump in the cooling mode or compared to the same unit

in the heating mode. This indicated that the transient

response is not simply a function of the thermal mass of the

coils, but that the value of CD is highly dependent on

operating conditions. Consequently, this analysis suggests

that the transient response could be sufficiently described

by an effective time constant or alternatively by a PLF at a

specific on-time, tar

In 1984, Baxter et al. published a report with regard

to the field-measured cycling losses for an air-source heat

pump [71]. During the heating season, start-up transient

losses were responsible for 8.5 percent and off-cycle
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parasitics accounted for 3.3 percent. The heating cycling

degradation factor, CD, was estimated to be 0.26. During

the cooling season, start-up transient losses accounted for

2.8 percent of the total energy use and off-cycle parasitics

for 4.4 percent. The CD of cooling was estimated to be

0.11.

In 1984, a residential unitary low-temperature water-

source heat pump was tested in the laboratory by Mei [72].

For heating mode cyclic operation, the cycling loss

decreased from 16.5 to 11.3 percent while the entering

water temperature was increased from 7.2 °C (45.0 F) to 21.1

°C (70.0 F). The coefficient of degradation, CD, ranged from

0.196 to 0.137 over the same water temperature range. The

cooling mode cycling loss increased from 10.7 to 13.4

percent, with an entering water temperature increase from

7.2°C (45.0 F) to 21.1°C (70.0 F). The CD values for

cooling performance varied from 0.132 to 0.161 over the same

water temperature range. The CD were smaller than those for

the air-to-air heat pumps. The cycling loss and degradation

factors, for both heating and cooling modes, were

independent of the water flow rate.

In 1985, Miller evaluated [73] the part-load COP and

the capacity of an air-to-air heat pump in a parametric

study of heat pump on-time, off-time, and outdoor ambient

temperature. The cycling COP and capacity degradation were

inversely related to on-time percentage. As the length of
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the off-cycle was increased, the time required to re-

establish condenser and evaporator steady-state operating

conditions, proper refrigerant charge distribution, and

equilibrium temperatures in the thermal mass of thesystem

increased. Analysis of the capacity loss per cycle showed

that the major cycling loss was due to off-cycle refrigerant

migration and its effect upon the compressor in achieving

steady-state operation after start-up. The ratio of part-

load COP to steady-state COP is dependent on outdoor

temperature. Cycling losses decrease as the outdoor

temperature decreases because the refrigerant density

effects result in less refrigerant circulation throughout

the system; therefore, less time is required to achieve

proper steady-state charge distribution.

The field performances of three residential heat pumps

in the heating mode was published by Kao et al. [74) in

1987. The objective of this study was to evaluate the

thermal, energy, defrosting, cycling, and related

performance factors under in-situ conditions and to confirm

the validity of DOE test procedure by comparing the field

results with those obtained in the laboratories. The DOE

test procedure allows use of a default value of 0.25 for CD

in lieu of the tested value. Both the field (CD= 0.30) and

laboratory (pp= 0.34) results indicated that the

manufacturer would be likely to use the default value in

place of the test values for determining rating
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calculations. This was also determined to be true of the

laboratory measured cooling CD (CD= 0.36).

4.2.3 Cycling Degradation Factor for Dual-Source Heat Pumps

At present, no direct evaluation of the cycling

degradation factor for a dual-source heat pump has been

determined. Moreover, there is no consensus in the

literature regarding the proper correlations of the cycling

losses for even the air-source heat pump. The

representation of these factors in Figure 4.1 for the dual-

source heat pump presents the present study's findings of

the best correlations, as derived from the literature

[67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74]. Many factors are involved in the

determination of cycling losses. The major factors, that

should be considered in deciding the degradation factor

are: on-time, cycles per hour, ambient temperature, amount

of refrigerant charge and thermal storage capacity of the

two heat exchangers.

Table 4.1 presents the cycling degradation factors

from the literature. The heat pump units considered in

Table 4.1 have nearly the same capacity (i.e., ranging from

3 to 3.5 tons). Consequently, these data may be compared

without consideration of the amount of refrigerant and

thermal storage capacity of the two exchangers since these

cycling degradation factor for the air-source heat pump
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Table 4.1 Cycling degradation factor data from the various
sources with variation of the inlet air/water
temperature to the evaporator and on-time rate

Inlet ambient
temperature

Cycling degrada-

tion factor (Co) )

On-time

rate (%)

Capacity

Mei's data [72] 45 F 0.196 20 37800 Btu/hr (11.1 kW)
for water-source 50 F 0.184 20 at 55 F for heating,
1984. 55 F 0.173 20 34100 Btu/hr (10.0 kW)

60 F 0.161 20 at 55 F for cooling

70 F 0.137 20

Air-source

1. Parken's data 47 F 0.397 20 37000 Btu/hr (10.8 kW)
[67] , 1977. 47 F 0.296 50 at 55 F for heating,

47 F 0.158 80 36000 Btu/hr (10.6 kW)
at 55 F for cooling

2. Bonne's data 60 F 0.230 20

[69], 1980. 60 F 0.120 50

60 F 0.210 80

3. Baxter's data 37 F 0.053 45 34000 Btu/hr

[71], 1984. 44 F 0.208 33 at 47 F for heating,
56 F 0.181 33 33500 Btu/hr

at 95 F for cooling

4. Miller's data 50 F 0.345 20 37800 Btu/hr (10.9 kW)
[73], 1985 50 F 0.343 38 at 50 F for heating,

50 F 0.327 69

50 F 0.300 90

5. Kao's data 47 F 0.300 20 Field test

[74], 1987. 47 F 0.340 20 Laboratory test

36200 Btu/hr at 47 F
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of CD with varying the inlet
air/water temperature to the evaporator for
air-, water-, and dual-source heat pumps at 20
percent on-time rate
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weather conditions at Knoxville, Tennessee, used for this

study, the weighted operating rate as a water-source heat

pump is approximately 50 percent for the heating season.

Hence, the degradation factor for the dual-source heat pumps

in the heating mode is chosen as the average value between

the degradation factors for water- and air-source heat

pumps, and the same value of the air-source heat pump (CD=

0.11) when used during the cooling season. The APF

simulation program requires a cycling degradation factor at

standard conditions: 20 percent on-time rate at 8.3 °C (47

F) and 23.9°C (75 F) ambient temperatures for, respectively,

heating and cooling.

4.3 Calculation of Loads

4.3.1 Background

The Monthly ACES Design (MAD) program [75] was

developed for the design and evaluation of annual cycle

energy systems (ACES) for light-frame, single-family

residences. The MAD program calculates monthly space

heating, water heating, and space cooling loads for

specified house designs, using these loads to appropriately

size ACES components and competing systems.

The loads section of the APF/Loads program is

essentially the loads calculation routines taken from the
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linearly increases as the on-time rate increases. Even

though a single source for the on-time bases (20 percent on-

time rate) has been presented for the water-source [72], it

is reasonable to conclude that the cycling degradation

factor will reflect a trend identical to that of the air-

source heat pump.

For the water-source heat pump, the cycling

degradation factor linearly decreases as the inlet water

temperature increases. As shown in Figure 4.1, all of

cycling degradation factors for the air-source heat pump are

higher than those of water-source heat pump. According to

Mei [72], the cycling degradation factors for the water-

source heat pump is smaller than that for the air-source

heat pump. All of the cycling degradation factors for the

air-source heat pump, with the exception of those provided

by Baxter, are much higher than 0.25, which is the

recommended DOE default value for heating as a cycling

degradation factor for the air-source heat pump. In

accordance with the experimental test data [67,73,74], the

cycling degradation factor for the air-source are 0.34-

0.395, but in order to reach a more conservative comparison

between air-source and dual-source heat pumps, a cycling

degradation factor default value of 0.25 for heating has

been used for this study. The dual-source heat pump

operates as either an air-source or a water-source heat

pump, depending on weather conditions. Under the specified
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ORNL MAD program [75]. With these routines and a companion

weather data base, loads for desired housing in average

weather conditions in any of 117 U.S. cities can be

generated. The loads model for air-source heat pump was

validated with good agreement against field test data for a

test house near Knoxville, Tennessee, and used in

alternative system comparison studies over various climatic

regions of the U.S. [76].

4.3.2 Bin Method

The MAD loads program uses a bin-type method with

steady-state heat transfer balances on the house for each

8-hour "day"/16-hour "night" ambient temperature bin. The

day/night division allows for the separate treatment of the

monthly effect of solar radiation on the daytime loads and

the resultant monthly zero-load temperatures in both heating

and cooling modes.

The bin method is based on temperature-bin weather

data, in which tables of 2.8°C (5 F) outdoor air

temperature intervals (i.e., a "bin") and associated hours

of temperature are derived for each of three 8-hour time

shifts during each month of the year. Since the

temperature-bin tables do not preserve the time sequence

information required for the calculation of transient heat

flow, the effects of thermal inertia on building loads can
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not be accounted for directly. Therefore, this method is

mostly applied to light-frame residential structures.

In addition, a 117-city temperature-bin weather data

base, which may be obtained from the U.S. Air Force

Engineering Weather Data Manual [76], is available.

4.3.3 Heating and Cooling Loads

Monthly heating loads are the difference between the

sensible heat lost through the building envelope surfaces by

heat transmission and infiltration and the sensible heat

gain from internal sources and solar heat gain through

glazed and opaque surfaces. Heat transmission through the

attic and the flooring are handled in a rather elementary

fashion. The infiltration rate is computed using the

Achenbach and Coblentz equation [77], which accounts for

temperature difference and wind speed effects. The solar

gains through glazed surfaces are calculated from solar

radiation intensities obtained by the Lui-Jordan method

[78]. Solar gains through opaque surfaces are computed by a

method equivalent to the sol-air temperature approach .

Monthly sensible cooling loads are computed in similar

but reversed fashion. Monthly latent cooling loads are

computed separately, taking into account the built-in

day/night internal sources of moisture and moisture

infiltration from outdoors, using the mean coincident
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outdoor wet-bulb weather data. An internal latent heat

source of 200 Btu/hr per person (58.6 W), 5 lbs (2.3 kg) of

water evaporation per day for washing and cooking, and an

occupancy rate of 0.5 during the "day" and 0.75 at "night"

(based on three persons in residence) are assumed. The

latent load is computed based on an assumed fixed design

indoor wet bulb temperature, rather than being related to

the equipment latent heat removal capability.

4.4 Simulation Program of Models

The simulation program for the APF model contains a

main 'program and 27 subroutines. Since this program is a

modification of the ORNL APF program [66], only the major

subroutines are described below. The flow chart is given in

Figure 4.2.

4.4.1 Main Program

APFCAL is the central routine from which all

computations originate or return to; it contains the basic

APF computational equations and prints the binned

performance results and/or the performance summaries.
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READ INPUT

Begin iterating on
seasonal heating &
cooling

Begin iteration on

months in season

Begin iteration on

days in month

Begin iteration on
temperature bins

Y

EVALUATE
.steady-state performance
.resultant cycling losses

.back up resistant heat

.average energy output
.total energy use per bin

PRINT RESULT

Figure 4.2 Flowchart of APF simulation program for the
dualsource heat pump
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4.4.2 Subroutines

1) BLOCK DATA: This subroutine assigns and

initializes values, based upon data statements, to

various program parameters at the start of program

execution. All of the input data is given through

this subroutine.

2) Subroutine CYCLNG: This program computes the

cycling loss factors for COP and capacity, and the

resultant percentages of on-times as a function of

unit load factor for any of the three different

cycling loss methods.

3) Subroutine BIN: The BIN program read and organize

weather data files from the 117-city weather data

base for use by the LOADS routine.

4) Subroutine LOADS: The LOADS routine computes the

monthly binned loads for use by the APF model.

4.5 APF Simulation Results, Knoxville. Tennessee

4.5.1 APF Simulation Results

This simulation program was applied to a specific city,

Knoxville, Tennessee, for which air-source APF data was

available [66], in order to compare air- and the dual-

source heat pumps. The temperature range of bin data at
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Knoxville is 7 to 62 F (-13.9 to 16.7°C) for the heating

season and the 99.0 percent design outdoor temperature for

heating is 13.0 F (-10.6°C).

The dual source heat pump for the APF evaluation was

assumed to have the following steady state performance.

In accordance with the Chapter 3 results, the water-

source operation with 47 F water has a COPH approximately 20

percent greater than the air-source operation. The dual-

source unit operation when operating in the air-source mode

has the same performance as the pure air-source unit being

compared with (see Table 4.2).

The simulation program was run then with variations in

heat pump capacity and switching temperature. An air-source

heat pump, typical of a late 1970s, high efficiency single-

speed application, was applied to the ambient temperature

range of Knoxville, Tennessee. The house, weather, and

loads information are described below:

. House with 1155.0 square feet of flat roof area, R-

31 ceiling insulation and R-21 wall insulation;

. Winter indoor temperature setting, DB = 70.0 F;

. Summer indoor temperature setting, DB = 78.0 F;

. Summer indoor temperature setting, WB = 66.0 F;

. Design heating load = 31.84 kBTU/hr; and

. Design cooling load = 18.90 kBTU/hr.

The results from these simulation runs are summarized in

Tables 4.3 through 4.5. These tables include the APF,
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Table 4.2 Sample input data of COP for the APF simulation

Point

Ambient

temperature

DUAL-SOURCE HEAT PUMP PURE-AIR-SOURCE

HEAT PUMP

Note

Water-source

Steady state

COP

Air-source

Steady state

COP

Steady state
COP

1

1

1

1

1

4.0

17.0

47.0

49.5

60.0

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.1

3.2

1.6

2.1

3.0

3.1

3.2

switching temp

o. Electric-driven heat pump.
o. Late 70's high efficiency, single-speed heat pump.
o. Weather condition : Knoxville, Tennessee.
o. Load conditions : see Section 4.5.1.

o. Water temperature : 47 F.
o. Switching temperature : 47 F.



Table 4.3 Comparison of APF between air-source and dual-
source heat pump with 37 F switching temperature

HEATING SEASON COOLING SEASON ANNUAL PERFORMANCE

seasonal SPFH balance water seasonal SPFC annual APF annual energy
capacity energy input point operation energy input energy input input '

(kWH) (F) (hours) (kWH) (kWH) (kWH)

Air-Source

(full scale)
5206.8 1.783 20 2763 2.565 7969.9 2.054 7969.9

Dual-Source

o full scale 4010.7 2.316 475.9 2749.4 2.575 6760.1 2.42 7048.3
o 0.8 scale 3781.6 2.456 8 748.4 2599.9 2.723 6381.5 2.565 6992.9
o 0.6 scale 3758 2.472 18 935.8 2504.2 2.806 6262.2 2.605 7026.7
o 0.5 scale 3854.7 2.41 23 1048.7 2393.3 2.853 6248 2.58 7104.8

1. * : Total energy consumption including the water consumption with assuming the cost of water per ton is
equal to the cost of the electric energy cost per kwh.

2. Air-source : air-source heat pump ( capacity size for heating = 31,840 BTU/HR).
3. Dual-source : dual-source heat pump.

o. Full scale : capacity size = 31,840 BTU/HR
o. 0.8 scale : capacity size = 0.8 X 31,840 BTU/HR

4. Switching temperature = 37 F.
5. Inlet water temperature to the evaporator : 47 F.
6. Steady-state heat pump data : GETECH1.HPD from the reference [ 661.
7. Loads data : TECHHS.LOD from the reference 1661.
8. Weather data : Knoxville , Tennessee [761.



Table 4.4 Comparison of APF between air-source and dual-
source heat pump with 42 F switching temperature

HEATING SEASON COOLING SEASON ANNUAL PERFORMANCE

seasonal SPFH balance water seasonal SPFC annual APF annual energy

capacity energy input point operation energy input energy input input *

(kWH) (F) (hours) (kWH) (kWH) (kWH)

Air-Source

(full scale)

5206.8 1.783 20 2763 2.565 7969.9 2.054 7969.9

Dual-Source

o full scale 3362.5 2.762 652.1 2749.4 2.575 6112 2.678 6644.8

o 0.8 scale 3138.6 2.959 8 1032.1 2599.9 2.723 5738.5 2.852 6581.7

o 0.6 scale 3098.9 2.997 18 1302.6 2504.2 2.806 5603.1 2.912 6667.3

o 0.5 scale 3183 2.918 23 1478.6 2393.3 2.853 5576.3 2.89 6784.3

1. : Total energy consumption including the water consumption with assuming the cost of water per ton is

equal to the cost of the electric energy cost per kwh.
2. Air-source : air-source heat pump ( capacity size for heating = 31,840 BTU/HR).
3. Dual-source : dual-source heat pump.

o. Full scale : capacity size = 31,840 BTU/HR.
o. 0.8 scale : capacity size = 0.8 X 31,840 BTU/HR.

4. Switching temperature = 42 F.

5. Inlet water temperature to the evaporator : 47 F.
6. Steady-state heat pump data : GETECH1.HPD from the reference [ 66J.

7. Loads data : TECHHS.LOD from the reference [66].

8. Weather data : Knoxville , Tennessee [76].



Table 4.5 Comparison of APF between air-source and dual-
source heat pump with 47 F switching temperature

HEATING SEASON COOLING SEASON ANNUAL PERFORMANCE

seasonal SPFH balance water seasonal SPFC annual APF annual energy
capacity energy input point operation energy input energy input input '

(kWH) (F) (hours) (kWH) (kWH) (kWH)

Air-Source
(full scale)

5206.8 1.783 20 2763 2.565 7969.9 2.054 7969.9

Dual-Source

o full scale 3338.6 2.782 771.5 2749.4 2.575 6088 2.689 6718.3
o 0.8 scale 3116.3 2.981 8 1225.9 2599.9 2.723 5716.2 2.864 6717.8
o 0.6 scale 3077.9 3.018 18 1554.9 2504.2 2.806 5582.1 2.923 6852.5
o 0.5 scale 3162.9 2.937 23 1775.8 2393.3 2.853 5556.2 2.901 7007

1. : Total energy consumption including the water consumption with assuming the cost of water per ton is
equal to the cost of the electric energy cost per kwh.

2. Air-source : air-source heat pump ( capacity size for heating = 31,840 BTU/HR).
3. Dual-source : dual-source heat pump.

o. Full scale : capacity size = 31,840 BTU/HR.
o. 0.8 scale : capacity size = 0.8 X 31,840 BTU/HR.

4. Switching temperature = 47 F.
5. Inlet water temperature to the evaporator : 47 F.
6. Steady-state heat pump data : GETECH1.HPD from the reference [ 66].
7. Loads data : TECHHS.LOD from the reference [66].
8. Weather data : Knoxville , Tennessee [76].

rn
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SPFH, SPFC, and operating hours in the water-source mode,

with variations in the switching temperature and heat pump

scale size.

4.5.2 Discussion

As discussed in Chapter 1, dual-source heat pumps may

be attractive in northern climates where the winters are

cold. Although the location considered for this study is

not in a northern climate zone, the results from Tables 4.3

through 4.5 show the degree of improvement of APF in

comparison to purely air-source unit.

From the data in Tables 4.3 through 4.5 and Figures

4.3 and 4.4, it was found that the APF of the dual-source

heat pump was much higher (40 to 50 percent) than the air-

source heat pump. If the dual-source heat pump capacity of

a size equal to that of the air-source heat pump had been

selected, a supplementary heating system would not be

necessary. When the APF for different capacity heat pumps

was evaluated without consideration of water consumption, a

dual-source heat pump with a capacity 0.6 times that of the

air-source capacity heat pump would be a suitable selection.

When the switching temperature was switched from 47 F to 42

F, the APF decreased by 0.2 to 1 percent, and water

consumption also decreased by-20 percent. However, when the

switching temperature was switched from 47 F to 37 F, the
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APF decreased by 11 percent and water consumption decreased

by 40 percent. Therefore "total consumption" at the 42 F

.switching temperature point was less than those of the

other switching temperatures, when the water consumption was

considered.

The ORNL APF/LOADS model for the air-source heat pump

was validated against two years of field data taken at

Knoxville, Tennessee [66]. The seasonal performance factor

predictions were:

a low of 3.6 to 7.0 percent in the heating season,

a high of 5.1 to 7.8 percent in the cooling season,

and

a range of 0.5 to 1.9 percent on an annual basis.

With better values of C , the heating and cooling

predictions would have been within 5 percent and the annual

values would be even closer.

The SPFH values for the dual-source heat pump model,

modified from the ORNL APF model and compared with the ORNL

[64] data, as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Comparison

indicated that the dual-source heat pump SPFH was 39 percent

higher at large capacity and 70 percent higher at small

capacity than those for the corresponding air-source heat

pump. From the present study, with inlet water temperature

to the evaporator equal to 47 F:

. Example 1: dual-source heat pump (switching

temperature = 37.0 F, 0.6 scale size from Table
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o : Mr-source
: Dup1-source (switch temp. : 37 F)
: Dual-source (switch temp. : 42 F)

* : Dual-source (switch temp. : 47 F)

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Capacity ratio ( dual-source / air-source)

Figure 4.3 Comparison of APF between air-source and dual-
source heat pump
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o : Air-source
: Dual-source (switch temp. : 37 F)
: Dual-source (switch temp. :4242 F)

* : Dual-source (switch temp. : 47 F)

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Capacity ratio ( dual-source / air-source)

Figure 4.4 Comparison of power consumption between air-
source and dual-source heat pump
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4.3) = 2.47 SPFH;

. Example 2: dual-source heat pump (switching

temperature = 42 F, 0.6 scale size from Table 4.4)

= 3.00 SPFH;

. Example 3: dual-source heat pump (switching

temperature = 47.0 F, 0.6 scale size from Table

4.5) = 3.02 SPFH; and

. Air-source heat pump from ORNL model (see Appendix

G for the detailed information) = 1.78 SPFH.

These figures are close to those provided in the study

by Reistad and Elger [65], in which the inlet water

temperature to the evaporator equal to 46 F and switching

temperature equal to 40 F at Portland, Oregon, and the APFs

for the dual-source heat pump were 50 to 65 percent higher

than those for the corresponding air-source heat pump:

. Dual-source heating-only heat pump = 3.30 SPFH;

. Heating-only heat pump = 2.89 SPFH;

. Average commercial heat pump = 2.04 SPFH; and

. Best performance commercial heat pump = 2.33

From comparison of this data it may be determined that the

model developed for this study indicates an improvement of

40 to 70 percent in SPFH with respect to an air-source heat

pump.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following conclusions have been reached from this

study of the dual-source heat pump with a three-fluid

evaporator.

The three-fluid evaporator model was analyzed

mathematically and a simulation program was developed for

the purpose of providing performance data for use with a

dual-source heat pump. Application of the Baroczy and

Goldstein methods to determine, respectively, frictional

pressure drop and accelerational pressure drop, yielded

pressure drop predictions within an allowable error range.

Moreover, Shah's chart method provided results that were in

good agreement with the experimental data and which can be

used to predict the heat transfer coefficients.

The optimization package, MINOS, was run for a

specific sample to determine optimal evaporator

configuration and conditions. Given the assumptions for the

test described in Chapter 3, the optimum configuration was

revealed to be a subcooling temperature of 22 F with four

evaporator rows.

The dual-source heat pump model developed for this

study yielded results which were similar to those derived

from other studies. The COP of the water-source operation

of dual-source heat pump was 20 percent higher than that of

heat pump operated solely with an air-source, assuming a
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equal water and air temperatures.

The APF simulation program, modified to evaluate the

dual-source heat pump tested in this study, was run for a

location in Knoxville, Tennessee, for which comparative air-

source heat pump field data were available. Based upon

local weather conditions, it was found that the dual-source

heat pump APF was 40 to 50 percent higher than the heat pump

operated solely with an air-source. If a dual-source heat

pump of the same capacity as the air-source heat pump had

been selected, a supplementary heating system would not have

been necessary. When the APF for a different capacity heat

pump was evaluated without consideration of water

consumption, a dual-source heat pump with a capacity 0.6

that of the air-source capacity heat pump would have been a

suitable selection. When water consumption was considered,

at three different switching temperatures, 37, 42, and 47 F,

the "total consumption" at the mid-range (42 F) switching

temperature point was less than that of the other switching

temperatures.

The following suggestions for further study are

recommended.

The cycling effect of the dual-source heat pump was

considered for this study, using cycling factors formulated

in previous studies. No prior data exists, however, for the

dual-source heat pump cycling effect. Thus, the cycling

effect was interpolated from the separate studies of air-
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source and water-source heat pumps, and therefore, the

cycling effect should be the subject of further study. It

would be useful to determine an experimental database for

the dual-source heat pump cycling effect. In addition, it

is recommended that the dual-source heat pump be subjected

to field testing to validate the results of this simulation

study.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of Governing Equations through the Channel

(1) Single-Phase Flow Equations, One-Dimensional Flow

continuity

a
7(Pu) = °
momentum

SA{ p4p+alia dA = JSTa, 5Z a + $A ,z ,a (Gu)8z dA + JA pg sine 8z dA

pressure shear acceleration gravity

divide through by 8z and take limit as 6zO to get

dp S du
Grz- pg sine

energy

dq = d(pv) + dU +d(-1-u2) + d(gz sine)

dU = dq + dFpdv

plug it in and cancel terms to get

vdp + udu + g sine dz + dF = 0

divide by vdz and rearrange to get

dp dF du7-Gdz--pg sine
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(2) Two-Phase Flow Equations, One-Dimensional Flow

continuity

aaz
{pfuf (1-a) + pgusa} = 0

momentum

ap a
SA{ p-(p+,-, -5z) dA - TwElzdS + SAT;(Gfut+GsudazdA + pg sineazdAdz A

note that

dp S-- = -
dz A "w

uf = Gf/pf

u
g g

=G /p
g

x2 (1-x)2
- g sinOla pg +(1-a)pf}a Pg (1-a)pf

energy

dq = d{x pvs-1-(1-x)pvf} + dq + dF -p d(xvs-1-(1-x)vfl + g Sine dz

1 1
+d4 Tx us

2
+ T(1-x)4}

divide by dz, and define

I X 1X -1
PH =

Pig Pf

dp dF G2 d
Tz PH dz PH 2 7:

X3 (1 -x)3
gsine

2
Pg
2 (1a)2

Pf



APPENDIX B

Subroutine Description of Three-Fluid Evaporator Model

Since the major subroutines were described in the

Chapter 2, the other subroutines are presented in this

appendix.

Subroutine Description

GMTRY

CINOUT

SPIRAL

FRICT

CHSEXP

134

provides dimensional data and physical

properties of coil. All dimensional data is

specific to Edwards Engineering S-2 coil.

calculates the pressure drop through the coil

inlet and exit sections.

calculates normal and tangential accelerations

of the spiral coil due to centrifugal

acceleration. Normal acceleration is the vector

sum of the centrifugal and gravity. Tangential

is negative when spiraling in, positive when

out. Acceleration is taken as a mass weighted

average of the centrifugal accelerations of the

liquid and the vapor.

calculates the Darcy friction factor based on

equations for Moody diagram.

uses Chishholm formula to calculate the

pressure drop of two-phase flow through a



SUPER

OUTPUT

H2OTPR

TPR

TABLES

TSAT

SPVOL

VAPOR

135

sudden enlargement.

calculates heat transfer through the inner wall

of the annulus into the superheated vapor.

Routine uses the Dittus-Boelter correlation

with an equivalent diameter based on heated

perimeter.

print out the results at each locations.

calculates the thermophysical properties of

water given the temperature. Routine uses

matrix of values and does a 3-point Lagrange

polynomial interpolation.

calculates thermophysical properties of R-22

given the saturation temperature. Routine uses

matrix of values and does a 3 point

interpolation to determine properties.

provide correct values for constants in the

thermodynamic properties, corresponding to R-

22.

evaluate the saturation temperature of R-22

given the saturation pressure.

evaluate the specific volume of the vapor phase

of R-22 given the pressure and temperature.

evaluate the thermodynamic properties of the

superheated vapor phase of R-22 given the

temperature and pressure.



SATPRP

TRIAL

evaluate the saturation thermodynamic

properties of R-22 given the saturation

temperature.

determine remaining superheated vapor

properties, given the pressure and one other

property.

136
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APPENDIX C

Simulation Program for the Three-Fluid Evaporator

C
PROGRAM RUNVP

C PURPOSE OF PROGRAM is to run all the subroutine used to model
C the evaporator. Input is handled thru this routine. Output
C is handled thru subroutine OUTPUT. Error messages are
C handled thru subroutine ERROR and instructions are passed
C back thru that routine.
C
C

LOGICAL EXIST
CHARACTER*80 FILENM

C

C

INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'
INCLUDE I\DUAL\COMMONS\WATER.OMN'
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN,
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMAN.CMN'
INCLUDE s\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMIN.CMN,
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMCL.CMN'

DATA YES/1HY /, NO/lHN /
C
C Initialize the variables
C
10 CALL GMTRY(dummy)

IFLG = 0
EFLAG = 0
VFLG = 0
Q = 0
ACCTAN = 0
ACCNOR = 32.2
THETA = 0
SPFLG = 0
NPT = 1
CLAM = 1.

C
C Input Data from a Disk File or from the Terminal
C

OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE=ICON')
IN = 6
write(*,50)

50 format(' Do you want to read data from a disk file ?
read(*,55)ANS

55 format(A1)
If(ANS .NE. YES) go to 95

C
C Input data from a disk file
C

60 write(*,65)
65 format(' What is the name of the data file ? ')

read(*,70)FILENM
70 format(A80)

INQUIRE(FILE=FILENM,EXIST=EXIST)
If (EXIST) go to 80
write(*,75)FILENM

75 format(' File does not exist - try again',/,A80)
go to 60

80 OPEN(UNIT=22,FILE=FILENM)
IN = 22

C
C I/O routine . Get inlet conditions and parameters



C
95 write(*,100)
100 format(5x,'Input Refrigerant Conditions',/

1,10x,'Temp F., Mass flow rate lbm/s, Enthalpy btu/lbm',/)
read(IN,101)TREF,REFMR,H

101 format(5F10.4)
write(*,102)

102 format(5x,'Input Water conditions',/
1,10x,,Temp F., Mass flow rate lbm/S',/)
read(IN,103)TH2O,WMR

103 format(5F10.4)
write(*,104)

104 format(5x,'Input E/D '/)
read(IN,105)ED

105 format(F10.5,F10.2)
write(*,106)

106 format(5x,'Input number of coil divisions',/)
read(IN,107)NDIV

107. format(I5)
CLOSE(UNIT=6)
CLOSE(UNIT=22)

C
C Output Queries
C
109 write(*,110)
110 format(/,' Do you want the output into a disk file ? ')

read(*,55)ANS
If(ANS .NE. YES) go to 130
write(*,120)

120 format(' What do you want to name the disk file ? ')

read(*,70)F/LENM
INQUIRE(FILE=FILENM,EXIST=EXIST)
If(.NOT. EXIST) go to 128
write(*,75)FILENM
go to 109

128 IOUT = 22
OPEN(UN/T=IOUT,FILE=FILENM,STATUS='NEW1)
go to 135

130 write(*,132)
132

read(*,134)IANS
134 format(I1)

If (IANS .LT. 1 .OR. IANS .GT. 2) go to 130
If (IANS .EQ. 1) OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE='CON')
If (IANS .EQ. 2) OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE=1PRN')
IOUT = 6

135 write(*,136)
136 format(' Do you want a detail data for debugging ? ')

read(*,55)ANS
If (ANS .EQ. YES) LPRINT = 2

format(' Do you want the output to go to:',/,
' (1) the monitor ',/,
' (2) the printer 1,/,
' CHOICE ? ')

C
C Set initial parameters, get remaining properties, print
C starting conditions.
C

C

C
C
C

C
C
C

CALL SATPRP(22,TREF,PREF,VL,VG,EL,HFG,HG,SL,SG,FLAG)
CALL H2OTPR(TH2O,WMU,WCP,WK,WPR)
GW = WMR/CAREAW

HIN = H
TRIN = TREF
PRIN =PREF
TWIN =TH20
X =(H-HL)/HFG
IOFLAG = 1

CALL OUTPUT(I0FLAG)

Ready to start it rolling. First do the inlet section

CALL CINOUT(IFLG,EFLAG)
IF(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999

Thru the inlet section, do first straight section of annuals

138
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DZ =CLEAD
AREAW = PI *DWI *DZ
CALL SHAH(Q,VFLG,EFLAG)
AREAR =HTPERA*SurEff
IF(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
HrefA = Href * DZ
Hh2oA = Hh20 * DZ
SumHrefA = HrefA
SumTpA = DZ
i = 1
SumSupHA = O.
SumSupA = O.
j = 0
SumHhA = Hh20A
SumH20A = DZ
k = 1
If (LPRINT .EQ. 2) write(IOUT,142)k,DZ

142 format(' k = DZ = ',F6.2)
C
C Now have flux, update enthalpy, water temp, get press drop,print
C

H =H+(FLUX*HTPERA*SurEff)/(REFMR*3600)
TH2O = TH2O-(FLUX*HTPERA*SurEff)/(WMR*WCP*3600)
D =DEQF
CALL PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
IF(TPfinal .EQ. 1.0) THEN

TWTP = TH2O
HRTP = H
TRTP = TREF
CLENTP = SUMH20A
TPfinal = 0.0

ENDIF
IF(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
IOFLAG = 6
CALL OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Set up parameters to do the coil
C

CZ =CLEN -(2*CLEAD)
NMAX =NDIV-2
DZ =CZ/NMAX

C AREAR =PI*DZ*DRI
AREAW =PI*DZ*DWI
RI =RMAX

JT
C
C Now set to the main body of the coil. Spiral calculates
C accelerations, SHAH calculates 2-phase heat transfer,SUPER
C calculates super heat region heat transfer, PRESS calculates
C pressure drop and updates all ref rig properties.
C

Do 300 ICNT =1,NMAX
note:to model flow in a straight tube, delete next line

Call SPIRAL(dummy)
go to(145,150),JT

C saturated
145 Call SHAH(Q,VFLG,EFLAG)

HrefA = Href * DZ
SumHrefA = SumHrefA + HrefA
SumTpA = SumTpA + DZ
i = i + 1
go to 155

c superheated
150 Call SUPER(EFLAG)

HrefSA = Href * DZ
SumSupHA = SumSupHA + HrefSA
SumSupA = SumSupA + DZ

+ 1
155 Hh20A = HH2O * DZ

AREAR =HTPERA*SurEff
SumHhA = SumHhA + Hh20A
SumH20A = SumH20A + DZ
k = k + 1
If (LPRINT .EQ. 2) write(IOUT,165)k,DZ,SumH20A

165 format(' k = DZ = ',F6.2,' SumH2OA = ',F6.2)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
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H =H+(FLUX*AREAR)/(REFMR*3600)
TH20 =TH20-(FLUX*AREAR)/(WMR*WCP*3600)
Call PDROP(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
IF(TPfinal .EQ. 1.0) THEW
TWTP = TH20
HRTP = H
TRTP = TREF
CLENTP = SUMH20A
TPfinal =0.0

ENDIF
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
Call OUTPUT(I0FLAG)
If(SPFLG .EQ. 0) go to 250
JT = 2

C

250 If(NPT .EQ. 4) go to 305
300 Continue

C
C Pick up last straight section of coil
C
305 DZ =CLEAD

C AREAR =PI*DZ*DRI
AREAW =PI*DZ*DWI
ACCTAN =0
ACCNOR =32.2
go to(307,310),JT

C
C Still saturated

C
307 Call SHAH(Q,VFLG,EFLAG)

HrefA = Href*DZ
SumHrefA = SumHrefA + HrefA
SumTpA = SumTpA + DZ
i = i + 1
go to 315

C
C Superheated
C
310 Call SUPER(EFLAG)

HrefSA = Href * DZ
SumSupHA = SumSupHA + HrefSA
SumSupA = SumSupA + DZ

= j + 1
C
315 Hh20A = HH20 * DZ

AREAR =HTPERA*SurEff
SumHhA = SumHhA + Hh20A
SumH20A = SumH20A + DZ
k = k + 1
If (LPRINT .EQ. 2) write(IOUT,165)k,DZ,SumH20A
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
H =H+(FLUX*AREAR)/(REFMR*3600)
TH20 =TH20-(FLUX*AREAR)/(WMR*WCP*3600)
Call PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
IF(TPfinal .EQ. 1.0) THEN

TWTP = TH20
HRTP = H
TRTP = TREF
CLENTP = SUMH20A
TPfinal =0.0

ENDIF
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
Call OUTPUT(I0FLAG)

C
C Thru the annulus, do the exit condition
C

IFLG =1
Call C/NOUT(/FLC,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999

C
C Calculating the pressure drop in the water side

TWavg = (TWIN + TH20)/2.0
CALL H2OTPR(TWAVG,WMU,WCP,WK,WPR)
REW = (GW *DWI *3600) /WMU
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EDW = 0.0002
ROW = 62.344
CALL FRICTW(REW,EDW,DWI,FR)
DPH2O =(13.4/144)*FR*CLEN*(WMR*3600.0/1000.0)**2

/(ROW*(DWI**2))
C
C Done. Calculate overall changes
C

DELH =H-HIN
DELTR =TREF -TRIN
DELTW =TH20 -TWIN
DELPR =PREF -PAIN
IOFLAG =11

Call OUTPUT(I0FLAG)
TSTFL = TSAT(22,PREF,FLAG)
DIFT = TREF - TSTFL
PRINT*,' Tsat diff, DELPR ',TSTFL,DIFT,DELPR
HrTpAvg = SumHrefA SumTpA
HrSuAvg = SumSupHA / SumSupA
TpRatio = SumTpA/(SumTpA+SumSupA)
HrH20Avg-= SumHhA / SumH2oA
Qe = REFMR * DelH * 3600.0
Qw = WMR * DELTW * WCP * 3600.0
DT1 = TWIN - TRIN
DT2 = TH2O - TSTFL

c DT2 =TH20 - TREF
ELMTD = (DT1 - DT2) /(ALOG(DT1/DT2))
UAEVAP Qe / ELMTD
UI = UAEVAP/(PI*CLEN*DWI)

r TWO PHASE REGION
DTA = TWIN - TRIN
DTB = TWTP - TRTP
CLMTD =(DTA - DTB)/(ALOG(DTA/DTB))
QUTP = REFMR*(HRTP - HIN)*3600.0
UATP = QUTP/CLMTD
UITP = UATP /(PI*CLENTP*DWI)
UITPAV = U/TP*TPRATIO

C
C VAPOR REGION

DTV1 = DTB
DTV2 = TH2O - TREF
VLMTD = (DTV1 - DTV2)/(ALOG(DTV1/DTV2))
QUV = REFMR*(H - HRTP)*3600.0
UAV = QUV/VLMTD
U/V = UAV /(PI*(CLEN -CLENTP)*DWI)
UIVAV = UIV*(1-TPRATIO)
UIAVG = UITPAV + UIVAV
HrAvg = HrTpAvg*TpRatio + HrSuAvg*(1-TpRatio)
RAi = Areaw/(Htpera*SurEff*HrAvg) + Rpipe + RReffl*AREAW

/AREAR +Rh2oF1 + 1/(HrH20Avg)
Uic = 1/(RAi*AREAW)
RAo = 1.0/(HrAvg) + Rpipe + RReffl

+Rh2oF1*AreaR/AREAW + AREARPAREAW*HrH20Avg)
Uoc = 1/(RAo*AREAR)
write(IOUT,350)REW,FR,DPH20

350 format(' REW = ',F7.1,' FR - ',F6.2,' DPH20 =',F6.2)
write(IOUT,355)UAV,QUV,REFMR,DTV1,VLMTD,UIV,U/VAV,UIAVO

355 format(' UAV = ',76.2,' QUV = ',F6.2,' REFMR = ',F6.2,
/,' DTV1 VLMTD UIV UIVAV UIAVG ',/,

5(3X,F7.2) )

write(IOUT,360)TRTP,TWTP,QUTP,UATP,UITP
360 format(5X,'TRTP TWTP QUTP UATP UITP ',/

2(3X,F7.2),3X,F9.2,2(3X,F7.2))
write(IOUT,365)HrTpAvg,i,SumTpA

365 format(' HrTpAvg = ',F7.2,' i = SumTpA = ',F7.2)
write(IOUT,370)HrSuAvg,j,SumSupA

370 format(' MrSuAvg = ',F7.2,' j = SumSupA= ',F7.2)
write(IOUT,375)TpRatio,RAi,Uic,Uoc

375 format(' TpRatio = ',F7.2,' RAi - ',F7.2,' Uic = ',F7.2,
Uoc = ',F7.2)

write(IOUT,380)HrH20Avg,k,SumH20A
380 format(' HrH20Avg = ',F7.2,' k =',I3,' SumH2OA = ',F7.2)
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write(IOUT,385)Qe,Qw,ELMTD,UAEVAP,UI
385 format(5X,'Qe Qw ELMTD UAEVAP UI ',/

,2(3x,F9.2),3(3X,F7.2))

print *,'FPERA, HTPERA , CAREAR, DEQF
print*,FPERA,HTPERA,CAREAR,DEQF

C Do we want to make another run thru ?
C

write(*,400)
400 format(lx,'Run completed. Input 1 to do another run'/)

read(*,*)IR
C401 format(I3)

If(IR .NE. 1) go to 999
write(*,402)

C write(7,402)
402 format(lx,'

go to 10
C
C Done
C
999 Stop

End

SUBROUTINE PDROP(D, TPfinal, EFLAG)
C
C CALCULATE THE PRESSURE DROP ( FRICTIONAL , ACCELERATIONAL)
C 1. FRICTIONAL PRESSURE DROP
C Use the Baroczy method for the correction factor.
C ( Subroutine BAROCZY )
C 2. ACCELERATIONAL PRESSURE DROP
C Use the Goldstein method. ( Subroutine DPACEL )
C
C

REAL Le, Li, LeRfe, LiRfi
DIMENSION XX(2)

C
INCLUDE ,\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN'
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'

C
Co = 32.174*3600**2*144.
SPFLG = 0
IF (SPFLG .EQ. 1 ) go to 100

C
C TWO-PHASE FLOW
C
C Calculate the friction pressure drop.
C

X1 = X
H = H + (FLUX*AREAR)/(REFMR*3600)
X2 = (H-HL)/Hfg
G =GR * 3600.

write(*,105)x,H,X2,G,Fr,HL,Hfg,D
105 format(2x,' * X, H, X2, G, Fr, HL, Hfg, D ',8(E10.4,2x),/)

XX(1) = x1
xx(2) = x2

C
C Do Loop for friction pressure drop
C

DO 350 LJ = 1, 100
DO 80 K=1, 2

x = xx(K)
I = 0
Xi = 0.0
Xe = 0.05
DelX = 0.01
SUMPhi = 0.0

10 CALL BAROCZY (Xe,G,PhiSgi)
APHI = PhiSqi * (Xe-Xi)
SUMPhi = SUMPhi + APHI
Xi = Xe
dX = X -Xe
If ( Xe .GE. X ) go to 50
If (dX .LT. 0.01 ) De1X = dX
Xe = Xe + DelX
I = I + 1
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C WRITE( *, *)' APHI,SUMPHI,I ',APHI,SUMPHI,I
go to 10

50 If ( K .EQ. 1 ) Rfl = SUMPhi / X
If ( K .EQ. 2 ) Rf2 = SUMPhi / X

80 CONTINUE
Le = x2*dz/(x2-xl)
Li = Le - dz

LeRfe = Le * Rf2
LiRfi = Li * Rfl
DifLR = LeRfe - LiRfi
PRINT*,' Rfl ,Rf2,Le,Li, DifLR ',Rfl, Rf2,Le,Li,DifLR
Xavg = (X1 +X2)/2
V = GR * (1-Xavg)*VL
CALL FRICT (V,D,VL,RMUL,ED,Fr)
DelPf = (2*Fr*G*dz*G / D * DifLR) / Co
print*,' ** DelPf = ',DelPf

C
C
C Calculate the accelerational pressure drop.
C

CALL DPACEL (Xl, X2,DelPa)
print*,' LJ,X1, x2, DelPa ',LJ,X1, X2, DelPa

C
C
C Calculate the pressure drop in the finite length (dz)
C

DP = DelPf + DelPa
Pref = Pref - DP
CALL SATPRP(22,Tref,Pref,VL,Vg,HL,Hfg,Hg,SL,Sg,FLAG)
X2cal = (H - Hg)/ Hfg
DifX = ABS(1-X2cal/X2)
PRINT*,' ### DP, X2cal , DifX ',DP,X2cal,DifX
If (DifX .LT. 0.01) GO TO 250
X2 = X2cal

350 CONTINUE
PRINT*,' NOT CONVERGE error in pdrop'
go to 250

C
C
C SUPERHEAT FLOW
C
C Calculate the frictional and accelerational pressure drop
C
100 V = GR * Vg

CALL FRICT(V,D,Vg,RMUV,ED,Fr)
DelPf = -((V**2)/(2*D*Vg))*Fr
DelPa = ACCTAN/Vg
Pref = dz*(DPDZFG+DPDZTN)/(32.2*144) + Pref
CALL TRIAL(22,Tref, .1, Pref,3, H, .1,Vg,Hg,Sg,Tref,EFLAG)

C
250 print*,'## Good ! Xl, X2 ',X1,X2

X = X2
Return
End

SUBROUTINE BAROCZY(XX,G,PHISQI)
C
C PURPOSE
C TO DETERMINE THE TWO-PHASE FRICTIONAL
C PRESSURE DROPS USING THE ,BAROCZY. METHOD
C
C
C

DIMENSION X0(15), YO(5), 20(15,5)
DIMENSION X1(9), Y1(7), CG1(9,7), CG2(9,7), CG3(9,7),

CG4(9,7)
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMW
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'

C
C TABULAR VALUES FOR FRICTIONAL(Z) AND ACCELERATION(ZZ)
C MULTIPLIERS AS A FUNCTION OF QUALITY(X) AND PROPERTY INDEX(PROPI)

C
DATA XO / .001, .005, .01, .02, .035, .05, .075, .10, .15,

.20, .30, .40, .60, .80, 1.0 /
DATA YO / .004, .01, .03, .1, .3 /
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DATA ZO / 2.08, 4.90, 7.80, 11.9, 16.3, 22.8, 29.0, 36.0,
fi 49.5, 63.0, 86.0, 110, 155, 203, 250,

1.59, 3.30, 4.80, 7.0, 9.60, 12.4, 16.0, 20.0,
27.0, 33.5, 43.5, 53.0, 69.0, 85.0, 100.0, -

& 1.12, 1.55, 1.81, 2.57, 3.45, 4.7, 6.10, 7.90,
11.0, 13.2, 17.3, 21.2, 26.0, 30.0, 33.3,
1.04, 1.12, 1.22, 1.48, 1.78, 2.05, 2.50, 2.80,
3.60, 4.20, 5.50, 6.50, 8.0, 9.10, 10.0,
1.01, 1.02, 1.06, 1.13, 1.26, 1.36, 1.50, 1.59,
1.77, 1.93, 2.25, 2.48, 2.86, 3.20, 3.33 /

C
DATA X1 / .001, .001, .05, .1, .2, .4 ,, 6 ,, 8 , 1.0 /
DATA Y1 / .01, .02, .03, .04, .05, .07, .1 /

C
C CG1 IS THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR 339 KG/M-2 S (.25*1.0E6)
C

DATA CG1 / 1.175, 1.194, 1.12, 1.375, 1.375, 1.263, 1.146,
1.082, 1.0,
1.188, 1.235, 1.218, 1.355, 1.355, 1.29, 1.15,
1.071, 1.0,
1.2, 1.263, 1.284, 1.356, 1.356, 1.31, 1.156,
1.068, 1.0,
1.2, 1.275, 1.32, 1.368, 1.368, 1.32, 1.158,
1.065, 1.0,
1.203, 1.285, 1.352, 1.402, 1.402, 1.337, 1.163,
1.064, 1.0,
1.2, 1.28, 1.406, 1.475, 1.475, 1.35, 1.17,
1.063, 1.0,
1.175, 1.236, 1.461, 1.585, 1.585, 1.369, 1.181,
1.062, 1.0 /

C
C CG2 IS THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR 678 KG/M-2 S (.5* 1.0E6)
C

C
C CG3 IS THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR 2712 KG/M-2 S (2* 1.0E6)

DATA CG2 / 1.15, 1.2, 1.143, 1.253, 1.22, 1.166, 1.1,
& 1.067, 1.0,
& 1.105, 1.179, 1.165, 1.23, 1.231, 1.19, 1.1,
& 1.067, 1.0,
& 1.1, 1.162, 1.175, 1.217, 1.237, 1.20, 1.1,
& 1.067, 1.0,
& 1.097, 1.15, 1.19, 1.206, 1.243, 1.21, 1.11,

& 1.067, 1.0,
& 1.095, 1.14, 1.20, 1.20, 1.25, 1.219, 1.116,
& 1.066, 1.0,
& 1.091, 1.13, 1.219, 1.237, 1.275, 1.237, 1.125,
& 1.1063, 1.0,
& 1.083, 1.114, 1.25, 1.30, 1.38, 1.25, 1.135,

1.056, 1.0 /

C
C CG4 IS THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR 4068 KG/M-2 S (3* 1.0E6)
C

DATA CG3 /.881, .72, .72, .75, .75, .771, .825, .9, 1.0,
& .85, .78, .75, .769, .752, .736, .775, .873, 1.0,
& .9, .81, .766, .784, .756, .715, .74, .85, 1.0,
& .9, .83, .776, .794, .756, .7, .720, .837, 1.0,
& .908, .85, .786, .8, .753, .691, .705, .819, 1.0,
& .92, .87, .788, .798, .737, .681, .681, .798, 1.0,
& .93, .89, .783, .763,. .7, .648, .648, .763, 1.0 /

C
C
C write(*,*)' Enter the propi, G '

C read(*,*)propi,G
PROPI = (RMUL/RMUV)**.2 / (VG/VL)
XI = XX

C

DATA CG4 / .8, .59, .562, .625, .625, .653, .7, .8, 1.0,
& .82, .688, .615, .653, .638, .61, .638, .75, 1.0,
& .836, .733,.648, .667, .638, .583, .6, .721, 1.0,
& .846, .763,.669, .683, .638, .563, .575, .7', 1.0,
& .87,.783,.685, .685, .633, .553, .553, .685, 1.0,
& .867, .808, .7, .7, .62, .53, .53, .663, 1.0,
& .888, .837, .69, .669, .595, .5, .5, .637, 1.0 /
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C FRICTION PRESSURE DROP OF TWO-PHASE FROM 1st FIGURE
C

PHII = SLAG( XI, PROPI, XO,YO,Z0,15,5,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,15)
C
C write(*,11)XI,PROPI,PHII
C 11 format(3x,' XI, PROPI, PHII ',3(2x,F10.4),/)
C
C CORRECTION FACTOR TO THE ACTUAL FLOW RATE FROM 2nd FIGURE
C

IF (G .LT. 0.25E06) GO TO 998
IF ((G. GT. 0.25E06) .AND. (G .LT. 0.5E06)) GO TO 40
IF(G. GT. 0.5E06 .AND. G .LT. 2.0E06) GO TO 50
IF(G .GT. 2.0E06 .AND. G .LT. 3.0E06) GO TO 60
GO TO 998

40 COR1 = SLAG(XI,PROPI,X1,Y1,CG1,7,7,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,7)
COR2 = SLAG(XI,PROPI,X1,Y1,CG2,7,7,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,7)
GG1 = 0.25E06
GG2 = 0.5E06

C WRITE(*,42)COR1,COR2,XI
C 42 FORMAT(3X,' COR1, COR2, XI ',3(2X,F10.4))

GO TO 100
50 COR1 = SLAG(XI,PROPI,X1,Y1,CG2,7,7,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,7)

COR2 = SLAG(XI,PROPI,X1,Y1,CG3,7,7,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,7)
GG1 = 0.5E06
GG2 = 2.0E06

C WRITE(*,42)COR1,COR2,XI

GO TO 100
60 COR1 = SLAG(XI,PROPI,X1,Y1,CG3,7,7,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,7)

COR2 = SIAG( XI, PROPI ,X1,Y1,CG4,7,7,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,7)
GG1 = 2.0E06
GG2 = 3.0E06

C WRITE(*,42)COR1,COR2,XI
GO TO 100

100 CORR = COR1 - (G -GG1)*(COR1-COR2)/(GG2-GG1)
PHISQI = PHII * CORR

C WRITE( *,52)CORR, GG1, GG2, PHISQI
52 FORMAT(3X,' CORR = ',F6.3,' GG1, GG2, PHISQI ',

3(2X,E10.5))
998 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE DPACEL(XI,XF,DelPa)
C
C
C PURPOSE
C TO DETERMINE TWO-PHASE ACCELERATIONAL
C PRESSURE DROPS USING THE 'GOLDSTEIN' METHOD (1979)
C
C

DIMENSION X1(13), Y1(5), Z2(13,5)
C
C TABULAR VALUES FOR ACCELERATION(ZZ)
C MULTIPLIERS AS A FUNCTION OF QUALITY(X) AND PROPERTY INDEX(PROPI)
C

DATA X1 /
&

DATA Y1 /

.00, .01, .05, .10, .20, .30, .40,
.80, .90, 1.0 /
2.48, 6.69, 15.36, 38.24, 98.83 /

.50, .60, .70,

DATA 22 / 0.000, .0132, .0657, .1319, .2676, .4067, .5495, .6957,
& .8455, .9988, 1.156, 1.316, 1.480,
& 0.000, .0431, .2152, .4431, .9139, 1.412, 1.937, 2.490,
& 3.070, 3.678, 4.312, 5.067, 5.664,
& 0.000, .0955, .4892, 1.001, 2.100, 3.292, 4.584, 5.968,
& 7.448, 9.030, 10.79, 12.48, 14.34,
& 0.000, .2007, 1.040, 2.165, 4.678, 7.539, 10.75, 14.30,
& 18.21, 22.46, 27.06, 32.01, 37.30,
& 0.000, .4125, 2.169, 4.620, 10.39, 17.30, 25.37, 34.58,
& 44.93, 56.44, 69.09, 82.90, 98.10 /

C
C INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN'
C INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'
C

CO = 32.174 * 3600.**2 * 144.
G = GR/AREAR
PROPI = Vg/VL
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C MOMENTUM COMPONENT OF TWO-PHASE PRESSURE DROP
C

YIINT = ELAG(XI,PROPI,X1,Y1,ZZ,13,5,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,13)
YFINT = SLAG(XF,PROPI,X1,Y1,22,13,5,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,13)
DelPa = G**2 * (YFINT-YIINT) * VL / CO

C
C

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SHAH(Q,VFLG,EFLAG)
C
C SUBROUTINE SHAH is to determine the two phase heat transfer
C coefficient and the resulting heat flux. For a vertical flow
C condition set VFLG=1. ROUTINE is based on SHAH's 'CHART''
C correlation(ASHRAE Transactions 82(2),1976,pages 66-86)
C
C REMARKS:
C PROGRAM iterates on wall temp until flux converges. Program calls
C SUBROUTINE H2OTPR to get thermophysical properties of water.
C
C

INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMAN.CMW
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\WATER.CMN'
INCLUDE ,\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN'
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'

C
FLGER =0
J =0
X =0
N =0
EPS =.01
RPIPE =ALOG(DRI/DWI)/(2*PI*RKPIPE*132)

C
C If wall temp approx is input, go into ROUTINE. If not
C take avg temp as first approx.
C

If(TW .LT. TREF) go to 5
If(TW .LT. TH2O) go to 10

5 TW =(TREF+TH20)/2
C
C Convergence iteration of TW and FLUX
C Get water properties and make first guess on water side
C film coefficient.
C

C
C
C
C

C
C Calculate PS1 and check
C

Bo = 0.0
10 Do 350 LTW -1,10

PSold = 0.0
TBH2O =(TH2O+TW)/2
Call H2OTPR(TBH20,WMU,WCP,WK,WPR)
REW =(GW*DWI*3600)/WMU
HH20 =.023*(REW**.8)*(WPR**.3)*WK/DWI
RH20 =1/(HH20*AREAW)

Calculate the CO and FR numbers
If vertical of high CO don't bother with FR

BOFR =0
CO =(((1-X)/X)**.8)*((VL/V0)**.5)
If(VFLG .NE. 1.) go to 15
If(CO .LT. 1.) go to 15
COFR =CO
PS1 =1.
go to 41

15 FR =((GR*VL)**2)/(ACCNOR*DEQH)

CALL SHARPHI(Fr,CO, COFR, Bo,PS1,PS2,0)
C

146
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C At this point PSI(CO,FR) is known. Now check if nucleate
C boiling dominates. Must first calculate HDB and iterate on
C PS2 and the boiling number. CON is value of CO at PSI,FR=.04
C

41 TBR =(TREF+TW)/2
Call TPR(TBR,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RKL,RKV)
Pr =(RMUL*RCPL)/RKL
Re =(GR*DEQH*(1-X)/RMUL)*3600
HDB =.023*(Re**.8)*(Pr**.4)*RXL/DEQH
HREF =HOB
FinEff = TanH(SORT(Href)*FC)/(SORT(Href)*FC)
SUREFF = 1.0 - (1.0 -FinEff)*FPERA/HTPERA
Rref = 1.0 / (Href * HTPERA *SUREFF )

C RREF =1/(HREF*AREAR)
C
C Check if flux is known
C

If(Q .EQ. 0) go to 42
Flux =4
go to 43

C
C No. Must iterate to find Q and H
C

42 RFOUL =(RREFFL/(HTPERA*SUREFF)+RH2OFL/AREAW)
c Flux =((Th2o-Tref)/AREAR)/(Rfoul+RPipe+Rh2o+Rref)

AREAR = HTPERA * SUREFF
Flux =((Th2o-Tref)/AREAR)/(Rfoul+Rpipe+Rh2o+Rref)

43 So =Flux/(GR*Hfg*3600)
C
C Check which portion of curve and use appropriate curve fit
C

55 CALL SHAHPHI(Fr, CO,COFR,Bo,PS1,PS2,1)
C
C Check for convergence. Skip if flux is known. hop
C out if converged.
C

100 If(Q .NE. 0) go to 300
E =ABS(1-PSold/PS2)
If(E .LT. eps) go to 300
N =N+1
If(N .EQ. 25) go to 200

105 PSold =PS2
Href =PS2*Hdb
FinEff = TanH(SORT(Href)*FC)/(SORT(Href)*FC)
SUREFF = 1.0 - (1.0 -FinEff)*FPERA/HTPERA
Rref = 1.0 / (Href * HTPERA *SUREFF )

C PRINT*,q1(1)SHAM mb, FinEff, Href ',mb,FinEff,Href
C Rref =1/(Href*AREAR)

RFOUL =(RREFFL/(HTPERA*SUREFF)+RH2OFL/AREAW)
Flux =((TH20-Tref)/AREAR)/(Rfoul+Rpipe+Rh2o+Rref)
Bo =Flux/(GR*Mfg*3600)

C
C Go back to proper CON coordinate and try again. Note
C two statements after computed go to. Some compilers
C will only handles a 5 addresses in a computed GO TO.
C

go to 55
C
C No convergence routine
C

200 EFLAG =2.
Call ERROR(EFLAG,INST,E)
If(INST .EQ. 0) go to 400
EFLAG =0
If(INST .EQ. 1) go to 300
N =1
go to 105

C
C Check for TW convergence . If convergence hop out.
C

300 If(PS1 .GT. PS2) go to 310
PS1 =PS2
BOFR =1.

310 Href =PS1*HDB
Rref = 1/Href
TWold =TW
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RA =AREAW/(RH2OFL+1/HH20)
AB =HTPERA*SUREFFPRREFFL+1/Href)
TW =(Th2o*RA+Tref*RB)/(RA+RB)
epsT =ABS(TWold-TW)
If(epsT .LE. .1) go to 400

350 Continue
C
C Did not converge on TW and PSI. Call for instructions.
C

C

C

EFLAG =3.
Call ERROR(EFLAG,/NST,EPST)
If(INST .EQ. 0) go to 400
EFLAG =0
If(INST .EQ. 1) go to 400
LTW =1
go to 10

400 Return
End

SUBROUTINE SHARPhi(Fr,CO,C0FR,Bo,PHII,PH/F,LHFLAG)

C CALCULATE THE SHAH'S HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (Phi).

C Phi = (Htp/H1)
C H1 = Dittus-Boelster Equation
C
C
C

DIMENSION X1(8), X2(12), Y1(13), Z1(8,13), Z2(12,12),
Y2(12), X3(1), Y3(12), Z3(1,12)

C
C

DATA X1/ .0003, .0007, .001, .002, .005, .01, .02, .04 /

DATA Y1/ .01, .02, .05, .1, .15, .2, .25, .3, .35, .4,

.5, .6, 1.0 /
DATA 11/ 23, 27.3, 33., 35., 40.5, 50.5, 62, 72,

13, 15.3, 18.2, 20, 23.3, 29, 35, 41,
6.2, 7.4, 8.8, 9.45, 11, 14, 16.8, 19,
3.5, 4.2, 4.9, 5.4, 6.4, 8, 9.5, 11.2,
2.65, 3.2, 3.53, 3.85, 4.6, 5.73, 6.9, 8,
2.3, 2.5, 2.5, 3.03, 3.6, 4.56, 5.4, 6.3,
2.11, 2.24, 2.44, 2.6, 3.02, 3.8, 4.55, 5.3,

2.02, 2.1, 2.22, 2.32, 2.63, 3.3, 3.9, 4.6,

1.98, 2.0, 2.1, 2.17, 2.38, 2.9, 3.5, 4.0,
1.92, 1.92, 2.0, 2.03, 2.21, 2.6, 3.1, 3.6,
1.89, 1.89, 1.89, 1.89, 2.0, 2.22, 2.58, 3.0,

1.81, 1.81, 1.81, 1.81, 1.9, 2.02, 2.24, 2.6,

1.7, 1.7, 1.7, 1.7, 1.7, 1.7, 1.75, 1.8 /

C X2 IS THE BOILING NUMBER (Bo)
C

DATA X2/ .00005, .0001, .0002, .0003, .0004, .0005,

fi
.0007, .001, .0015, .002, .003, .005 /

DATA Y2/ .02, .05, .1, .15, .2, .25, .3, .35, .4,

fi .5, .6, 1.0 /
DATA Z2/ 41., 41., 41., 41., 41., 41., 41., 43., 47.,

53., 66.3, 84.,
fi

19., 19., 19., 19., 19., 19., 19., 24., 26.,

29., 36.5, 45.5,
11.2, 11.2, 11.2, 11.2, 11.2, 12., 14.5, 16.5,

18., 20., 25.3, 31.3,
8., 8., 8., 8., 8.8, 9.8, 11.1, 13.3, 15., 17.0,

21.1, 26.0,
fi 6.3, 6.3, 6.3, 6.9, 7.6, 8.5, 9.8, 12., 13.3,

15.1, 19., 23.,
5.3, 5.3, 5.3, 6.25, 6.9, 7.8, 9., 11.9, 12.3,

14., 17.5, 21.3,
4.6, 4.6, 4.8, 5.8, 6.4, 7.2, 8.3, 10.1, 11.6,

fi 13.1, 16.5, 20.1,
4.0, 4.0, 4.6, 5.4, 6.0, 6.8, 7.9, 9.6, 11.1,

12.3, 15.6, 19.0,
3.6, 3.6, 4.3, 5.2, 5.7, 6.6, 7.6, 9.2, 10.7,

12., 15., 18.3,
3.0, 3.2, 4.0, 4.7, 5.4, 6.0, 7.0, 8.5, 10.,

fi 11.2, 14.1, 17.5,
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& 2.6, 2.8, 3.7, 4.5, 5.0, 5.8, 6.6, 8.1, 9.6,
& 11., 13.5, 17.0,
& 1.8, 2.35, 3.3, 4.0, 4.6, 5.2, 6., 7.2, 8.8,
& 10.0, 12.3, 15.3 /

C

C FOR THE HORIZONTAL TUBE, FIND.THE INTERSECTION POINT OF THE
C LINE ( Frl = 0.04)
C

DATA X3/ 0.04 /
DATA Y3/ 1.8, 2.6, 3.0, 3.6, 4.0, 4.6, 5.3, 6.3, 8.0,

11.2, 19., 41.0/
DATA Z3/ 1.0, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, .35, .3, .25, .2, .15, .1,

0.05, 0.02 /
C

WRITE(*,*)' ENTER THE FR, Bo, CO'
READ(*,*)FR,Bo,C0
IF (LHFLAG .EQ. 1) go to 100
IF ( FR .GT. .04) FR = .04
IF ( Bo .LT. .00005) Bo = .00005
PHIL =SLAG(FR,CO,X1,Y1,Z1,8,13,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,8)
COFR =SLAG(.04,PHII,X3,Y3,Z3,1,12,3,IEXTX,IEXTY,1)
go to 200

100 PHIF =SLAG(Bo,C0FR,X2,Y2,22,12,12,3,IEXTX,I=ITY,12)
C
C WRITE(*,11)Fr,Bo,CO,PHII,C0FR
C 11 FORMAT(3X,' Fr, Bo, CO, PHII,C0FR ',5(2X,F10.4),/)
C
200 RETURN

END

FUNCTION SLAG(XX,YY,X,Y,Z,NX,NY,M,/EXTX,IEXTY,ID)
C
C

DIMENSION Z(ID,NY),X(NX),Y(NY),XLAG(100)
LOGICAL QUITX,QUITY

C
C INITIALIZE
C

QU/TX=.FALSE.
QUITY=.FALSE.
M1=M
IEXTX=0
IEXTY=0

C
C FIND THE RANGE OF INTERPOLATION ALONG X
C

IF (Ml .LE. NX) GO TO 10
M1=NX

C
10 DO 20 II=1,NX

I=II
IF (XX-X(I)) 30,90,20

20 CONTINUE
IEXTX=1
GO TO 80

C
30 MIDX=I

IF (MIDX .GT. 1) GO TO 40
IEXTX=-1
GO TO 50

C
40 IF (ABS(XX-X(MIDX)) .GE. ABS(XX-X(MIDX-1))) GO TO 50

ISXPT=MIDX-(M1/2)
GO TO 60

C
50 ISXPT=MIDX-((M1+1)/2)
C
60 IF (ISXPT .GT. 0) GO TO 70

ISXPT=1
C
70 IEXPT=ISXPT+M1-1

IF (IEXPT .LE. NX) GO TO 100
C
80 ISXPT=NX-M1+1

IEXPT=NX
GO TO 100



C
90
C
C
C
100

C
110

120

C
130

C
140

C
150
C
160

QUITX-.TRUE.

FIND THE RANGE OF INTERPOLATION ALONG Y

M1 -M

IF (M1 .LE. NY) GO TO 110
MD=NY

DO 120 .7J=1,NY
J-JJ
IF (YY-Y(J)) 130,190,120
CONTINUE

IEXTY-1

GO TO 180

MIDY.=J
IF (MIDY .GT. 1) GO TO 140
IEXTy- -1
GO TO 150

IF (ABS(YY-Y(MIDY)) .GE. ABS(YY- Y(MIDY -1)))
ISYPT-mIDY-(M1/2)
GO TO 160

ISYPT-MIDY -((M1+1)/2)

IF (ISYPT .GT. 0) GO TO 170

GO TO 150

ISYPT-1
C
170 IEYPT-ISYPT+M1-1

IF ( IEYPT .LE. NY) GO TO 200
C
180 ISYPT-NY-M1+1

ISYPT-NY
GO TO 200

C
190 QUITY=.TRUE.
C
200 IF (QUITX .AND. QUITy) GO TO 270

IF (QUITX .AND. .NOT.QUITY) GO TO 240
IF (. NOT.QUITX .AND. QuITY) GO TO 230

C INTERPOLATE ALONG X
C
210 DO 220 K-ISYPT,IEYPT
220 CALL INTER(Xx,z(1,K),X,ISXPT,IEXPT,XLAG(K))

GO TO 260
C
230 CALL INTER(XX,Z(1,J),X,ISXPT,IEXPT,XLAG(J))

SLAG=XLAG(J)
GO TO 280

C
C INTERPOLATE ALONG Y
C
240 DO 250 L=ISYPT,IEYPT
250 XLAG(L)=Z(I,L)
260 CALL INTER(yy,XLAG,y,ISYPT,IEYPT,YLAG)

SLAG=yLAG
GO TO 280

C
270 SLAG=Z(I,J)
C
280 RETURN

END

C
SUBROUTINE INTER(PT,FuN,oRD,IspT,/EPT,ALAG)

DIMENSION FUN(IEPT),0RD(IEPT)
sum=0.0
pRoD=1.0
DO 30 J=IsPT,IEFT

PRoD=pRoD*(pT-oRD(J))
DENom=1.0
DO 20 K=IspT,IEPT

IF (K .NE. J) GO TO 10

150



D=PT
GO TO 20

10 D=ORD(J)
20 DENOM=DENOM*(D-ORD(K))
30 SUM=SUM+FUN(J)/DENOM

ALAG=SUM*PROD
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GMTRY(dummy)
C
C SUBROUTINE GMTRY provides dimensional data and physical properties
C of coil. All dimensional data is specific to EDWARDS ENGINEERING
C 5 -2 coil. Output is thru commas blocks.
C
C

INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMAN.CMN'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMIN.CMN'
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMCL.CMN'

C
PI =3.1416

C
C Variables in GEOMCL
C

THETIN =3.5*(2*PI)
THETCR =THETIN+(.5*(2*PI))
THETOT =THETCR+(3.5*(2*PI))
RMAX =(14.375/2)/12
RMIN =(7.375/2)/12
DRDTIN =-(RMAX-RMIN) /THETIN
DRDTOT =-DRDTIN
CLEAD =4./12.
CLEN =20.0

C
C Variables in GEOMAN. RKPIPE, RH2OFL, and RREFFL taken from
C Welty,Wicks and Wilson
C

PI =3.1416
DWI =.555/12
DRI =.625/12
DRO =.906/12

C FC = 0.036413
thick = 0.013/12
heigh = 0.11/12 * 0.8
ARatio = 0.654
FC = SQRT(2.0/(117.0*Thick)) * Heigh

C
C HTPERA = 0.5
C FPERA = 0.2
C HTPERA = 0.32725
C FPERA = 0.167883
C

FPERA = heigh*2*14*ARatio
HTPERA = PI*DRI + FPERA
CAREAW =PI*(DWI**2)/4

C CAREAR = 0.002255
CAREAR =PI*((DRO**2)-(DRI**2))/4 -14*thick*heigh*ARatio
DEQH =(4*CAREAR)/(PI*DRI)

C DEQF = 0.027917
DEQF =(4*CAREAR)/((PI*(DRI+DRO)) -14*thick*ARatio +

& 14*2*heigh*ARatio )
RKPIPE =223.0
RH2OFL =0.0015
RREFFL =0.003
PRINT*,'FC, DEQF ',FC,DEQF

C
C Variables in GEOMIN. CC1 and CC3 taken from Collier,"Convective
C Boiling and heat transfer" page 93. Equivalent lengths are from
C "ASHRAE HANDBOOK and FUNDAMENTALS,1977",page 32.39

C
EQLT1 =((3+5)/12)+.8
EQLT2 =((2+1)/12)+.7
EQLT3 =((1+3)/12)+.7
EQLT4 =((3+3)/12)+.9
DIN1 =.555/12
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DIN2 =.311/12
DEX1 =.311/12
DEX2 =.660/12
SIG1 =(DIN1/DIN2)**2
SIG2 =((DIN2**2)*PI/4)/CAREAR
SIG3 =CAREAR/((DEX1**2)*PI/4)
SIG4 =(DEX1/DEX2)**2
CC1 =.613
CC3 =.601

C
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CINOUT(/FLG,EFLAG)
C
C SUBROUTINE CINOUT calculates the pressure drop thru the coil inlet
C and exit sections. IFLG SET=1 means do the exit.
C Program calls the following routines and subroutines
C TSAT SATPRP SPVOL TPR TRIAL PRESS
C OUTPUT CHSEXP CONTR .
C
C

INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMAN.CMN'
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMIN.CMN,
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN,
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN,

C
C
C Check if in inlet or exit section
C

If(IFLG .EQ. 1) go to 500
C
C Inlet. Get pressure drop from threaded connection to
C contraction
C

CALL TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RXL,RKV)
X =(H-HL)/Hfg
DZ =EQLT1
D =DIN1
GR =REFMR/(PI*(D**2)/4)
CALL PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
IOFLAG =2
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Now have pressure at constraction inlet. Use homogenous
C model to get pressure drop thru the contraction. First
C must update downstream variables.
C

D =DIN2
OR =SIG1*GR
PREF =PREF+CONTR(GR,X,VL,VG,SIG1,CC1)
IOFLAG =3
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Now have pressure at constraction outlet. Get properties
C and calculate pressure drop for next equivalent length.
C

DZ =EQLT2
TREF =TSAT(22,PREF,FLAG)
Call SATPRP(22,TREF,PREF,VL,Vg,HL,Hfg,Hq,SL,Sg,FLAG)
Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RXL,RXV)
Call PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
IOFLAG =4
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Now have all properties at entrance to the annulus.
C Use CHISHOLM Expansion routine to get DP at expansion.
C

Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RKL,RKV)
D2 =(((CAREAR*4.)/PI)**.5)
Call CHSEXP(CLAM,D,D2,ED,DP)
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PREF =PREF+op
TREF =TSAT(22,PREF,FLAG)
Call SATPRP(22,TREF,PREF,VL,VG,HL,MFG,HG,SL,SG,FLAG)
Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RKL,RKV)
X =(H-HL)/Hfg
GR = GR*SIG2
IOFLAG =5
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Properties are now current at the start of the annulus.
C Time to get back to main program to do the coil.
C

go to 999
C
C This is the code to calculate flow thru the exit section.
C The flow may be saturated or superheated and must be checked
C at every change or end of every discrete length. Check
C this first and go to the appropriate routine.
C
500 If(SPFLG .EQ. 1) go to 600

C
C Still saturated. Go thru the contraction at the end of
C the annulus into the exit tube.
C

D =DEX1
GR =GR*SIG3
Pref =Pref+CONTR(GR,X,VL,VG,SIG3,CC3)
Tref =TSAT(22,Pref,FLAG)
Call SATPRP(22,Tref,Pref,VL,Vg,HL,Hfg,Hg,SL,Sg,FLAG)
IOFLAG =7
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Check if it went superheat. Hop down if it did.
C

If(H .LT. HG) go to 550
DZ =EQLT3
SPFLG =1.
IOFLAG =9
go to 650

C
C Still saturated. Update and do first section of exit.
C
550 Call TPR( TREF ,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RXL,RXV)

X =(H-HL)/Hfg
DZ =EQLT3
Call PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
IOFLAG =8
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C If it is now superheated SPFLG would have been set in the
C PRESS subroutine.
C

If(SPFLG .EQ. 1.) go to 700
C
C It is not set. DO the CHISHOLM expansion routine
C

Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUI.,,RCPL,RCPV,RKL,RXV)
Call CHSEXP(CLAM,DEX1,DEX2,ED,DP)
PREF = PREF +DP

IOFLAG =9
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C
C Check if it is still saturated.
C

TREF =TSAT(22,PREF,FLAG)
Call SATPRP(22,TREF,PREF,VL,VG,HL,HFG,HG,SL,SG,FLAG)
If(H .LT. HG) go to 560
SPFLG =1.
DZ =EQLT4
go to 750

C
C Still saturated.
C
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560 Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RKL,RXV)
X =(H-HL)/Hfg
DZ =EQLT4
GR =GR*SIG4
D = DEX2
Call PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999

C
C All values are current at the end of PRESS. We are now at
C the end of the exit line . Time to hop out.
C

go to 800
C
C Routines for superheated vapor at the end of the annulus
C use equivalent length from ASHRAE and do up to the expansion.
C
600 DZ =EQLT3 +.7

IOFLAG =7
650 D =DEX1

Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RICL,RXV)
Vg =SPVOL(22,TREF,PREF)
GR =GR*SIG3
Call PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999
Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)

C

C Now at the expansion. Again use ASHRAE equiv. length to
C do up to the exit.
C
700 DZ =EQLT4+1.4
750 D =DEX2

Call TPR(TREF,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RXL,RNV)
GR =GR*SIG4
Call PRESS(D,TPfinal,EFLAG)
If(EFLAG .NE. 0) go to 999

C
C Done. All properties are current.
C
800 IOFLAG =10

Call OUTPUT(IOFLAG)
999 RETURN

END
C
C

FUNCTION CONTR(GR,X,VL,Vg,SIG,CC)

C
C FUNCTION CONTR calculates change in static pressure thru a
c contraction in the flow line. Homogeneous flow model used.
C Equation is from Collier,"Convective Boiling and Condensation"
C pages 92,93 equation 3.58
C

A =1+X*((Vg-VL)/VL)
B =(((l/CC)-1)**2)+(1-1/(SIG**2))
CONTR =-(GR**2)*(VL/2)*(A+B)*(1/(32.2*144))
Return
End

SUBROUTINE SPIRAL(dummy)
C
C SUBROUTINE SPIRAL calculates normal and tangential accelerations
C of the spiral coil due to centrifugal acceleration. Normal acc-
C elevation is the vector sum of the centrifugal and gravity.
C Tangential is negative when spiraling in, positive when out.
C Acceleration is taken as a mass weighted average of the centrifg-
C al accelerations of the liquid and the vapor.
C
C

INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMHONS\GEOMAN.CMN'
INCLUDE 1\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMCL.CMN'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMW'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'

C
C Calculated current position at end of last pass. NPT set then
C



go to(10,20,30),NPT
C
C Still going in
C
10 DRDT =DRDTIN

go to 40
C
C At center
C
20 drdt =0

go to 40
C
C Going out
C
30 DRDT =DRDTOT

C
C Calculate current parameters
C
40 DT =DZ/RI

RP =RI+DT*DRDT
RAVG =(RI+RP)/2
DR =(RP-RI)
ALP =ATAN(DR/(RI*DT))

C
C Calculate. accelerations
C

If(X .LT. 1.) go to 45
UG =VG*REFMR/CAREAR
UL =0
go to 47

45 SLIP =(X/(1-X))*((1 -VOID)/VOID)*(VG/V1)
UG =(VG*X*REFMR)/(VOID*CAREAR)
UL =UG/SLIP

47 ACC =(X*(UG**2)+(1-X)*(UL**2))/RAVG
ACCTAN =ACC*SIN(ALP)
ACCNOR =(((ACC*COS(ALP))**2)+(32.2**2))**0.5

C
C Update and get out
C

RI =RP
THETA =THETA+DT
go to(50,60,70),NPT

C

C Check the position and update pointer
C
50 If(THETA .LT. THETIN) go to 80

NPT =2
go to 80

60 If(THETA .LT. THETCR) go to 80
NPT =3
go to 80

70 If(THETA .LT. THETOT) go to 80
NPT =4

80 RETURN
END

C
C SUBROUTINE FRICT calculates Darcy friction factor based on
C equations for Moody diagram. See Murdock,"Fluid Mechanics
C and Its application".
C
C

real MU
C

SUBROUTINE FRICT(V,D,VOL,MU,ED,FR)

RE =3600*V*D/(VOL*MU)
If(RE .GE. 2000) go to 10
FR =64/RE/4.0
go to 60

C
C10 FA =.0055*((1.+((2E4*ED+1E6/RE)**.3333)))
C FR =(-2*ALOG10(ED/3.7+2.51/(RE*(FA**.5))))**(-2)
C FR = 1.2*FR
C60 RETURN
C

10 FR = .020
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DF = -.005
DO 20 I = 1, 30
FR = FR + DF
IF(FR .LE. 0.0) FR =.0001
A =-2.0*AIOG10(2.51/(RE*SQRT(4.0*FR)) + ED/(3.7*D))
B = 1.0/SQRT(4.0*FR)
IF(ABS(A-B) .LE. (.001*B)) GO TO 60
IF(A -B) 15,60,20

15 FR = FR - DF
DF = DF/2.0

20 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)'*** FRICTION FACTOR FAILS TO CONVERGE***'

60 FR = 4.0*FR
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE CHSEXP(CLAM,DIN,DOUT,ED,DP)
C
C CHSEXP uses Chishholm formula to calculate the pressure drop
C of two phase flow through a sudden enlargement. Equation from
C Collier,"Convective Boiling and Condensation" p91,eq.3.55.
C
C

COMMON/REFRIG/REFMR,Tref,Pref,GR,X,VL,Vg,11,11L,Efg,Hg,RMUL,
1 RMUV,RKL,RXV,DELTR,DELFR,DELE

C
C Calculate area ratio
C

SIG =(Din/Dout)**2
C2 =(VL/Vg)**.1667
A =(1+(C2-1)*((l-VL/Vg)**5))
CRIS =A*(((Vg/VL)**.5)+((VL/Vg)**.5))
V =GR*X*Vg
Call FRICT(V,Din,Vg,RMUV,ED,FR)
DPDZFG =-((V**2)/(2*Din*Vg))*FR/32.2
V =GR*(1-X)*VL
Call FRICT(V,Din,VL,RMUL,ED,FR)
DPDZFL =-((V**2)/(2*Din*VL))*FR/32.2
XSQ =DPDZFL/DPDZFG
DP =((GR*(1-X))**2)*SIG*(1-SIG)*VL*(1+1/XSQ+CHIS/(XSQ*P.5))
DP =DP/(32.2*144)
Return
End

SUBROUTINE SUPER(EFLAG)
C
C SUPER calculates heat transfer thru the inner wall of the
C annulus into the superheated vapor. SUPER uses the Dittus-
C Boelter correlation with an equivalent diameter based on
C heated perimeter. SUPER iterates until wall temp and film
C coefficient converge or until the counter runs out. Nonconver-
C gence results in a call to the ERROR where the user is
C prompted for instructions about how to proceed.
C If TW is not taken between TH20 and TREF at the start of the
C routine TW is taken as an average of the two temperatures.
C Program calls subroutines H2OTPR, and TPR to get
C thermophysical properties.
C
C

INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\GEOMAN.CMN'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\WATER.CMN'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\SYSPAR.CMN'

C
C print *,' ** (1) SUPER Check JT ',JT

If(TW .LT. Tref) go to 5
If(TW .LT. TH2O) go to 50

5 TW =(Tref+TH20)/2
C
C Set up convergence iteration on TW. First calculate water side
C film coefficient.
C
50 Do 100 LTW=1,10

TWold =TW
TB =(TH2O+TW)/2
Call H2OTPR(TB,WMU,WCP,WE,WPr)
ReW =(GW*DWi*3600)/WMU
HH20 =.023*(ReW**.8)*(WPr**.3)*WY/DWi

C



C Now calculate REFRIG. side film coefficient.
C

C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C

TB =(Tref+TW)/2
Call TPR(TB,RMUL,RMUV,RCPL,RCPV,RKL,RXV)
Pr =(RMUV*RCPV)/RXV
Re .((GR*DEQH)/RMUv)*3600
Href =.023*(Re**.8)*(Pr**.4)*RKV/DEQH

Calculate new wall temp.

FinEff = TanH(SQRT(Href)*FC)/(SQRT(Href)*FC)
FinEff = 0.5

SUREFF = 1.0 - (1.0-FinEff)*FPERA/MTPERA
R1 =RH2OFL/AREAW + 1/(HH20*AREAW)
R2 =RREFFL/(HTPERA*SUREFF) + 1/(Href*HTPERA*SUREFF)
TW =(R1*Tref + R2*TH20)/(R1 + R2)
RA =AREAW/(RH2OFL+1/HH20)
RB =AREAR/(RREFFL+1/Href)
TW =(Tref*RB+TH20*RA)/(RA+RB)

Check for convergence.

Teps =ABS(TW-TWold)
If(Teps .LT. .1) go to 200

100 Continue

SUBROUTINE H2OTPR(WT,WMU,WCp,WK,WPr)
C

C SUBROUTINE H2OTPR calculates thermophysical properties ofC water given the temp. H2OTPR uses matrix of values and doesC a 3 point lagrange polinomial interpolation. Temp range is 32FC to 1501. Water must be beloe saturation level.C Property values taken from Welty,Wicks, and Wilson.C
C

C

Dimension T(5),MU(5), Cp(5),K(5),Pr(5)
Real MU, K, LINTRP

Data T/32.,60.,80.,100.,150./

C
C
C

Data MU/.0012,.00076,.000578,.000458,.00029/
Data Cp/1.01,1.,.999,.999,1./
Data R/.319,.34,.353,.364,.383/
Data Pr/13.7,8.07,5.89,4.51,2.72/

Check if T is within limits.

If(WT .LT. 32) go to 99
If(WT .GT. 150) go to 99
If(WT .GT. 80) go to 10

C
IL =1
IM =2
IH =3
go to 30

10 If(WT .GT. 100) go to 20
IL =2
IM =3
IH =4
go to 30

20 IL =3
IM =4
IN .5

C
30 W?IU .LINTRP(WT,MU(IL)

WCp =LINTRP(WT,Cp(IL)
WK =LINTRP(WT,K(IL),

WPr =LINTRP(WT,Pr(IL)
go to 50

C
99 write(5,100)
100 Format(5x,,Water temp

C
50 Return

End
C

,MU(/M),MU(IH),T(IL),T(IM),T(IH))*3600
,Cp(IM),Cp(IH),T(IL),T(IM),T(IH))
K(IM),K(IH),T(IL),T(IM),T(IH))
,Pr(IM),Pr(IH),T(IL),T(IM),T(IH))

out of range',/)
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C
C Function does a 3 point Lagrange interpolation.
C

C
C SUBROUTINE TPR calculates thermophysical properties of R22
C given the saturation temperature. Program uses matrix of
C values and does a 3 point interpolation to determine
C properties. Temp range is -40F to 160 F.
C Property values taken from ASHRAE.
C
C

Real FUNCTION LINTRP(T,F0,F1,F2,TO,T1,T2)
D =F0*(T-T1)*(T-T2)/((TO-T1)*(T0 -T2))
E =F1*(T-T0)*(T-12)/((T1-T0)*(T1-T2))
F =F2*(T-T0)*(T-T1)/((T2-T0)*(T2-T1))
LINTRP =D+E+F
Return
End

SUBROUTINE TPR(TSAT,MUL,MOV,CPL,CPV,KL,KV)

Dimension MUF(11),MUG(11),CPF(11),CPG(11),KF(11),KG(11)
Real MUF,MUG,KF,KG,INTERP,MUL,MUV,KL,KV

DATA MUF/.7980,.7190,.6540,.5990,.5530,.5130,.4800,.4490,
1 .4270,.3920,.3440/
DATA MUG/.0245,.0257,.0269,.0282,.0295,.0309,.0325,.0343,

1 .0362,.0383,.0411/
DATA CPF/.2620,.2660,.2710,.2760,.2830,.2910,.3000,.3130,

1 .3320,.3570,.3900/
DATA CPG/.14600.1520,.1580,.1650,.1750,.1870,.2040,.2260,

1 .2530,.2880,.3320/
DATA KF/ .0693,.0661,.0630,.0598,.0566,.0534,.0502,.0471,

1 .0439,.0407,.0371/
DATA KG/ .0040,.0044,.0048,.0052,.0056,.0060,.0064,.0068,

1 .0072,.0077,.0084/
C
C Check if TSAT within limits.

If(TSAT .LT. -40) go to 999
If(TSAT .GT. 160) go to 999
If(TSAT .GT. -20) go to 10

C
C Routine for TSAT less than -20 F
C

S =tSAT/20+2
IL =1
IM =2
/0 =3
go to 20

C
C Routine for TSAT greater than -20 F
C
10 S =TSAT/20 +3

IM =INT(S)
IL =IM-1
TH =IM+1
S =S-IL

C
C General values
C
20 MUL = INTERP(S

NMI =INTERP(S
CPL =INTERP(S
CPV =INTERP(S
KL =INTERP(S
KV =INTERP(S
go to 30

C
C Error message
C
999 write(5,100)

,MUF(IL),MUF(IM),NUF(IH))
,MUG(IL),MUG(IM),MUG(IH))
,CPF(IL),CPF(IM),CPF(IN))
,CPG(IL),CPG(IM),CPG(IH))
,KF(IL),KF(IM),KF(IH))
,KG(IL),KG(IM),KG(IH))
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100 Format(5x,'TSAT out of range on TPR',/)
C
30 Return

End
C
C Three point Newton forward difference interpolation routine
C

Real FUNCTION INTERP(S,A,B,C)
INTERP =A+S*(B -A)+(S*(S -1)/2)*(A+C -2*B)
Return
End

SUBROUTINE FRICTW(RE,E,DI,FF)
C
C PURPOSE
C TO DETERMINE THE GENERAL MOODY FRICTION FACTOR
C FOR SINGLE PHASE FLOW IN TUBES
C
C*** AUTHORS C. C. HILLER AND L. R. GLICKSMAN
C*** THIS SUBPROGRAM APPEARS HERE UNCHANGED
C*** FROM THAT GIVEN IN REPORT NO. 24525-96,
C*** HEAT TRANSFER LABORATORY,
C*** MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C INPUT
C RE REYNOLDS NUMBER

SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF FLOW PASSAGE (FT)
C DI EQUIVALENT DIAMETER OF FLOW PASSAGE (FT)
C OUTPUT
C FF - MOODY FRICTION FACTOR
C
C LAMINAR FLOW REGIME

IF(RE.LE.2300.0) FF = 16.0/RE
IF(RE.LE.2300.0) GO TO 30

C
C TRANSITION AND TURBULENT FLOW REGIMES

D = DI
FF = .020
DF = -.005
DO 20 I = 1,30
FF = FF + DF
IF(FF.LE.0.0) FF = .0001
A = -2.0*ALOG10(2.51/(RE*SQRT(4.0*FF)) + E/(3.7*D))
B = 1.0/SQRT(4.0*FF)
IF(ABS(A-B).LE.(.001*B)) GO TO 30
IF(A-B) 15,30,20

15 FF = FF - DF
DF = DF/2.0

20 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,100)

30 RETURN
100 FORMAT(' FRICTION FACTOR FAILS TO CONVERGE

END

SUBROUTINE ERROR(EFLAG,INST,TOL)
C
C SUBROUTINE ERROR prints an error message and receives instruc-
C tions for proceeding. Instructions are passed back to calling
C subroutine.
C
C

If(EFLAG .NE. 1) go to 10
C
C Error is an subroutine press.
C

write(6,100) Tol
go to 50

10 If(EFLAG .NE. 2) go to 20
C
C Error is in subroutine SHAH. Nonconvergence on psi.
C

write(6,200) Tol
go to 50

20 If(EFLAG .NE. 3) go to 30
C
C Error is in subroutine SHAH. Non-convergence on wall temp.



C
write(6,300) Tol
go to 50

C
30 IF(EFLAG .NE. 4) go to 40

C
C Error is in subroutine SUPER. Non-convergence
C

on wall temp.

write(6,400) Tol
go to 50

C ERROR IS IN SUBROUTINE TRIAL. NONCONVERGENCE ON H
40 WRITE(6,500)TOL
50 write(6,51)

read(5,900) INST
C
C
51 Format(5x,'Input:'/

1,10x,'0 to abort',/
2,10x,'1 to proceed with last value',/
3,10x,'2 to run through iteration again'

100 Format(5x,'Error during subroutine PRESS
1,10x,'Routine has converged to ',F10.6,'

200 Format(5x,'Error during subroutine SHAH'
1,10x,'Routine has converged to ',F10.6,'

300 Format(5x,'Error during subroutine SHAH'
1,10x,'Routine has converged to ',F10.6,'

400 Format(5x,'Error during subroutine SUPER
1,10x,'Routine has converged to ',F10.6,'

500 FORMAT(5X,'ERROR DURINR SUBROUTINE TRIAL
1,10X,'Routine has converged to ',F10.6,'

900 Format(I3)
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C***
C
C
C
C
C***
C
C***
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C DESCRIPTION OF CONSTANTS
C

Return
End

SUBROUTINE TABLES(NR,I)

,/)
',/
psia',/)

,/
on film coeff.',/)

,/
on wall temp',/)

',/
on wall temp.',/)

',/
on Enthalpy',/)

PURPOSE
TO PROVIDE CORRECT VALUES FOR CONSTANTS IN THE
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES SUBPROGRAMS, CORRESPONDING
TO THE DESIRED REFRIGERANT (12, 22, 502, OR 114)

AUTHORS G.T. KARTSOUNES AND A.A. ERTH, COMPUTER
CALCULATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF REFRIGERANTS 12, 22, AND 502,
ASHRAE TRANSACTIONS, VOL. 77, PT. 2, 1971

REVISED BY C.K. RICE AND S.K. FISCHER

REFRIGERANTS 11,13,14,21,23,113,500,& C318
CAN ALSO BE USED BY SUPPLYING A NEW SET OF CONSTANTS AS
GIVEN BY: R. C. DOWNING, REFRIGERANT EQUATIONS,
ASHRAE TRANSACTIONS, VOL. 80, PART 2, 1974.

DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
INPUT

NA - REFRIGERANT NUMBER (12, 22, 502, OR 114)
OUTPUT
ALL OF THE CONSTANTS HELD IN COMMON BLOCKS
The refrigerant indicator 'I'

Real K,LE10,L10E,J

COMMON/SAT/AVP,BVP;CVP,DVP,EVP,FVP
COMMON/SUPE/TC,PC,VC,A,B,TFR,LE10
COMMON/STATEQ/R,B1,A2,132,C2,A3,B3,C3,A4,84,C4,A5,B5,

1 C5,A6,86,C6,K,AIPHA,CPR
COMMON/OTHER/ACV,BCV,CCV,DCV,ECV,FCV,X,Y,L10E,J

C
I =2
J = .185053
L1OE = .434294
LE10 = 2.302585

C CONSTANTS FOR REFRIGERANT 22
20 AVP = 29.357545

* * *
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BVP = -3845.193152
CVP = - 7.861031
DVP = 2.190939E-03
EVP = .445747
FVP = 686.1
TC = 664.5
PC = 721.906
VC = .030525
A = 120.0
B = 388.0
TFR = 459.69
R = .124098
B1 = .002
A2 = -4.353547
B2 = 2.407252E-03
C2 = -44.066868
A3 = -.017464
B3 = 7.62789E-05

C3 = 1.483763
A4 = 2.310142E-03
B4 = -3.605723E-06
C4 = 0.0
AS = -3.724044E-05
B5 = 5.355465E-08
C5 = -1.845051E-04
A6 = 1.363387E08
B6 = -1.672612E05
C6 = 0.0
K = 4.2
ALPHA = 548.2
CPR = 0.0
ACV = 2.812836E-02
BCV = 2.255408E-04
CCV = -6.509607E-08
DCV = 0.0
ECV =0.0
FCV = 257.341
X = 62.4009
Y = -4.53335E-02
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TRIAL(NR,TI,DTI,P,N,ARG,TOL,V,H,S,T,EFLAG)
C
C PURPOSE
C TO DETERMINE REMAINING SUPERHEATED VAPOR OR TWO-PHASE
C REFRIGERANT PROPERTIES, GIVEN THE PRESSURE AND ONE OTHER
C PROPERTY OF A SPECIFIED REFRIGERANT
C
C*** AUTHORS G.T. KARTSOUNES AND R.A. ERTH ***
C
C*** REVISED BY W.L. JACKSON AND S.K. FISCHER
C
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C INPUT
C TI - INITIAL TEMPERATURE GUESS (F)
C DT: - INITIAL STEP FOR TEMPERATURE ITERATION (F)
C P - PRESSURE (PSIA)
C N - ARGUMENT INDICATOR
C IF N = 2, THE SECOND KNOWN PROPERTY IS SPECIFIC VOLUME
C IF N = 3, THE SECOND KNOWN PROPERTY IS ENTHALPY
C IF N = 4, THE SECOND KNOWN PROPERTY IS ENTROPY
C ARG - THE SECOND KNOWN PROPERTY
C TOL - CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE
C OUTPUT
C V - SPECIFIC VOLUME OF VAPOR (CU FT/LBM)
C H - ENTHALPY OF VAPOR (BTU/LBM)
C S - ENTROPY OF VAPOR (BTU/LBM-R)
C T - TEMPERATURE OF VAPOR (F)
C IERROR- ERROR FLAG
C REMARKS - SUBROUTINES CALLED
C VAPOR TO DETERMINE THE DESIRED REFRIGERANT VAPOR PROPERTIES
C
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T = TI
DT =DTI
T = T + DT

5 DO 20 I = 1,500
C T =T +DT

CALL VAPOR(NR,T,P,VVAP,HVAP,SVAP)
ARGN =HVAP
IF(DT .LT. 0.) DIFF =ARG-ARGN
IF(DT .GT. 0.) DIFF =ARGN-ARG
IF(DT .EQ. 0.) go to 25

C write(*,*)' SS TRIAL(2) T, Diff ',T,Diff
IF(ABS(DIFF) .LE. TOL) go to 30

C
C IF(DIFF) 20,30,10
C 10 T =T -DT
C DT =DT/2.0
C

IF(DIFF .GT. 0.0) T = T - DT
IF(DIFF .LT. 0.0) T = T + DT

20 CONTINUE
25 EFLAG = 5.

C write(*,*)' $S TRIAL(3) DIFF,Tol ',Diff,Tol
CALL ERROR(EFLAG,INST,DIFF)
IF(INST .EQ. 0) go to 100
EFLAG = O.
T = TI + 40.*DTI
IF(INST .EQ. 1) go to 30

DT = DTI
I =1
go to 5

30 V =VVAP
H =HVAP
S =SVAP

100 RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE VAPOR(NR,TF,PPSIA,VVAP,HVAP,SVAP)
C
C PURPOSE
C TO EVALUATE THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
C OF THE SUPERHEATED VAPOR PHASE
C OF A SPECIFIED REFRIGERANT
C GIVEN THE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
C
C*** AUTHORS G.T. KARTSOUNES AND R.A. ERTH
C
C*** REVISED BY C.K. RICE AND S.K. FISCHER
C
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C INPUT
C TF - TEMPERATURE (F)
C PPSIA- PRESSURE (PSIA)
C OUTPUT
C VVAP - SPECIFIC VCLUME OF VAPOR (CU FT/LBM)
C HVAP - ENTHALPY OF VAPOR (BTU/LBM)
C SVAP - ENTROPY OF VAPOR (BTU/LBM - R)
C IERROR- ERROR FLAG
C REMARKS - SUBROUTINES CALLED
C SPVOL
C TSAT TABLES

C

C

* * *

REAL KTDTC,K,J,LE10,L10E
INTEGER FLAG
COMMON/SUPE/TC,PC,VC,A,B,TFR,LE10
COMMON/STATEQ/R,B1,A2,B2,C2,A3,B3,C3,A4,B4,C4,A5,B5,
1C5,A6,B6,C6,K,ALPHA,CPR
COMMON/OTHER/ACV,BCV,CCV,DCV,ECV,FCV,X,Y,L10E,J

CALL TABLES(NR,I)
C
C CONVERT 'TF' TO 'T' AND CHECK VALUE
C

T = TF + TFR
IF(T.LE.0.0) GO TO 999
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C
C CALCULATE 'TFSAT' AND COMPARE WITH 'TF'
C

TFSAT = TSAT(NR,PPSIA,FLAG)
C
C "TSAT" IS ACCURATE TO WITHIN 0.02 F
C

IF(TF.LT.TFSAT) GO TO 999
IF(PPSIA.LE.0.0) GO TO 999

C
C CALCULATE 'VVAP'
C

VVAP = SPVOL(NR,TF,PPSIA)
C
C CALCULATE 'HVAP' AND 'SVAP'
C

T2 = T**2
T3 = T**3
T4 = T**4
VR = VVAP-B1

VR2 = 2.*VR**2
VR3 = 3.*VR**3
VR4 = 4.*VR**4
KTDTC = K*T/TC
EKTDTC = EXP(-KTDTC)
Z = ALPHA*VVAP
IF(Z.GT. 30.0) Z = 30.0
EMAV = EXP(-2)
H1=ACV*T+BCV*T2/2.+CCV*T3/3.+DCV*T4/4.-FCV/T
H2 = J*PPSIA*VVAP
H3=A2/VR+A3/VR2+A4/VR3+A5/VR4
H4=C2/VR+C3/VR2+C4/VR3+C5/VR4
S1=ACV*ALOG(T)+BCV*T+CCV*T2/2.+DCV*T3/3.-FCV/(2.*T2)
S2 = J*R*ALOG(VR)
S3=B2/VR+B3/VR2+B4 /VR3+B5/VR4
S4 = H4

4 H3 = H3+A6/ALPHA*EMAV
S3 = S3+B6/ALPHA*EMAV

6 HVAP=H1+H2+J*H3+J*EXTDTC*(1.+KTDTC)*H4+X
SVAP=S1 +$2-J*S3+J*EKTDTC*K/TC*S4+Y
RETURN

C
999 WRITE(5,1000)

WRITE(7,1000)
1000 FORMAT(' ERROR IN CALLING SUBROUTINE -VAPOR-')

RETURN
END

FUNCTION SPVOL(NR,TF,PPSIA)
C
C PURPOSE

TO EVALUATE THE SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE VAPOR PHASE
C OF A SPECIFIED REFRIGERANT
C GIVEN THE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE
C
C*** AUTHORS G.T. KARTSOUNES AND R.A. ERTH ***

C
C*** REVISED BY C.K. RICE AND S.K. FISCHER
C
C

C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C INPUT
C TF - TEMPERATURE (F)
C PPSIA- PRESSURE (PSIA)
C OUTPUT
C SPVOL- SPECIFIC VOLUME (CU FT/LBM)
C
C REMARKS
C FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM TSAT CALLED BY THIS FUNCTION
C

INTEGER FLAG
REAL K,LE10

C
COMMON/SUPE/TC,PC,VC,A,B,TFR,LE10
COMMON/STATEQ/R,B1,A2,152,C2,A3,B3,C3,A4,84,C4,A5,B5,
1C5,A6,B6,C6,K,ALPHA,CPR
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C
c write(*,*)'eeeee Chech before TABLES in SPVOL'

CALL TABLES(NR,I)
C

write( *, *)'eeeeee Check after TABLES in SPVOL',i
C CONVERT 'TF' TO 'T' AND CHECK VALUE
C

T = TF + TFR
IF(T.LE.0.0) GO TO 999

C
C CALCULATE 'TFSAT' AND COMPARE WITH 'TF'

TFSAT=TSAT(NR,PPSIA,FLAG)
TXYZ =TFSAT -0.050
write(*,*)' ##$$# Check TXYZ',TXYZ
IF(TF.GE. TXYZ) GO TO 6
write(*,*)' %%" Check write error before write'
WRITE(*,12)TF,TFSAT,PPSIA
WRITE(7,12)TF,TFSAT,PPSIA
GO TO 999

6 CONTINUE
C
C CHECK 'PPSIA'
C

IF(PPSIA.LE.0.0) GO TO 999
C
C CALCULATE CONSTANTS
C

ESO = EXP(-K*T/TC)
ES1=PPSIA
ES2 = R*T
ES3=A2+B2*T+C2*ESO
ES4 =A3 +B3*T+C3 *ESO

ES5=A4+B4*T+C4*ESO
ES6=A5+B5*T+C5*ESO
ES7=A6+B6*T+C6*ESO
ES32=2.*ES3
ES43=3.*ES4
ES54=4.*ES5
ES65=5.*ES6

C
C COMPUTE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF 'V' FROM IDEAL GAS LAW
C

VN=R*T/PPSIA
ITER = 0

C
C COMPUTE 'V' TO WITHIN 1.0E-05 BY NEWTON ITERATION
C

1 ITER = ITER + 1
IF(ITER.GT.30) GO TO 998
V = VN
V2 = V**2
V3 = V**3
V4 = V**4
V5 = V**5
V6 = V**6
Z = ALPHA *(V+B1)
write(*,*)10#$%-&* Check Z ',z
IF(Z.GT. 30.0) 2 =30.0
EMAV=EXP(-Z)

2 F = ES1-E52/V-ES3/V2-ES4/V3-ESE/V4-ES6/V5-ES7+EMAV
FV =ES2 /V2 +ES32/V3 +ES43/V4+ES54/V5+ES65/V6+ES7*ALPHA*EMAV

4 VN = V - F/FV
VXYI =ABS((VN-V)/V)

c write(*,*)'xxxx Check VXYZ ',VXYZ
IFVXYZ .GT. 1.E-0E) GO TO 1
SPVOL = VN + B1
RETURN

C

C PRINT ERROR MESSAGE IF
C TF IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO DEGREE R
C TF IS LESS THAN TFSAT CORRESPONDING TO PSAT = PPSIA
C PPSIA IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO
C MORE THAN 30 ITERATIONS ARE NEEDED
C
998 SPVOL = VN + B1



write(*,*),wwwwweeee before write in end',spvol
WRITE(*,10) ITER,V,VN

c WRITE(7,10) ITER,V,VN
RETURN

999 SPVOL -0.
write( *, *)'ggwwgq Before write in end',spvol
WRITE(*,9)
WRITE(7,9)

9 FORMAT(' ***ERROR IN CALLING SUBROUTINE -SPVOL-')
10 FORMAT(' ** *FAILED TO CONVERGE IN SPVOL',5X,I2,5X,2F12.6)
12 FORMAT(/,5X,3F10.5)

RETURN
C

END

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(IOFLAG)
C
C SUBROUTINE OUTPUT current values of parameters and location.
C Location is indicated by the IOFLAG as followings.
C
C IOFLAG Location Print
C
C 1 Start of inlet tube All initial parameters
C Tref,Pref,h,x,REFMR,TH20,WMR
C
C 2 Inlet tube contraction Tref,Pref,H,X,TB2O
C upstream side
C
C 3 Inlet tube contraction Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20
C downstream side
C
C 4 End of inlet section Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20
C upstream side of
C annulus connection
C
C 5 Start of annulus Tref,Pref,H,X,TH2O
C
C 6 Annulus w

C
C 7 Start of exit tube
C
C 8 Exit tube expansion
C downstream side
C
C 9 Exit tube expansion
C downstream side
C
C 10 End of exit tube
C
C 11 Summary delH,delTR,delPR,delTW
C
C

INCLUDE ,\DUAL\COMMONS\SISPAR.CMN'
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\WATER.CMN.
INCLUDE '\DUAL\COMMONS\REFRIG.CMN'

C
C Computed go tc's send to proper print routine.
C

ACCG =ACCNOR/32.2
go to(5,10,15,20,3),IOFLAG

3 IPT1 =IOFLAG -4
go to(30,35,40,45,4),IPT1

4 IPT2 =IPT1 -4
go to(50,55,60),IPT2

C
C Start of inlet tube
C
5 WRITE(IOUT,100)Tref,Pref,H,X,REFMR,TH20,WMR
100 Format(lx,'REFRIGERANT INITIAL CONDITIONS:',//

1,7X,'TEMP = ',F7.2,' F',/
2,7X,'Pressure = ',F7.2,' psia',/
3,7X,'Enthalpy = ',F7.2,' Btu/lbm',/
4,7X,'Quality = ',F4.2,/
5,7X,'Flow rate = ',F7.2,' lbm/sec',//
6,1X,'WATER INITIAL CONDITIONS:',//
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C

C

7,7X,'TEMP - ',F7.2,' F',/
8,7X,'Flow rate - ',F7.2,' lbm/sec',/)

WRITE(IOUT,200) ED
200 Format(lX,'PRICTION PARAMZTERS:',/

1,7X,'e/D 1911.51////)

Write(IOUT,101)
101 Format(2X,'TEMP PRESS ENTHALPY QLTY FILM COEFF.',

1' Flux W.TEMP ACC',/
2,2X,'(F) (psia) (Btu/lbm) (Btu/Hr.ft2.F)
3'(Btu/Hr.ft2) (F) (G'S',/)

write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
write(IOUT,121)
go to 900

C
C Contraction at inlet tube
C
10 write(IOUT,103)
103 Format(3x,'Inlet tube contraction')

write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
go to 900

C
15 write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG

write(IOUT,121)
go to 900

C
C Annulus connection
C
20 write(IOUT,105)
105 Format(3x,'Annulus connection')

write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
write(IOUT,121)
go to 900

C
C In the annulus
C
30 write(IOUT,106)
106 Format(3x,'Begin annulus')

write(I0UT,101)
write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
go to 900

C
C Still in the annulus
C
35 write(IOUT,110)Tref,Pref,H,X,Href,Flux,TH20,ACCG
110 Format(1F7.2,1x,F7.2,1x,F6.2,2x,F4.2,2x,F8.2,4x,F9.2,3x,

1F6.2,2x,F5.1)
go to 900

C
C Start of exit section.
C
40 write(IOUT,111)
111 Format(lx,/,3x,'Begin exit section

write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
write(IOUT,121)
go to 900

C

C Expansion
C
45 write(IOUT,112)
112 Format(3x,'Exit tube expansion')

write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
go to 900

C
50 write( IOUT ,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH2O,ACCG

go to 900
C
C End of exit tube
C
55 write(IOUT,121)
121 Format(/)

write(IOUT,120)Tref,Pref,H,X,TH20,ACCG
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120 Format(1F7.2,1x,F7.2,1x,F8.2,2x,F4.2,26x,F6.2,2x,F5.1)
write(IOUT,114)

114 Format(3x,'End of exit section',//)
go to 900

C
C Print SUMMARY
C

C
C
900 Return

End

60 write( I0U1,115)de1TR,de1PR,delH,de1TW
115 Format(lx,'Property Changes',/

1,2x,'Refrigerant Temp Change = ',F8.2,' F',/
2,2x,'Refrigerant Press Change = ',F8.2,' psia',/
3,2x,'Refrig. Enthalpy Change = ',F8.2,' Btu/lbm',/
4,2x,'Water Temp Change = ',F8.2,' F',//////)

C
C

FUNCTION TSAT(NR,PSAT,FLAG)

C PURPOSE
C TO EVALUATE THE SATURATION TEMPERATURE
C OF REFRIGERANT 22
C GIVEN THE SATURATION PRESSURE
C
C*** AUTHORS G.T. KARTSOUNES AND R.A. ERTH
C
C*** REVISED BY C.K. RICE AND S.K. FISCHER
C
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C INPUT
C Psat - SATURATION PRESSURE (psia)
C OUTPUT
C Tsat - SATURATION TEMPERATURE (F)
C IFLAG - ERROR FLAG
C

INTEGER FLAG
REAL LE10

C VAPOR PRESSURE CONSTANTS
COMMON/SAT/AVP,BVP,CVP,DVP,EVP,TVP
COMMON/SUPE/TC,PC,VC,A,B,TFR,LE10

C

C
FLAG=0

Call TABLES(NR,I)
C
C CHECK 'PSAT'
C

IF(Peat.LE.0.0) GO TO 999
C
C COMPUTE INITIAL ESTIMATE OF 'Tsat' FROM
C LINEAR APPROXIMATION
C

FLOG = ALOG10(Peat)
TR = A*PLOG + B
ITER = 0

C
C ITERATE TO WITHIN .01 USING NEWTON ITERATION
C

1 TRO = TR
ITER = ITER + 1
IF(ITER.GT. 30) GO TO 998
C =ALOG10(ABS(FVP-TRO))
F = AVP+BVP/TRO+CVP*ALOG10(TRO)+DVP*TRO+EVP*((FVP-TRO)/

1 TRO)*C-PIRG
FP =-13VP/TRO**2+CVP/(LE10*TRO)+DVP-EVP*(1./(LE10*TRO)+

1 FVP*C/TRO**2)
TR = TRO - F/FP
TXYZ =ABS(TR-TRO)
IF(TXYZ .GT. .01) go to 1
TSAT = TR - TFR
RETURN

C SET FLAG IF:
C PSAT IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO, OR



C NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IS GREATER THAN 30
C
998 TSAT = TR - TFR

FLAG = 1
RETURN

999 TSAT = 0
FLAG = 2
RETURN
END

C
SUBROUTINE SATPRP(NR,TF,PSAT,VF,VG,HF,HFG,HG,SF,SG,FLAG)

C PURPOSE
C TO EVALUATE THE SATURATION THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIESC OF A SPECIFIED REFRIGERANT
C GIVEN THE SATURATION TEMPERATURE
C
C*** AUTHORS G.T. KARTSOUNES AND R.A. ERTH ***
C
C*** REVISED BY C.K. RICE AND S.K. FISCHER
C
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS
C INPUT
C TF TEMPERATURE (F)
C OUTPUT
C PSAT - SATURATION PRESSURE (PSIA)
C VF - SPECIFIC VOLUME OF SATURATED LaQ.(cy FT/LBM)
C VG - SPECIFIC VOLUME OF SATURATED VAP.(CU FT/LBM)
C HF - ENTHALPY OF SATURATED LIQUID (BTU/LBM)
C HFG - LATENT ENTHALPY OF VAPORIZATION (BTU/LBM)
C HG - ENTHALPY OF SATURATED VAPOR (BTU/LBM)
C SF - ENTROPY OF SATURATED LIQUID (BTU /Lam - R)
C SG - ENTROPY OF SATURATED VAPOR (BTU/LBM - R)C IFLAG - ERROR FLAG
C
C REMARKS - SUBROUTINES CALLED
C SPVOL
C TSAT
C
C

C

DIMENSION AL(3),BL(3),CL(3),DL(3),EL(3)
REAL KTDTC,J,K,LE10,L10E
INTEGER FLAG

COMMON/SAT/AVP,BVP,CVP,DVP,EVP,FVP
COMMON/SUPE/TC,PC,VC,A,B,TFR,LE10
COMMON/STATEQ/R,B1,A2,B2,C2,A3,B3,C3,A4,B4,C4,A5,B5,

1 C5,A6,B6,C6,K,ALPHA,CPR
COMMON/OTHER/ACV,BCV,CCV,DCV,ECV,FCV,X,Y,L10E,J

C
C Liquid density constants
C

C

DATA AL,BL,CL,DL,EL/34.84,32.76,35.0,.02696,54.634409,
153.48437,.834921,36.74892,63.86417,6.02683,-22.292566
2,-70.08066,-.655549E-05,20.473289,48.47901/

CALL TABIES(NR,I)
write(*,*)' Sid, Check TABLES A6 ',a6
FLAG=0

C
C CONVERT 'TF' TO 'T' AND CHECK VALUE
C

T = TF + TFR
IF(T.LE.0.0) GO TO 999

C
C COMPARE 'T' WITH 'TC'
C

IF(T.GT.TC) GO TO 999
C

write( *, *)' %%%% Check TC ',TC

168
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C CALCULATE 'PSAT'
C

11 PSAT=10.**(AVP+BVP/T+CVP*ALOG10(T)+DVP*T+EVP*((FVP-T)/T)
1 *ALOG10(FVP-T))

C
C CALCULATE'VG'
C

12 VG = SPVOL(NR,TF,PSAT)
C
c write(*,*)155$555 Vg ',Vg,' $$$$'
C CALCULATE 'VF'
C

2 TR1 =1. -T/TC
C write(*,*)'@@0@@ Check TR1 , and AL(2) ',trl,",AL(I)

VF=1./(AL(I)+BL(I)*TR1**(1./3.)+CL(I)*TR1**(2./3.)+DL(I)
1 *TR1+EL(I)*TR1**(4./3.))
write(*,*)'!!!! Check Vf, J, acv ',vf,J,acv

C CALCULATE 'HFG' BY CLAUSIUS CLAPEYRON EQUATION
C

write( *, *)' & & && Check LE10 ',LE10
32 Hfg=(VG -VF)*PSAT*LE10*( -BVP/T+CVP/LE1O+DVP*T -EVP*(L10
1E+FVP*ALOG10(FVP-T)/T))*J

33 Sfg = Hfg/T
C
C CALCULATE 'Hg' AND'Sg'
C

T2 = T**2
T3 = T**3
T4 = T**4
VR = Vg -B1
VR2 = 2.*VR**2
VR3 = 3.*VR**3
VR4 = 4.*VR**4
KTDTC = K*T/TC
EKTDTC = EXP( -KTDTC)
Z = ALPHA*Vg
IF(Z.GT. 30.0) Z =30.0
EMAV = EXP(-Z)
H1=ACV*T +BCV*T2/2. + CCV*T3/3. + DCV*T4/4. - FCV/T
H2 = J * Psat * Vg
H3=A2/VR + A3/VR2 + A4/VR3 + A5/VR4
H4=C2/VR + C3/VR2 + C4/VR3 +C5/VR4
write(*,*)' tt% Check H1,H2,H3,H4 ',H1,H2,H3,H4
S1=ACV*ALOG(T) + BCV*T + CCV*T2/2. + DCV*T3/3. -FCV/(2.*T2)
S2 = J * R * ALOG(VR)
S3=B2/VR + B3/VR2 + B4/VR3 +B5/VR4
S4 = H4

4 H3=H3 + A6/ALPHA*EMAV
S3=S3 +B6/ALPHA*EMAV

6 HG=H1 + H2 + J*H3 + J*EKTDTC*(1.+KTDTC)*H4 + X
SG=S1 +S2 - J*S3 + J*EKTDTC*K/TC*S4 + Y

C
C CALCULATE 'Hf' AND 'Sf'
C

Hf = Hg - Hfg
Sf = Sg - Sfg

C check by lee
Vg ,Vf,Hf,Hfg ',Vg,' ,Vf,",Hf,' ',

c 1 Hfg
RETURN

C
C SET FLAG IF
C TF IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO DEGREE R
C TF IS GREATER THAN THE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
C
999 IF(T.LE.0.0) FLAG=1

IF(T.GT.TC) FLAG=2
RETURN
END
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Sample Output of Three-Fluid Evaporator Simulation

REFRIGERANT INITIAL CONDITIONS:

TEMP 34.10 F
Pressure - 74.95 psia
Enthalpy - 44.20 Btu/lbm
Quality - 0.28
Flow rate - 0.08 lbm/sec

WATER INITIAL CONDITIONS:

TEMP 70.00 F
Flow rate - 0.55 lbm/sec

FRICTION PARAMETERS:

e/D . 0.00030

TEMP PRESS ENTHALPY QLTY
(F) (psia) (Btu /ibm)

FILM COEFF. FLUX W.TEMP
(Stu /Hr.ft2.F)(Btu /Hr.ft2) (F)

ACC
(G's)

34.10 74.95 44.20 0.28 70.00 1.0

Inlet tube contraction
34.05 74.88 44.20 0.28 70.00 1.0
34.05 74.27 44.20 0.28 70.00 1.0

Annulus connection
32.57 72.92 44.20 0.28 70.00 1.0

Beain
TEMP
(F)

annulus
PRESS
(psia)

ENTHALPY QLTY
(Btu/lbm)

FILM COEFF. FLUX W.TEMP
(Iltu/Er.ft2.F)(Btupir.ft2) (F)

ACC
(G's)

32.67 73.05 44.20 0.28 70.00 1.0
32.62 72.98 45.71 0.30 268.85 1552.91 69.77 1.0
32.59 72.94 46.70 0.31 278.25 1017.23 69.62 1.9
32.55 72.89 47.69 0.32 284.39 1014.02 69.48 2.0
32.52 72.85 48.67 0.33 290.39 1010.83 69.33 2.2
32.48 72.80 49.65 0.34 296.25 1007.61 69.18 2.3
32.45 72.76 50.63 0.36 301.98 1004.34 69.03 2.5
32.41 72.71 51.61 0.37 307.57 1001.05 68.89 2.7
32.37 72.66 52.58 0.38 311.84 997.61 68.74 2.9
32.33 72.61 53.55 0.39 311.08 992.71 68.59 3.2
32.29 72.55 54.51 0.40 310.14 989.30 68.45 3.4
32.25 72.50 55.47 0.41 309.05 984.49 68.30 3.7
32.21 72.45 56.43 0.42 307.83 979.67 68.16 4.0
32.17 72.39 57.38 0.43 306.51 974.85 68.02 4.3
32.13 72.34 58.32 0.44 305.09 970.03 67.88 4.6
32.08 72.28 59.27 0.45 303.59 965.21 67.73 4.9
32.04 72.22 60.20 0.46 302.01 960.40 67.59 5.3
31.99 72.16 61.14 0.48 300.37 955.58 67.45 5.7
31.95 72.10 62.06 0.49 298.68 950.77 67.31 6.1
31.90 72.04 62.99 0.50 296.93 945.96 67.17 6.5
31.86 71.98 63.91 0.51 295.15 941.14 67.04 7.0
31.82 71.93 64.82 0.52 293.31 936.33 66.90 7.5
31.78 71.88 65.73 0.53 292.18 931.51 66.76 7.9
31.74 71.83 66.64 0.54 290.31 926.44 66.62 8.4
31.70 71.77 67.54 0.55 288.40 921.38 66.49 8.9
31.65 71.72 68.44 0.56 286.45 916.32 66.35 9.5
31.61 71.66 69.33 0.57 284.46 911.26 66.22 10.1
31.57 71.61 70.22 0.58 282.44 906.19 66.09 10.8
31.53 71.55 71.10 0.59 280.38 901.11 65.95 11.4
31.48 71.49 71.98 0.60 278.29 896.03 65.82 12.1
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31.43 71.43 72.85 0.61 276.16 890.93 65.69 12.9
31.39 71.37 73.72 0.62 274.00 885.81 65.56 13.7
31.34 71.31 74.58 0.63 271.81 880.67 65.43 14.5
31.29 71.25 75.44 0.64 269.59 875.52 65.30 15.3
31.24 71.19 76.29 0.65 267.33 870.33 65.17 16.2
31.19 71.12 77.14 0.66 265.04 865.12 65.05 17.2
31.14 71.06 77.98 0.67 262.72 859.88 64.92 18.2
31.09 70.99 78.82 0.68 260.36 854.59 64.79 19.3
31.04 70.92 79.66 0.69 257.96 849.27 64.67 20.4
30.99 70.85 80.49 0.70 255.53 843.89 64.54 21.6
30.93 70.78 81.31 0.71 253.06 838.46 64.42 22.8
30.88 70.71 82.13 0.71 250.55 832.97 64.30 24.1
30.82 70.64 82.94 0.72 248.00 827.41 64.17 25.5
30.77 70.57 83.75 0.73 245.41 821.78 64.05 27.0
30.71 70.50 84.55 0.74 242.77 816.06 63.93 28.5
30.65 70.42 85.35 0.75 240.08 810.25 63.81 30.1
30.59 70.35 86.14 0.76 237.34 804.33 63.69 31.9
30.53 70.27 86.93 0.77 234.54 798.30 63.57 33.7
30.47 70.19 87.71 0.78 231.68 792.14 63.46 35.7
30.41 70.11 88.48 0.79 228.77 785.84 63.34 37.8
30.35 70.03 89.25 0.80 225.79 779.38 63.23 40.0
30.28 69.95 90.01 0.80 222.73 773.09 63.11 42.4
30.22 69.87 90.77 0.81 219.60 767.38 63.00 45.0
30.16 69.79 91.52 0.82 217.10 762.09 62.88 47.1
30.10 69.72 92.26 0.83 215.38 757.13 62.77 48.6
30.04 69.65 93.01 0.84 213.60 752.06 62.66 50.2
29.98 69.57 93.74 0.85 211.77 746.85 62.55 51.7
29.93 69.50 94.47 0.86 209.88 741.49 62.44 53.3
29.87 69.43 95.20 0.86 208.72 736.65 62.33 54.1
29.82 69.37 95.92 0.87 208.11 731.96 62.22 54.2
29.77 69.30 96.64 0.88 207.34 727.01 62.11 54.4
29.72 69.23 97.35 0.89 206.38 721.78 62.01 54.6
29.66 69.16 98.06 0.90 205.25 716.23 61.90 54.8
29.61 69.10 98.76 0.90 203.93 710.32 61.80 55.1
29.55 69.03 99.46 0.91 202.40 703.99 61.69 55.4
29.50 68.96 100.15 0.92 200.66 695.27 61.59 55.7
29.44 68.89 100.82 0.93 198.70 679.67 61.49 56.1
29.39 68.82 101.48 0.94 196.50 664.68 61.39 56.4
29.33 68.75 102.11 0.94 194.04 645.82 61.29 56.8
29.28 68.68 102.73 0.95 191.32 624.60 61.20 57.1
29.22 68.61 103.33 0.96 188.28 600.45 61.11 57.4
29.17 68.54 103.90 0.96 184.89 572.66 61.02 57.7
29.11 68.47 104.44 0.97 181.12 552.42 60.94 58.0
29.06 68.40 104.98 0.98 176.79 539.54 60.86 58.2
29.00 68.33 105.50 0.98 171.63 523.93 60.78 58.4
28.95 68.27 106.00 0.99 165.30 506.95 60.71 58.6
28.90 68.20 106.48 0.99 157.13 481.25 60.64 58.8
28.84 68.13 106.92 1.00 115.67 442.69 60.57 58.9
28.80 68.07 107.29 1.00 370.14 60.51 58.9
29.90 68.01 107.46 1.00

.3.25.68-

45.88 177.06 60.49 58.0
30.90 67.96 107.63 1.00 45.98 171.04 60.46 57.8
31.80 67.90 107.80 1.00 46.07 165.53 60.44 57.5
32.70 67.84 107.96 1.00 46.15 160.55 60.41 57.3
33.60 67.78 108.11 1.00 46.23 155.56 60.39 57.0
34.50 67.72 108.26 1.00 46.31 150.56 60.37 56.8
35.30 67.66 108.41 1.00 46.39 145.55 60.35 56.5
36.10 67.60 108.55 1.00 46.46 141.08 60.33 56.3
36.90 67.54 108.68 1.00 46.53 136.60 60.31 56.1
37.60 67.48 108.81 1.00 46.60 132.11 60.29 55.8
38.30 67.42 108.94 1.00 46.66 128.17 60.27 55.6
39.00 67.36 109.06 1.00 46.72 124.22 60.25 55.4
39.70 67.30 109.18 1.00 46.78 120.27 60.23 55.2
40.40 67.24 109.30 1.00 46.85 116.31 60.21 55.0
41.00 67.17 109.41 1.00 46.91 112.35 60.20 54.8
41.60 67.11 109.52 1.00 46.96 108.94 60.18 54.6
42.20 67.05 109.62 1.00 47.01 105.53 60.16 54.3
42.80 66.99 109.72 1.00 47.07 102.11 60.15 54.2
43.30 66.93 109.82 1.00 47.12 98.69 60.13 54.0
43.90 66.86 109.91 1.00 47.16 95.83 60.12 53.8
44.40 66.80 110.01 1.00 47.22 92.41 60.11 53.6
45.00 66.69 110.12 1.00 47.38 114.90 60.09 1.0

Begin exit section
44.40 61.75 110.12 1.00 60.09 1.0
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44.40 61.62 110.12 1.00
End of exit section

Property Changes

60.09 1.0

Refrigerant Temp Change = 10.30 F
Refrigerant Press Change = -13.34 psia
Ref rig. Enthalpy Change = 65.92 Btu/lbm
Water Temp Change = -9.91 F
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APPENDIX E

Subroutine Description of Dual-Source Heat Pump Model

The simulation program for the dual-source heat pump

has a 86 subroutines. Since the ORNL program [20] for the

air-source heat pump is used for the case of air-source

above the specific temperature, the routines for the case of

water-source are listed in this appendix. The subroutines

for the evaporator were already listed in Appendix B so that

this appendix describes the major subroutines excluding the

evaporator subroutines.

Subroutine Description

CALC

CAPTUB

CHTC

DPF

DPLINE

EFFECT

calculates geometric constants for both heat

exchangers.

submodel for capillary tube flow rate.

calculates refrigerant-side heat transfer

coefficient for the two-phase region of the

condenser.

determines an approximate dew-point temperature

for a given vapor pressure of moist air.

determines the single-phase pressure drop in

the refrigerant lines.

computes the difference in condenser



EXCH

EXF

GUESS3

HAIR

MUKCP

MUKCPA

ORIFIC

OUTPUT

SPHTC
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effectiveness values between the general

effectiveness equation and the specific cross-

flow effectiveness equation as a function of

the fraction of the coil, f , containing

superheated refrigerant vapor.

determines the heat transfer and outlet

temperatures for one circuit of the condenser

for given heat transfer coefficients and

saturation temperatures at the beginning and

end of the two-phase region.

determines the effectiveness of a cross-flow

heat exchanger using the effectiveness-NTU

method.

brackets a solution prior to using a root

finder by shifting end points by constant step.

computes air-side heat transfer coefficient for

smooth fin and tube geometry.

calculates viscosity,' thermal conductivity, and

specific heat of 13 refrigerants.

calculates viscosity, thermal conductivity, and

specific heat of air.

computes refrigerant mass flow rate through a

short-tube orifice.

prints a detailed summary of output data.

calculates single-phase heat transfer

coefficient for laminar, transition, or



SPHTC2

TXV

ZERO's
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turbulent gas flow from an abrupt contraction

entrance.

computes single-phase heat transfer coefficient

for fully developed liquid or gas flow.

computes the refrigerant mass flow rate through

a thermostatic expansion valve.

each of these routines solves for the root, or

zero, of a function from two points which

bracket the solution using bisection and

Newton's method.
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Sample Output of Water-Source Operation of the

Dual-Source Heat Pump

SUMMARY OF ENERGY INPUT AND OUTPUT
WATER-SOURCE OPERATION AT 47 F

SAMPLE DATA SFT FOR ORNL HEAT PUMP DESIGN MODEL MARK II

OPERATING CONDITIONS:
WATER TEMPERATURE INTO EVAPORATOR 46.88 F
AIR TEMPERATURE INTO CONDENSER 70.00 F
SATURATION TEMP INTO COMPRESSOR 31.12 F
SATURATION TEMP OUT OF COMPRESSOR 120.37 F

ENERGY INPUT SUMMARY:
HEAT PUMPED FROM WATER SOURCE 31953.2 BTU/H

POWER TO INDOOR FAN MOTOR
POWER TO OUTDOOR FAN MOTOR
TOTAL PARASITIC POWER

POWER TO OUTDOOR PUMP MOTOR
TOTAL INPUT POWER

370.1 WATTS
0.0 WATTS

370.1 WATTS

3964.4 WATTS
4334.5 WATTS

REFRIGERANT -SIDE SUMMARY:
HEAT GAIN TO EVAPORATOR FROM WATER 31953.2 BTU/H
HEAT GAIN TO SUCTION LINE 300.0 BTU/H
ENERGY INPUT TO COMPRESSOR 13530.6 BTU/H
HEAT LOSS FROM COMPRESSOR SHELL 4735.7 BTU/H
HEAT LOSS FROM DISCHARGE LINE 2000.0 BTU/H
HEAT LOSS FROM CONDENSER TO AIR 38807.5 BTU/H
HEAT LOSS FROM LIQUID LINE 200.0 BTU/H

ENERGY OUTPUT SUMMARY:
HEAT RATE FROM REFRIGERANT TO INDOOR AIR 38807.5 BTU/H
HEAT RATE FROM BACKUP HEAT TO INDOOR AIR 0.0 BTU/H
HEAT RATE FROM FAN TO INDOOR AIR 1263.1 BTU/H
TOTAL HEAT RATE TO/FROM INDOOR AIR 40070.7 BTU/H

HEATING PERFORMANCE:
HEAT PUMP COP 2.709
HEAT PUMP CAPACITY 40070.7 BTU/H

SPECIFIED HOUSE LOAD
RESISTANCE HEAT
SYSTEM COP
SYSTEM CAPACITY

15000.0 BTU/H
0.0 BTU/H

2.709
40070.7 BTU/H
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APPENDIX G

Sample Output of APF Model for the Dual-Source Heat Pump

INPUT SUMMARY:

ELECTRIC-DRIVEN HEAT PUMP
LATE 70'S HIGH EFFICIENCY, SINGLE-SPEED HEAT PUMP

SUMMARY OF HEATING PERFORMANCE DATA:

TECH SITE HEAT PUMP (COMPOSITE SS DATA FROM LAB AND 79-80 FIELD TESTS)
(NO CAPACITY MODULATION)

***

PT

STEADY-STATE DATA:

AMBIENT STEADY-STATE
TEMPERATURE COP

(F)
PT

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE

(F)

STEADY-STATE
CAPACITY
(MUM)

1 4.00 3.600 1 4.00 42.60
2 17.00 3.600 2 17.00 42.60
3 47.00 3.600 3 47.00 42.60
4 49.50 3.100 4 49.50 37.20
5 60.00 3.200 5 60.00 40.50

*** CYCLING LOSS DATA:

CD - 0.220

*** ON-TIME PARASITIC DATA:

ON-TIME PARASITIC POWER IS 0.00 WATTS TIMES THE FRACTIONAL ON TIME.
AMOUNT OF ON-TIME PARASITICS ADDED TO S-S CAPACITY VALUES IS 0.00 WATTS
AMOUNT OF ON-TIME PARASITICS ADDED TO S-S COP VALUES IS 0.00 WATTS

* * SUMMARY OF COOLING PERFORMANCE DATA:

TECH SITE HEAT PUMP (COMPOSITE SS DATA FROM LAB AND 79-80 FIELD TESTS)
(NO CAPACITY MODULATION)

STEADY-STATE DATA:

PT
AMBIENT

TEMPERATURE
(F)

STEADY-STATE
COP PT

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE

(F)

STEADY-STATE
CAPACITY
(KETUM)

1 75.00 3.120 1 75.00 36.00
2 79.70 3.030 2 79.70 35.60
3 87.50 2.800 3 87.50 34.20
4 95.40 2.460 4 95.40 32.00
5 105.00 2.000 5 105.00 28.30

r**

CD

CYCLING LOSS DATA:

- 0.110

*** ON-TIME PARASITIC DATA:

ON-TIME PARASITIC POWER IS 0.00 WATTS TIMES THE FRACTIONAL ON TIME.
AMOUNT OF ON-TIME PARASITICS ADDED TO S-S CAPACITY VALUES IS 0.00 WATTS
AMOUNT OF ON-TIME PARASITICS ADDED TO S-S COP VALUES IS 0.00 WATTS
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MODE AND MODULATION INDEPENDENT HEAT PUMP DATA:

*** OFF-TIME PARASITIC DATA:

OFF-TIME PARASITIC POWER IS 53.50 WATTS TIMES THE FRACTIONAL OFF TIME.

*** UNIT SIZE SCALING:

THE INPUT CAPACITY, POWER, AND PARASITIC VALUES WILL BE SCALED TO MEET
0.60 TIMES THE DESIGN HEATING LOAD

HOUSE, WEATHER, AND LOADS INFORMATION:

TECH CONTROL HOUSE
THE HOUSE HAS 1155. SQUARE FEET OF FLAT ROOF AREA WITH

R -31. CEILING AND
R-21. WALLS

WEATHER FOR KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

WINTER INDOOR TEMPERATURE SETTING - DB = 70.00 F
SUMMER INDOOR TEMPERATURE SETTING - DB = 78.00 F
SUMMER INDOOR TEMPERATURE SETTING - NB = 66.00 F

99.0% DESIGN DAY TEMPERATURE--HEATING = 13.00 F
97.5% DESIGN DAY TEMPERATURE--COOLING = 92.00 F

DESIGN HEATING LOAD = 31.84 KBTU/HR
DESIGN COOLING LOAD = 18.90 KBTU/HR

COOLING SEASON SENSIBLE-TO-TOTAL COOLING LOAD RATIOS
BY AMBIENT TEMPERATURE BINS --

AMBIENT TEMP (F) 57.0 62.0 67.0 72.0 77.0 82.0 87.0 92.0 97.0 102.

DAYTIME
S/T RATIO 1.000 0.979 0.926 0.868 0.876 0.878 0.875 0.897 0.960 1.00

NIGHTTIME



DIRECT CYCLING ENERGY LOSS
INDIRECT CHANGE

IN PARASITICS

374.7 KWH

-5.8 KWH

ANNUAL ENERGY LOSS DUE TO CYCLING 368.9 KWH
0-- USE AND LOSS SUMMARY --
OSTEADY-STATE ENERGY USE -

BASE TOTAL, EXCLUDING BACKUP HEAT AND PARASITICS 4941.2 KWH ( 88.5i)
BACKUP HEAT REQUIREMENTS 138.1 KWH ( 2.5%)
ON-TIME PARASITICS 0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
OFF-TIME PARASITICS 133.9 KWH ( 2.4%)

ODYNAMIC LOSSES -
FROSTING/DEFROSTING 0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
CYCLING 368.9 KWH ( 6.6%)

TOTAL ENERGY USE FOR THE YEAR 5582.1 KWH (100.0%)

1PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS:

LATE 70'S HIGH EFFICIENCY, SINGLE-SPEED HEAT PUMP

TECH SITE HEAT PUMP (COMPOSITE SS DATA FROM LAB AND 79-80 FIELD TESTS)
TECH CONTROL HOUSE
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

*** ANNUAL PERFORMANCE SUMMARY:
OANNUAL ENERGY INPUT 5582.1 KWH
ANNUAL ENERGY OUTPUT 55683.8 KBTU
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE FACTOR 2.923
HOURS OF WATER-OPERATION 1554.9 HMS

0*** ANNUAL ENERGY USE BREAKDOWN:
0-- DYNAMIC LOSS BREAKDOWN --
OFROSTING/DEFROSTING LOSSES -

DIRECT FROSTING/DEFROSTING ENERGY LOSS
INDIRECT CHANGE

IN BACKUP HEAT REQUIREMENTS
IN CYCLING LOSSES
IN PARASITICS

BACKUP I2R ENERGY
PARASITIC ENERGY
HOURS OF OPERATION

ANNUAL ENERGY LOSS DUE TO FROSTING/DEFROSTING
OCYCLING LOSSES -

0 . 0 KWH

0.0 KWH
0.0 KWH
0.0 KWH

0.0 KWH

138.1 KWH
128.1 KWH

3421.8 MRS
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*** HEATING SEASON PERFORMANCE SUMMARY:
OSEASONAL ENERGY INPUT 3077.9 KWH BACKUP I2R ENERGY 138.1 KWH
SEASONAL ENERGY OUTPUT 31701.0 KBTU PARASITIC ENERGY 60.3 KWH
SEASONAL PERFORMANCE FACTOR 3.018 HOURS OF OPERATION 1843.8 HMS
HOURS OF WATER-OPERATION 1554.9 HRS

0*** SEASONAL ENERGY USE BREAKDOWN:
0-- DYNAMIC LOSS BREAKDOWN --
OFROSTING/DEFROSTING LOSSES -

DIRECT FROSTING/DEFROSTING ENERGY LOSS
INDIRECT CHANGE

IN BACKUP HEAT REQUIREMENTS
IN CYCLING LOSSES
IN PARASITICS

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

KWH

KWH
KWH
KWH

SEASONAL ENERGY LOSS DUE TO FROSTING /DEFROSTING 0.0 KWH
OCYCLING LOSSES -

DIRECT CYCLING ENERGY LOSS 269.9 KWH
INDIRECT CHANGE
IN PARASITICS -4.1 KWH

SEASONAL ENERGY LOSS DUE TO CYCLING 265.7 KWH
0-- USE AND LOSS SUMMARY --
OSTEADY -STATE ENERGY USE -

BASE TOTAL, EXCLUDING BACKUP HEAT AND PARASITICS 2609.6 KWH ( 84.8%)
BACKUP HEAT REQUIREMENTS 138.1 KWH ( 4.5%)
ON-TIME PARASITICS 0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
OFF-TIME PARASITICS 64.4 KWH ( 2.1%)

ODYNAMIC LOSSES -
FROSTING /DEFROSTING 0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
CYCLING 265.7 KWH ( 8.6%)

TOTAL ENERGY USE FOR THE SEASON 3077.9 KWH (100.0%)

*** COOLING SEASON PERFORMANCE SUMMARY:
OSEASONAL ENERGY INPUT 2504.2 KWH BACKUP I2R ENERGY
SEASONAL ENERGY OUTPUT 23982.8 KBTU PARASITIC ENERGY
SEASONAL PERFORMANCE FACTOR 2.806 HOURS OF OPERATION

0.0 KWH
67.8 KWH

1578.0 HRS

0*** SEASONAL ENERGY USE BREAKDOWN:
0-- DYNAMIC LOSS BREAKDOWN --
OCYCLING LOSSES -

DIRECT CYCLING ENERGY LOSS 104.8 KWH
INDIRECT CHANGE
IN PARASITICS -1.7 KWH

SEASONAL ENERGY LOSS DUE TO CYCLING 103.2 KWH
0-- USE AND LOSS SUMMARY --
OSTEADY-STATE ENERGY USE -

BASE TOTAL, EXCLUDING BACKUP HEAT AND PARASITICS 2331.6 KWH ( 93.1%)
BACKUP HEAT REQUIREMENTS 0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
ON-TIME PARASITICS -0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
OFF-TIME PARASITICS 69.4 KWH ( 2.8%)

ODYNAMIC LOSSES -
FROSTING/DEFROSTING 0.0 KWH ( 0.0%)
CYCLING 103.2 KWH ( 4.1%)

TOTAL ENERGY USE FOR THE SEASON 2504.2 KWH (100.0%)


